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Complete On-The-Spot Little RockStory
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REV. B. I.. HOOKS, Rev. Henry
Button, Mr; Daisy Bates, Rev.
Henry Love and Atty. R B. Silt.
armon, tl•r) view the Aug. 20 elec.
Lion day with considerable con.
cern as all, with the exception of
Mrs. Bates, are front runners for
various city government seats.
Sugarmon for commissioner of
public works, Hooks for juvenile
judge, and Revs. Bunton and Love
for seats on the board of educe.
(Ion. Mrs. Bates was in Memphis
last week to speak at a banquet
sponsored by the boosters of the
Volunteer Ticket, which the midi.
dates comprise. (Staff ph by •
George Hardin).
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Brother, Sister Sue
Officer For $22,500

•

' A brother and sister, who vanished after a white policeman
was attacked, and who surrendered
in City Court last Thursday afternoon, are appealing their conviction and suing a patrolman for
damages totaling $22,500.
According to Atty. I. H. Murphy, Mrs. Geraldine Jones McKinney of 879 N, Montgomery St.,
will ask for damages of $15,000
in Circuit Court for assault and
battery from Patrolman W. E.
Pierini, while her brother, Waddell Jones, 25, of 871 Annie pl.,
will seek $7,500.
Mr. Jones who was found guilty
aid resisting arrest, assault and bat(cry and disorderly conduct, paid
fines of $128, while Mrs. McKinney
paid $77 after being found guilty 1
of disorderly conduct and resisting arrest. They are appealing the
convictions.
CALLED PLAYERS
According to Mr. Jones, t h e
trouble started after Patrolman
Pierini answered a call to t h e
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arlander
Colburn at 888 Annie pl., when the
couple objected to neighborhood
youngsters playing softball on a
vacant lot next to their house.
He Said that after the officer
called all of the players down to
the street, Patrolman Pierini noticed a political card boosting the
Volunteer Ticket candidates sticking out of his pocket, and after
snatching it out and looking at it,
e said, the policeman cuffed him
ark of the head and said, "You
are the nigger I am looking for."
When Mts. McKinney objected
to the officer placing her brother
muter arrest, Officer Pierini was
said to have knocked her down
and then kicked her in the breast.
.Seeing his sister mistreated. Mr.
Jones said he leaped from t h e
squad car and knocked the officer
down before vanishing.
, The crowd reportedly attacked

fit

gee-SUE, Page 2

CHARGE BRUTALITY — Hiscussing fracas which led to
three members of their family being fined a total of $215
For charges in City Court last
week are Miss Evelyn Jones,
Waddell Jones and Oreth a
Jones. According to Mr. Jones
police answered a complaint
after a neighbor's child r a n
away with a ball which was
knocked near his name. One
offMer slapped and arrested
him after nouc:ng a card
boosting Volunteer Ticket can-

dates sticking out of his pocket. He was fined $128. Miss
Oretha Jones was fined $10
for assault and hatter y.
Charles against Miss Evelyn
Janes were dismissed for lack
of evidence. Mr. Jones and
another sister, Mrs. Geraldine
Jones McKinney, are suing the
officer for 522,500 dan ages
The Joneses were represented
in court by Atty. I. 11. Murphy, who was assisted by
Attys. A. W. Willis, jr., and
Rmsell B. Sugarmon, Jr.

Spank Baptist Head For
Blasting NAACP In L. R.
NEW YORK — The filing of pa- pressing regret "at the filing of
pers in court in behalf of Little suit at this time against Little
Rock Negro students was neces- Rock school board on student
sary in order that their legal placement question."
rights under a Federal court or- "The struggle for democracy in
der would not be waived, the education is not only a legal quesNAACP asserted here this week. tion," Dr. Jackson wired, "but is
Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of also a question of constructive huthe National Baptist Convention, man relations and good will. We
Inc., had wired Roy Wilkins,
NAACP executive secretary, ea- SEE NAACP, Page 2

It's Up To You
AN EDITORIAL
The hue and the cry are over. All of
the underhand tricks have been tried, The
lengths to which some have gone in an effort to defeat Negro political candidates
have sickened decent people. It is up to you
now to put Memphis back on God's side.
As you read this:
1. It will be Wednesday night and
you will have plenty of time to
make your plans to cast your
vote.
2. It will be before sundown Thursday and you can still get to the
polls and make your ballot. Or
3. It will be too late to vote.
So much noise has been made about
See EDITORIAL, Page 2

WHEN YOU GO TO THE POLL TO

VOTE
CARRY THIS WITH YOU AND
Vote For The Following Candidates
MAYOR

PARTEE FLEMING
Commissioner, Deportment of Finances and Institutions

JAMES W. (Jimmy) MOORE
Commissioner, Department of Public Services

JOHN T. DWYER

El

Commissioner, Department of Public Works

R. B. SUGARMON, JR.
City Tax Assessor

Go-Between For
White Men Slain
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
SHELBY, Miss. — They called him "Humpy." He
was a familiar sight in Shelby, Mississippi, and when
white men wanted to consort with colored women, "Humpy" was their contact man.
Just before the sun rose above the cotton fields of
Mississippi Sunday, August 9, they
found the hunchback Negro's body
beside a road about a half mile
off U.S. Highway 61 here. The
right side of his face had been
bashed in and his head lay grotesquely in a ditch.
In the Cleveland. Miss., jail, a
short distance away charged with
the murder of L. C. Gooden, 36, is
Grady Robinson. Shelby's police
chief told the Defender that Rob-

inson has confessed slaying Good.
enwith a tire tool.
Reports have leaked out of the
Cleveland jail, however, that Robinson told the police two white
men "had the job done."
Reports had reached Chicago
that Gooden's body had been mu-'

ELIHUE STAINBACK

tIJ

Juvenile Court Judge

B. L. HOOKS
Member, Board of Education — Position No. 11

ROY LOVE
Member, Board of Education — Position No. 111

HENRY C. BUNION
Judge City Court — Division If

RAY W. CHURCHILL
Judge City Court — Division Ill

WILLIAM B. INGRAM, JR.
- THANKS -

See SLAIN, Page 2
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Miss Lee Walker Named
Dean At Albany State

Sot., August 22, 1959

Lynch Mob: A 'State Of Mind'
Fix Blame
For Crimes
Of Hate

Miss M. Lee Walker has been! 'dward Duckles, director of AFSC
appointed dean of students of Al- Units tn Mexico Oity, at the City
bany State College by President college of Mexico.
W. H. Dennis, Jr. The new dean In addition to her AFSC studies,
is a graduate of the Student Dean Miss Walker has spent four sum Program of Syracuse (N. Y.1 Uni- mers as a volunteer for the orversity, earning the M. A. degree ganization. Outstanding among
and beginning post graduate work
being her work with the Mesthese of San Simon Atzitzintla,
there. During the two-year student,linos
dean training program, she direct- Puebla, Mexico, and at Camohmibetween for white men who ed both freshman and upperclass- la, Morelos, Mexico and with the
Indians of San Salvador, El Salconsorted with Negro women. man living centers.
Miss Walker, who attended Wes- vador, Central America.
Although a Negro has been arDuring the past summer she corested for Gooden's murder, tern Reserve university and Fenn
college in her hometown of Cleve- ordinated the AFSC Institutional
it is reported that two white
men "had the job d o n e." land, Ohio, completed her under- Service Units in the three Mental
graduate work at Morris Brown Institutions of Wilmington, Dela(Staff photo by Billy Duncan)
college, Atlanta, while serving as ware under the direction of the
secretary to the dean of students Mental Health Association of
Delaware and Dr. Tarumiaz, Supon that campus.
Among honors earned as an un- eintendent of Wilmington's Mendergraduate in the three schools tal Institutions. The group was the
are her inclusion in "Who's Who first AFSC-spomsored volunteer.
Among Students in American ColPALMER, JR.
leges and Universities," Delta Epsilon Honor Society; President of
— the Frustrated Fuh-lanthropist." the Intercollegiate Personnel CounThe basic premise of these ob- cil; and recipient of a total of NEW YORK — (UPI) — Margviously childless child experts is seven academic and achievement ery Currey, 82,
former CM'ae°
that a child's span of attention is awards.
newspaperwoman, died in New
so short that he needs a wealth
York
infirmary
Saturday.
She had
Miss Walker has received two
of toys to provide variety for his American
Friends Service Com- been admitted to the hospital on
a
word
Never
mind.
has
expanding
mittee Study Grants: As an un- Aug. 4.
been better used than "wealth." dergraduate
she spent a summer She was the daughter of the late
TO THE SALT MINES
studying at Pendle Hill, the Quak- J. Seaymore Currey, historian and
So to the salt mines. A pull er Graduate
aschool at Walling- president of the Evanston (III.)
toy, a push toy. A red wagon, al ford, where she
concentrated on Historical society. At one time. she
kiddie kar. (Muscular develop- international
problems with the was married to novelist Floyd
ment, you know.)
adult representatives of 22 ne- Dell.
tt wasn't enought to btiy one of tions who
made up the student She had been a resident of the
those gimmicks which taught bod y.
Irving Hotel in Manhattan.
Scry how to put round things in
Her second AFSC grant was us- Survivors include
three sisters,
round holes. He had to have some
ed to finance participation in a Mrs. Warner 0.
Forbes, Mrs. Paul
kind of device that gave him a'
head start on learning how to put Human Relations Workshop, con- Day, Mrs. Ralph M. Aahbey, and
ducted by Dr. Eric Fromm and a brother. Harold
letters in a mail box.
Y. Curree•
Of course, if he's to Dut letters
In the mail box, he's first got to
write them. That called for a pencil, pads, crayolas and wall cleaner.
(Continued from Page 1)
Who ever heard of a kid who
learned how to write without benethis particular election, there is absolutely
fit of that skill which makes him
no excuse for any registered Negro voter
reap devastation on the new magto hold back his precious vote. Certain
azine before papa has a chance to
see who's on the cover/
prejudiced, ill-thinking, selfish, fearful

•

I

WILLIE GOODEN points to
spot in Shelby, Mississippi,
ditch where his son's body
was found with the right side
of the face bashed in. A hunchback since childhood, L. C.
Gooden was known to be a go.

(INSTALLMENT NO. 4)

By L. F. PALMER JR.
"In reality, lynchings come
Out of the state of mind of
white people much more than
Rut of the crimes committed
Sy Negroes."
In these 23 words, Arthur

Living Is Killing Me
By L. F.

Ex-Chicago Newswoman
Dies In N. Y. Infirmary

Raper drills with a grating depth
I gotta wonder about these child
Into the real reasons for this naPsychology experts. They can realinFor,
shame.
greatest
tion's
ly keep a guy broke.
deed it is the state of mind of
Take this matter of toys. I've
the American white man—his inbeen doing a lot of reading since
tolerable arrogance, his immense
"Scry" was born about six years
pretense at superiority, his unago and it's really been a running
conscious fears — which seize him
battle trying to follow advice on
seri control him and turn him into
the great need for toys.
ata unmerciful savage at a lynchWish I had kept a log. I could
ing bee.
really give it to you straight, then.
Fisk
scholars
University
'Three
But I'll rely on the memory waves
—..:,a psychologist, a social psychoto paint you a picture of "Father
logist and a sociologist — agree DOUBLE LYNCHING — Mrs.
out the life of Mack Charles
and her son were lynched after
that certain social factors, in com- I Laura Nelson and ber son
Parker in 1959, in Mississippi.
they were charged with the
bination with individual factors, hang from bridge in Okemah,
This is further proof of the
murder of a white man. Date
trigger the urge to lynch.
need for a strong federal anti.
of lynching was May 28, 1911.
Okla., while crowd of whites
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
lynch law.
The same type of lawless
peer at their suspended bodies.
Dr. S. 0. Roberts, head of Fisk's The record at Tuskegee Insti•
their
element
white
which took
(Continued from page 1)
psychology department: Dr. Her- tute shows that Mrs. Nelson
lives in 1911 brutally snuffed
tilated. But a Defender investigaman Long, director of the Ameritected. The mob members are try to blot out of their conscious- tion found no basis for these ruAssociation's cal lyncher?
Missionary
can
mors.
Race Relations institute housed at Quite possibly although lynchersI "native whites, mostly the under- ness.
privileged,
unemployed, the dis- I According to Shay, the one eleeconomic
social
The dead man's father, Willie
and
Fisk; and Dr. J. Masuoka, acting come from all
and
possessed
the
Frank
wrote:
Gooden,
unattached."
Shay
As
classes.
told the Defender that he
ment in common with the mob
head of the sociology department,
said "economic conditions are "Americans who but a few hours They have little education, less leaders, participants and specta- was not "satisfied" that the jailclosely associated with lynchings before were going about their us- ambition, and are recruited in tors, "is the willingness to accept ed man is his son's murderer.
number has been ual tasks, simply or intricate, the poolrooms and the beer joints. without qualification any and all "Of course, I have no way of
In that the
reports as to the absolute guilt of knowing," he said. "But there are
known to increase or to decrease become a blood-lusting mob, ex- THE SPECTATORS
some things about this situation
in inverse relations to the general ercising, their imaginations to The spectators? They lend sup- the victim."
think up new and more hideous port and provide the food for the Nothing else is of any concern. that I just don't understand,"
economic prosperity."
The authorities said "group so- tortures. Shrieking and dancing, upside-down egos of the mobsters. The sleeping antagonisisms begin NO MOTIVE
Memphians have built a case against NeRobinson, 30, was arrested at NEEDED A BOOK
bility of the Negro American men, women and little children go "Like spectators at a baseball to awaken; the unresolved emoSo he needed a book. A book?
gro public office holders. This case was
group make them especially vul- out to kill or to look on sympa- game or boxing exhibition, they tional conflicts spy an escape the scene of the crime. Police
thetically while others kill, indulg- shout their personal instructions, route and a 'scape-goat' is
found blood on the old model car Not on your life. In these days
nerable to mob violence."
conbuilt upon so flimsy a foundation that
speed
or
demanding veniently near. Inexplicably ten- which he was driving. No one— and times, a child would be
An additional spring board to ing in practices that would make urging
wholly
neglected
didn't
own
if
practically
he
all Negroes and many thoughtsavages
not
even
blush,
the
could
police
sug—
that
those
emotional
in
front
sit down. They sions inside begin to snap and
lynching is ''increased
a full grown library, including
ful whites have blown the argument to the
tensions arising from any source "These are not the lawless ele- chant 'burn the nigger' and sing with each twang of a nerve the geq a motive for the slaying.
ments; nor are they irresponsible that happy days are here again." frenzy increases.
The elder Gooden said his son books with giMmicks to button,
Mal prejudice and the high visiground.
fell off a wagon when he was snap, tie, etc.
-economic, political, war crisis, mobs, no victory of the lawless Many spectators--in their 30's
When
it
bails
over,
another
over the law. The mob is you and or 50'0—really do not have any
eight years old.
The Negro candidates have acquitted
And
then
"Baby's
Best
Friend"
etc." they said.
American is lynched.
me, and every other American." heart for what they witness.
"The wheel struck him and hurt tells us that the tyke has to have
But (The full details of one of the
• Sleeping antagonism will also
themselves admirably in the campaign
him
pretty
he
said.
bad,"
"About
his energies properly channeled
they are rooted to their tracks by nation's most infamous
vault an individual into the lynch- SHERIFFS TOO
lynchings two years later he started getting
and have won the respect of thousands of
and that calls for various types
Shays study of the lynch mob "a strange and morbit enchant- will be described in
ers lair, the Fisk experts say.
Installment a hump in his shoulder and all
Memphians, white and Negro. On the other
and sizes of "knockers" with hamcaptures a pattern that divided ment" aware that they are wit- V).
SEEK 'SCAPEGOAT'
the doctors said there was nothing mers especially designed to knock
the mob into the leaders, the nessing a sight they will forever
hand, many of the white candidates have
' "They may be directed toward
they could do about it."
a hole in the wall with one easy
lynchers and the spectators. The
a "scapegoat", particularly where
The slain man was not married. swing.
reached depths of indecency which have
leaders,
he
found,
usually
were
the rationalization can be plausibbeen revolting even to those persons who
Scry had to have a collection of
ly made that the victim has com- men of local stature — businessfurry animals to become acquaintmitted some `awful crime' which men, churchmen, professional
might have been their followers. In doing
ed with so he would not be afraid
may not be adequately punished men and often even women. Many
so, they proved themselves to be unfit to
when he sees them every day —
without mob action.' This is also were petty politicians and invariact as public servants and boosted the
giraffes, elephants, unicorns, etc.
true where the 'scape goat' is ably believe that "every Negro's
'
(Continued
from
Page
1)
111
easily identifiable and associated crowning ambition is to rape a
qualifications of the Negro candidates.
As if they weren't enough, to
white woman." Usually, the shethe officer after he struck Mrs. guard against our son's becoming
with a stigmatized group."
riff or other law enforcers are
This race has been pitched on a racial
McKinney,
who
was
in
the
hospital
COMPLEX
GUILT
terribly upset whenever the generTHE
either a member of this group or
N
recently for an operation.
battlefield.
From the beginning, the c r y
al
household
items are in use,
' Feeling of guilt, unresolved "have an understanding" with the
•
Arrested also following the fra- he had to have some of his
own
has been "Beat the Negroes!" Only the Neemotional conflicts and inade- lynch leaders.
cas were Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Cash with miniature
telephones, brooms,
quately developed and inadequate- These are the persons from
gro citizens and a few white friends have
of 880 Annie pl., and Miss Evelyn dust mops, wet
mops, vaccum
ly expressed sex impulses will whose twisted minds a lynching is
Jones of 871 Annie pl., a park cleaners, mix
been honest enough to admit that the Nemasters, toasters.
also turn a church layman into born.
By M. L. RED
Memphis of Aug. 19• 1959, is a commission worker aad sister of refrigerators, deep freezers and
a lyncher.
gro candidates stand heads and shoulders
The lynch mob, Shay found.
Mr. Jones and Mrs. McKinney. air conditioning
"All of these may be discharged actually commits the murder. .In a radio broadcast Sunday far different city than the Mem•i
units.
Crarges
above
their opponents. The daily newsagainst
them
of
assault
phis
iSfl
of six weeks ago.
through engagement in mob vio- Young men from the teens to the
r
and battery and resisting arrest MORE FANTASTIC OUTFIT
papers have largely ignored the campaigns
lence," the Fisk social scientists middle twenties form the bulwark of Collins Chapel hospital, asked
"I *am convinced," he said,
were dismissed for lack of eviThat utterly fantaqic outfit over
report,
of this group. A liberal dosage of Negro voters to oust Stanley Dil- "that this Summer marks a new
of the Negro candidates except to point
in the corner keeps him abreast of
lard from the office of commis- era in the pattern of our struggle dence.
Can profile be drawn of a typi- morons can almost always be
de- sioner
out in ridiculous editorials that election of
the times. It's a Junior Atomic Enof finances and institu- for justice. No longer can it be ARREST TEACHER
Mr. Cash is the brother of Harry ergy Set, complete with atom sma
tions.
Negroes would hurt Memphis.
said that the fawning, servile, hatHe warned Negro listeners not in-hand approach on bended knee T. Cash, principal of Hamilton er and Gieger counter — especialThis newspaper has repudiated these
high
ly
for
school
children
one
to
and
from
an eighth grade
10. I
to concentrate their interests is the best way for the Negro to
editorials although a group of ministers
-solely on those posts in govern- ads ance his cause In our city. I teacher at. Hyde Park element- live in constant fear that the thing
ment which are contested by Ne- believe this campaign points the ary school. His wife was struck ml cltnner.
found one worthy of praise. We say again
groes because in the case of the way to a brand new role in Ne- the head by tbs.:. butt of Officer PbYou've just GOT to have'em all
to the Commercial Appeal and to all who
offi^e of Commission of Finar-os. pro lesders`dp. and I ta,.e no erini's pihtol, and eight stitcheh (and this is Mgt what we'll call 5agree with it: Half a loaf is not enough.
and Institutions, we have a vital doubt that the Negro leadership were required to close the wound, smattering) if you want your child
interest which we must not over- will respond in the years to She appeared in court with a scarf to develop into a normal, useful,
Memphis MUST have Negro commissioners
around her head.
look."
citizen.
come."
and judges and members of the board of
In court to testify on behalf of
He said that after a tremendI'm honestly grateful to the child
the officers were Mr. and Mrs.
ous Negro vote catapulted Mr. ALL OPTIMISTIC
education. Anything less is not acceptable.
psychologists for making all this
Dillard into office four years ago, Ail of the Negro candidates are Colburn and their 12-year-old son, valuable information available to
Now that you have come to the end of
Charles.
he had hoped the official would Optimistic that come Aug. 20 they
us narents. There's only one thing
Mrs. Rode Dail Scott, of 134 S. at. James' stay will be indefinite. show some interest in a program w:'I be elected.
Mrs. Colbutai told the court that
this editorial, take a look at your calendar
really
wor
k
s,
like
e
the
e
vacuum
12th st., had as her guests, her! Miss Betty Joe Chamber of S. set in motion at
in playing ball on the vacant lot,
E. H. Crump
Only a week before the election,
and at your watch. IF YOU HAVE NOT
daughter wad grand-son, Mrs.I 14th st., and Gus Collins, of 126 S. Memorial hospital which world
the children had broken several I wish. I do, do so wish that those
the Binghampton Civic League anchild rearing experts would write
VOTED YET, PUT YOUR RUNNING
Johnnie Mae Thomas and Billy 13th at., have returned home
fromi allow Negroes to intern there, but flounced that it is supporting the windows which were not paid a letter to "Scry" to let him know
Dale Thomas, from Peoria, III. their vacation in the Windy
SHOES ON AND GET DOWN TO THE
City.) since the election, Mr. Dillard has candidacy of Lewis W. Taliaferro for, and when the ball would roll how good these ultra modern toys
Accompanying Mrs. Thomas back! Mr. Collins and Miss Chamber are' shown no interest in the
problem ; for the post of commissioner of into their yard, the family would are for him. Then maybe he'll go
POLLS. WHEN YOU VOTE FOR THE
to Illinois was her brother, Robert seniors at Wonder
of getting young doctors to locate! public service. He is opposing the not return it to the players,
High school.
back and use some of them In
in Scott, who is a freshman studentl Mrs. Mary Parker of
VOLUNTEER CANDIDATES, YOU WILL
RAN WITH BALL
208 N. in Memphis.
incumbent,
s
h
tie
John
sad
sho
o
f
ots
in
T.
p
e
g
nd
ir
io
n
n
g
sall
Dwyer.
day
drawing
at Wonder high school.
A fence, which had separated
14th st. had as her dinner guest NO INTERNS
REALLY
BE VOTING FOR YOURSELF.
0.
Z.
Evers,
president of t h e the Colburn property had been
Tommy Parker, your scribe, of last Sunday afternoon,
Mrs. Ethel "You may not be aware of it league, said, "After
careful con- chopped down on last Wednesday,
208 N. 14th at., had as his guest Tiggs,
my
good
from Hulbert, Ark.
friends." Dr. Ish said. sideration of
the records of the and when the ball landed
last Tuesday, James Berry, jr., Mrs. Tiggs
on the
and Mrs. Parker "but there is no place in the city two men, we believe
Mr. Tails- Colburn side of the line,
from St. Louis, Mo. He was also1 are both
Charles
members of the Morning where the young Negro may in- ferro Is the
better candidate, grabbed the ball and
the guest of his father, James Star MB church
was run of Hulbert. Rev. tern and thus prepare himself for There is nothing in
the record of ning to give it to his father when
Berry, sr., who lives at S. 15th C. Bolden is the
a Memphis practice. An intern- Mr. Dwyer which
pastor•
would indicate Miss Oreatha Jones, 20,
caught
ship is a requirement for the prac- he has our
interest at heart."
him and bit him in an effort to
tice of medicine. You may also
make
him
release
BID
FOR
it.
VOTES
not be aware of the fact that no
It was then that the Colburns
Negro physician is permitted to
In a last minute bid for votes,
admit, or treat a natient, or use Judge Elizabeth McCain announc- called police.
Witnesses denied that the crowd
the facilities at John Gaston hos- ed that she will appoint a Negro
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
formed to attack the police and
itithno 'h
• or.:e.;,t to an administrative position in
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
of the patients there are Negro.", Juvenile Court to bolster the Ne- stated that it formed only after
the players were called down to
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
He said that whereas there gmo division,
the street by the officers.
mixed drinks, yet so month and mellow,
were 75 Negro doctors practicing
PHILADELPHIA — All Amen- ing the gap."
The appointment will be made,
WAS DESPERATE
cans, North and South, are re- 1 The study warns of sesen
the taste is great straight. That's why
areas in Memphis as early as 1915, she said, on Sept. 1, hut the plan
Officer Pierini denied that he
sponsible for the "large-scale in-J of unfinished busmess in America's there are only 25 here in /059, is said to have been in the makit's the great favorite, all around the world,
struck
Mrs.
Cash
deliberately. lie
humanity" we exhibit toward some race relations which must be and only 22 of them are full-time, ing for several months. The procitizens, it is said in a study re- dealt with before the United phs sicians.
posal was approved by the City said she was hit while he was surrounded and desperately swingleased today by the American States can be in fact, "a land of Dr. fah said that the late action Commission.
ing his pistol to get free.
Friends Service Committee.
equal opportunity." These include of Mr. Dillard and those under
Mr. Cahh haid he went down
The 64-page booklet, Race and public school desegregation,
em- his direct supervision which perto the vacant lot to see if his 18Conscience in America, published ployment, housing, public accom- mits Negero city employes to use
year-old daughter was there, and
by the University of Oklahoma modations, political participation, only John Gaston and the E. II.
the officer became angry and
Press, said, "We belive that a mo- religion, discrimination in
retie-, Crump Memorial hospital under
placed
him under arrest.
ment of decision has now come' ious
(Continued from Page I)
instititutions, and civil rights the Blue Cross insurance program
When the policeman grabbed
for each of us and for the na-, In an affirmation
of faith the indicates he is more interested in must not sacrifice the latter in
him by the belt, he said. Mrs.
tion. America can be the America , authors say
"the balance sheet than for thel
that all men have
meticulous contention for the for- Cash became excited and
of our hopes. But a world in revo- worth
grabbed
and dignity and hence "no toed and desirability to use, help' men,"
the other side of his belt and belution cannot wait. The Ameri- man may,
with impunity, div. improve and expand" Collins Cha- The NAACP reply voiced fts gan
pulling him,
can dream must become a reality,' criminate
pel hospital.
was
then
that
against or exploit anoth'distress" at the release of Dr. she was struck. She was later
and rapidly." .
carMEMPHIS CHANGES
I er.
Jackson's
to
tete"ram
the
stalls
ried
to John Gaston hospital.
The report was prepared by a.! "And
if the nature of man is
Dr. fah, in his radio speech did press "in the light of the readily
Mr. and Mrs Cash were reprer
special "working party' assem- . such as we have
affirmed, then ri.si endorse any of the other can- available factual data on the Lit- sented
bled by the American Friends nothing
by Hunter Lane. jr.
less than its full recogni- 1 ilidates opposing Mr. Dillard
' Ile Rock situation." It cited the
Service committee. It was asked to lion, nothing less
More than 70 persons were in
than the dignity
On the eve of election, Ally ' headline in a New York
mnrning court to hear the case. Presiding
"study where we as people stand and respect
11)
due him simply he Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., one of paper. "Negro Hits NAACP"
and in the absence of Judge Beverly
is the matter of race relations, calls; he is a man, can
ever
the
contenders
strongest
for the Stated, -We can imagine the elab. Boushe was Acting
le inquire where we ought to be.
Judge
W.
D.
him," the report said. sailfy
!molly works commissioner post. orate and enthusiastic displays in, Stinson.
GILIET'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN SO PROOF' '00% GRAIN NEUIRAt SPIRITS W
and to propose methods of bridgThe trial began at 2 p. in.
said, "There Is no doubt that the the southern dailies."
611BET, LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED IV NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS C.
and lasted until 630 p. m.
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Little Rock Grim But Integration ProceedS
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ill-SPITE DEFENDER

L. R. Police Polite Buil
Firm With Newsman

By M. L. REID
ton of the New York Post, Geri
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — News- Rowan of the Minneapoli
s StarJ II Jackson. leader of
men covering the Little Rock
the nation's largest Negro church
Tribune, Marc Crawford and Erschool integration last week were
denomination, Tuesday leveied
considered "guests of the city." nest Withers of Jet magazine, and
strong criticism against t h e
but officers stationed outside the L. F. Palmer, McCann L. Reid
and George Hardin of the T r INAACP for its court action dischools held them to the rules they
rected at the Little Rock school
agreed to observe before they State Defender, representing the
In essence, that was the Little Rock story last week.
board.
Defender Publications,
were issued passes.
It was a saga of a surly, intent
Pres., of the more than 5 million
lebllowing rumors that Negro' Police Chief Smith tried
to get
mob, five courageous Negro
newsmen would not be allowed to the newsmen
able ' carry out her plans to at- member National Baptist Comet'
to send in one man
youngsters and a police chief who tend
cover the stories on Central and
Knox college in September lion, U. S. A., the Rev. Dr.
gave orders and saw to it that depends
Hall high schools, eight reporters as a "pool" reporter, and when all
largely upon witat h e r Jackson said, "The struggle for
-they were followed. The police uf counselors at Central
and photographers called at the said this was unacceptable, passes
High tell democracy in education is not onLittle Rock knew what they had her th'ednesda . She is two
police station to ask that they be were given all eight men.
credits ly a legal question, but a questo do Wednesday afternoon and short of graduation though she at- tion of achieving
treated like other newsmen on the Some of the policemen brought
constructive
they did it. For this reason alone tendee a St. Louis school a n d human relations and good will."
assignment.
eameras 1'0 work with them and
THESE THREE GIRI,S enterCentral High school submitted to took several correspondence cours- Dr. Jackson added, "We must
In the delegation that filed into snapped photographs front
without incident Wednesday,
a betfie
Jones.
ed Hall high school in fashionthe
integration for the second time es after Little Rock's high schools - t sacrifice. the latter in a meoffice
of
Police
t hief Gene ter vantage point than newsmen.
They are Elsie Marie Robin.
able section of Little Rock
Smith were L. C. Rates of the One officer had a movie
ticulous contention for the letter
despite an abortive attempt by were closed.
son. Estella Thompson and Elcamera
Arkansas State Press, Ted Pox- with him to record the event.
segregationists to keep he school Segregationists who held high of the law." He made the statelily-white.
ov Faubus would ment in a telegram to Roy WilAt 12:52 p.m. scotes of newsmen come up with a magic formula to kins, of New York, NAACP exewere surprised to see pluck y retain segregated schools in Lit- cutive secretary.
Elizabeth Eckford appear with tle Rock were disappointed. In a A member of the NAACP, Dr.
Jefferson Thomas and walk by couple of speeches — one over Jackson is
minister of
Olivet
his side into Central High. Only a television and the other at the Baptist church in Chicago.
segsegregationists rally
block away a mob of diehard
Faubus Dr. Jackson's telegram
said
regationists tamed by forthright le.ier•eunlis r'eehte the board's
action was a "step'
police resistance sulked out of talk which many observers inter- in the
right
direction,
which
LITTLE ROCK, Ark — Mrs. "Apparently
sight of two of the nation's most preted as go signal for violent pro- should be
the three thus were neighborhood are harassed
encouraged by all who letitsy Bates, Little Rock Integraand
courageous youngsters.
tests to integration
lured into a trap where they were branded
have worked for the preserva• lion leader appealed
as criminals, we stand
to President seized
Hall senior high school had earlby state police on the tech- defenseless. I had no
tion of free public schools . ." , Eisenhower for immediate
choice, then,
protee•
ier received three Negro girls
He referred to the action by , lion last Wednesday night after nical charge of carrying concealed but to appeal today to the Presiwithout a ripple of resistance. El.
weapons.
dent. of the United States, to beg
the NAACP in filing a lawsuit three Negroes were arrested by
sie Marie Robinson, EstellaNurses
challenging the Little Rock school: Arkansas State police on charges "When constituted law authori- of him the protection that will give
Thompson and Effie Jones began
ties
refuse to provide necessary us the freedom from fear to which
board's placement of no
their first day at previously all.
more i of carrying concealed weapons.
than six Negroes in high schools, I Arrested were a neighbor, Dr. protection, and friends who volun- every American citizen is enwhite Hall high in a quiet but well., y
leer
to
help maintain peace in our titled."
OSPitalS which previously were all-white. I G : P' Freeman' Ellis Thomas'
policed atmosphere.
father of Jefferson Thomas, a
HEAR FAUBUS
senior at Central High school, anti
Three hours later, however, Veterans Administration hoop:
Isaac Mullen, a night guard
shortly before Central was ached- tals in Illinois must have nurse,
al
the Bates' home.
uled to open a boisterous crowd to continue their present second-to
le
Following is the full text of
of segregationists ended a rally none medical programs. VA loMrs. Bates' appeal to President
In
in front of the state capital a n d formation Service in Chicago said,
'OLD PROS' at school integrareturned to Central WednesEisenhower:
a speech front Gov. Faubus reeentle•
tion
strife are
Jefferson
day. However, Elizabeth plane
"It is with profound shock and
urses
ringing in their ears swung down Salaries for junior grade nru
Thomas
and
Elizabeth
Eckenter college in the Fall.
to
concern that I announce that Arstart at $4,425 with increases to
the streets toward CentraL
ford who were with original
Defender photos by George
kansas state policemen early today
Marching briskly, singing
n d $5,385 per year. Nurses with a
"Little Rock Nine" who inteHardin.
, seized and have held incommunimay
start at
waving confederate and U. S. college degree
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Charges
grated Central in 1957. They
cado for several hours three reflags, they marched directly into $5,205. More experienced nurses
have come from this strife-torn
sponsible, highly respected Newaiting police lines. Ignoring or- with additional education
may,
city that many of the dernonstra•
gro citizens who are guilty of noth•
ders to break up, the mob re start at $5,985.
tors who clashed with police when interference, is a group that' to get "beaten on the head." the
inc more than an effort to proApplicants should contact t hei
to a rebel bugle call and
Little Rock schools opened on an serene up in reeent months to gete said local police soon would tiff
tect their own lives and those of
charged. But police chief Gene Chief, Nursing Service, VA West
integrated basis Wednesday -were Little Rock's high school open.' of their "burdenso
me illegal dutheir families and friends. One of
ROME — (UPI) — Ex-K i n g not citizens of this school dis- The cominittee said many of theI
Smith's men had been well brief- Side Hospital, 820 South DamenI
LITTLE
ROCK,
Ark.
—
Resortthose seized in this brazen effort Farouk of Egypt Tuesday shrug- trict."
estimated 500 persons involved ini ties."
ed They held.
Inc to a barrage of name-calling to harass
the demonstration came front well Mrs. L. C. Bates, president ei
and discredit Negroes ged off charges by Cairo museum
Several scuffles with Police fol.
The Little Rock Committee for
Gov. Orval E. Faubus Tuesday of courage and
the Arkansas chapter of the Naoutside the school district.
conviction is El- officials that he was connected Peaceful Operation of Free
lowed and a couple of heads were Young Savannah Pupil
nieht made a vicious attack on lis Thomas,
Public
Newsmen counted many cars tional Assn. for the Advancement
father of Jefferson with the thief of the scepter of the Schools Thursday
cracked and 12 mobsters hauled
charged
those
responsible
that
for integration Thomas, the only Negro
bearing license plates from Ten- of Colored People, said if the inttss
away in paddy wagons. When Vacations In Chicago
youngster Pharaoh Tutankhamen.
outsiders were involved in the incinessee, Louisiana and Mississippi. gration attempt can get through
McLenard Haul of Savannah, with a plea for restraint from vio- now attending Central High school. "Let the papers
the screaming, cursing and fightwrite what they dents which saw mobs dispersed
lence.
The crowd that formed near Thursday "we've got It licked."
ing meh refused to disperse, Chief Ga., is currently visiting
"Mr. Thomas was seized near want," Farouk told the press by nightsticks and fire departmen
with
t Central High school, battlegrou
Faubus, speaking In a surprise our
Smith called for a fire truck and friends and relatives in Chicago.
nd All 24 who were arrested got
home, along with our guard, through one of the Italian police- hoses with 24 arrests made.
television
speech
of
the 1957 integration wars, had out on bond of $15.50 each and
charged that Isaac Mullen,
Chicago, the
pushed them back with stinging Since being in
and our next-door men guarding his apartment. The Committee of Peaceful Op"those
who
young
are
marched
playing
teenager
from
the
role neighbor, Dr.
has been welcom•
the state capitol were ordered to appear Aug. 15
streams of water.
G. P. Freeman. I "This is not a subject of discus- eration of Free Public Schools, Where
Gov, Orval E. Faubus told for trial on charges ranging from
sion for kings, but for lawyers." which
A few minutes later, Thomas ed by Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Baul, of puppets in Little Rock are do- think it important that
made the charge of outside them there was no need
the Ameriing
the
same
thing
1235
the
Kolin
Commuse:
Mr.
for them assaulting an officer to loitering.
and Mrs.
and Miss Eckford walked uncan people and the President of
molested into Central High school. Robert Haul, 4317 W. 12th st; Mr. nists are doing in Hungary. I be• the United States
himself
be made
neve it is the right of the people
Miss Eckford, who was turned and Mrs. Fred Reynolds and S. Is accept integration
aware of the Communist-type poif they wish,
back from Central High in 1957, F. Reynolds, 1515 So. Tripp; and hut I believe it is also
lice-state tactics involved and of
their rieht
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mills, 4317
a state guardsman's bayonet,
to reject it if they wish," the Ar- the fact that the governor of this
state and his police agents now
ecided at the lagt moment that V'. 13th St.
kansas
governor
said.
Young Haul plans to return to
have embarked on a desperate
she would return .to Central with
"To all of you who love Christ, effort
to coerce and intimidate us
Thomas "because I can't think of Savelnah on August 20,
who love freedom and who love
him being there alone."
your children, I see nothing to be into submission.
She said she knew what she had Nurses' Association
puled tomorrow by disorder and 'Since efforts began, undef federal court order, to desegregat
gone through after paratroopers
violence," Faubus said.
e
Promotes Staff Exec
the public schools of Little Rock,
vveee disnatched by Preselent Eis-I
He
implored
rockbound
segregaMiss Elizabeth Fulghum, 4513 N.
three
incendiary
enho<ver to see to it that the Subombs have
tionists not to attack the 150 popreme Court's desegregation or- Wolcott ave., has been promoted lice charged with keeping peace been thrown on or at our home.
to the post of associate executive
One
dynamite
explosion
der was carried out.
was set
secretary of the Illinois Nurses' at the schools which opened Wed-I off and numerous
crosses have
'MORAL SUPPORT'
Association. In her new position. nesday,
been burned in our yard. Several
"I just know Jefferson is go- she will head the nurse group's "If the school board, police and shots have
been fired into or at
ing to need moral support," she economic security program, local authorities would not relieve our house,
some as late as Tuessaidie "It was hard when there through which
the Association federal authorities of the distaste- day night. Our windows
have
were nine of us there. It would be works to improve the salaries and ful task of enforcing integration," been
smashed wirh rocks and
so much worse if Jefferson is employment
conditions
of thel said Faubus, "the federal gov- bricks Nightfall brings a parade
by himself."
state's
registered
professional ernment would soon withdraw of threats on our lives from
hood.
from the tyranny of enforcing un- lums speeding
Whether Miss Eckford will be nurses,
by in automobiles.
lawful acts upon the people."
Wednesday brought a barrage of
telephone threats to kill us, or do
us great harm.
"In the face of all this, we
have
begged for protection by city and
county law enforcement authoriTROY, N. Y. — (UPI) — A man ties — but to no avail. We
appealand a boy were killed Sunday by ed to the FBI but were told
that
lightning in a thunderstorm at they have no authority to
provide
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
the ioor %%etching a TV program. Snyder's lake.
such protection. We appealed
cliROCK, Ark. — An at-I The neighbor of the Bates s a
Peter Ruede, 20, died wat e n, rectly to the Justice department
erne* to shoot up the home of that three or four other shots lightning hit a cabin where he — and got only a polite letter.
missed his home,
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates failed
was steaming clams. Five other "In all the assaults on our home
The othei shots apparently went
Tuesday night and almost brought
persons
were injured none of them I there never has been a single arwild.
rest of stay offender or suspect.
tragedy to a white family living
seriously.
Mrs.
Bates
believed
said
she
the
across the street from the courageshots were intended for her bus- In the other mishap lightning "For many months now, during
ous editor and his wife Daisy, who band.
hit a steel rowboat killing Thomas which my husband and I have
the Little Rock integrown weary from loss of sleep
are leading tio
gra
Van
Dusen, 12, Troy. Another ocnTh
e
gunman
was
driving an old
battle.
and tension, we have been sustaincupant
of
the
model
boat.
approached
car.
He
Lawrence'
t
h e
ed by friends who have
I was standing on the lawn of
risked
Bates' home, but turned at t h e llooley, 14, of Colonie, was injur- their
lives as volunteer guards and
. the Bates home talkine, with Mr.
ed.
corner
Four
shots
rang
out.
photographer
lookouts. Without these friends
Bates, Defender
George Hardin of Memphis and From all indications the momenwe would stand defenseless before
P. Freeman, a next .: r turn of the ear carried the gunthe mob.
neighbor of the Bates, when the man too far and the bullets miss"Wednesday night, en route
shots were fired in our Jirection. ed eir target.
home from Hot Springs, Ellis
One aullet lodged in the wall of The Honey family moved into
Thomas, who often has served as
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ken- their house three weeks ago from
THE SECRET IS DOUBLE-RICH
a volunteer, stopped by our home
neth R. honey, Sr., white, barely Pine Bluff, Ark
to see if all was well. He said
missing their three children who On the eve of another integreCARNATION...THE MILK THAT WHIPS!
he was concerned over the threats
were watching television. Honey lion try in Little Rock, the Bates'
and rumors that remnants of the
said a gunman fired at his home home was under constant guard.
mob that marched on Central high
RECIPE: \
automobile
speeding
.
A bomb exploded on their lawn
from a
school would attack our home.
Honey reported that one shirt- two weeks ago with little dam'Throughout the evening cars
re.y missed his 12-year-olo son,I age. Three other bombing atCarnation in the Bed and
"NO-BAKE" ORANGE PIE
full of youths and others hurling
Kenneth, jr., who was lying ont tempts have failed.
catcalls and threats psssed our
(Makes 9 ;nch smile crust pee
White Can is the world's leading
home. Near midnight we noticed
1 package orange flavored
brand of evaporated milk.
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
a suspicious car cruising by sevgelatin
EVAPORATED MILK
Double•rich Carnation makes this
Starts SUNDAY!
eral times. Just after midnight,
1/4 cup sugar
2 tablespoons lemon mice
as Mr. Thomas started home,
delicious, new "no.bake" pie so
4—Big Days--4!
1 cup hot orange juice
a
9-inch graham cracker shell.'
suspicious car trailed him. Knoweasy,
and so s-m-o-o-t-h. No other
Dissolve orange gelatin and sugar in hot orange juice.
ing of the threats on the life of
form of milk will do! So get the
Cool until thickened and syrupy (20-25 minutes).
Mr. Thomas, Mr. Mullen (who
Chill Carnation in refrigerator tray until soft crystals
holds a deputy sheriff commission
best, get Carnation in the red and
form through milk (15-20 minutes).
in Pulaski county and is authorwhite can today!
Whip
until fed!(about 1 minute); add lemon juice
ized to carry arms) decided to folContinue whipping until very stiff(2 minutes longer).
low and warn Mr. Thomas that
Recipes on the labels,too
Fold whipped Carnation into chilled orange gelatin.
he was being followed. Mullen
Spoon into crust. Chill pie 2 hours, or until firm.
asked Dr. Freeman to use his car
Look for the wonderful tested
*GRAHAM CRACKER SHELL Mix 1% cups
and Dr. Freeman obliged him.
recipes on every Carnation labeLI
MRS DAISY BATES arrives at
graham cracker crumbs with 2 tablespoons
attend and speak at the volunteer
sugar and ;cup melted butter.
N'our family will love them'
lune AND WOMEN
VW White
Line sides and bottom of 9-inch pie plata
Mnnicapi airport in Memphis to or Colored to TrainNILEORD
for
APPOIMMEAT .0
CIVIL
SERVICE
banquet last week. Mrs. Bates
JOBS
W17NA sylADION
PLUS
No
plp•riell,
11PCC111.1.9.
gate a goad account of herself at school
education usually sufficient. per2nd
manent
luncheon.
the
describing herself
1.1s,
'
. 171;aZenile7t.
Enjoy richer coffee flavor - with double-rich Carnation!
"'
:
Iten;h.
:tn
.m:ouLl:
HIT!
GEORGE NADER .10ANNA MOORE
'Hem
as an "angry young woman in a dress, phone number.
and turns hoin
'
e
.1:emerald c
rural also directibns. Write Neves 1-277.
burry."
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
LITTLE ROCK — Grim determination mixed uith a
ton of guts and the Little Rock police department went
to work on a mob which tried without success to block integration of this city's high schools for a second time.
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BETHEL AME
Often spoken of as the MOS
outstanding celebration at th Andrew AME church is Young
Bethel AME church is the forth People Day. It is
scheduled to be
coming one. It's the Annual Worn
he'-' `iunday. Aug. 30. Mrs. Gwenen's Day slated for Sunday, Au dolyn W.
Isabel has been chosen
gust 23. Two popular speakers
general chairman. The program
have been contacted and have
will feature city-wide talent.
consented to address the congre
A baby contest is one of the
gation on this occasion.
projects leading up to the observaAt 11 a. m. Evangelist Jessie tion. The contest has already beRobinson will speak to the ladies. gun and will culminate on Aug.
Evangelist Robinson is a member 28. Any baby who is a resident of
of the St. Andrew AME church. the city May enter.
Claiming the spotlight at 3 P. Mrs. Leone H. Jamison is supm. wit? be Mrs. F. D. Garrett of ervisor of the young people of
Ward Chapel AME church. Mrs. the church.
Garrett is the wife of the pastor
Rev. H. Ralph Jackson is the
of that sanctuary.
minister.
The energetic ladies of the COLLINS CHAPEL AME
church planned every phase of the
The Sunday School is busily ma I..
program and will steer all activi- ing preparations for its "Back la
ties on the much anticipated Day. Church Movement." September
Mrs. Thelma Hooks, the chair- the month for the activity. Prof
man, Mrs. Bobbie W. Walker, the George D. Clark, Jr. is the gen
reporter and Rev. 0. T. Hooks, eral superintendent.
the pastor, extend a warm invite- Sunday at the sanctuary, the
tion to visitors. The church is membership heard an inspiring
located at 63.3 Wicks,
message, "A Committed Person
MT. OLIVE
Lived Graciously." The pastor,
Two teas brighten and added Rev. David S. Cunningham, delivto he de,oted to the activities
taiRL'S Cal It tt
zest to Sunday's calendar of events ered it.
Cfayborne Temple church reof girls and their companions.
at the Mt. Olive Cathedral. They
cently the tape was cut on a
Miss Ann Jones is president of
Seen above cutting the tape
were among the activities leading the Christian Youth Fellowship
section of the church that is
to officially open the wing is
up to Missionary Day, Sunday, which is held each
Sunday evening
Sept. 27.
at the church.
Amiable Mrs. Claire Conner of SPRINGDALE BAPTIST
674 Pontotoc was hostess for one
Young People's Day will be held
of the teas. It was sponsored by
at the Springdale Baptist church,
the Stewardess Board No. 6.
The Cleve Circle presented a Sunday, Aug. 30. Mrs. Lorene
tea at 591 Beale. Mrs. Cora Lee Blake is the general chairman.
By BURLEIGH NINES. JR.
light-testing machine. Over a n d
Rev. W. T. Grafton is the minis- The proprietor
was hostess.
of Johnson's Ra- over again as the day slowly wore
Sunday at the house of rever- ter.
dio, TV and Sound Service, 2557 on, the checker kept marking low
Carnes, innocently created a worse lights on the card and Johnson
ence, Annual Brothers' and Sisdisturbance at the Vehicle Test- kept taking the truck back a n d
ters' Day will be observed. The
program will begin at 3:30 p.m. ROSLYN HARBOR, N. Y. — ing station last Thursday than the forth from checker to mechanic.
Proceeds from the endeavor will Peter F. 11Iallon, 62, board chair- new alem phis amble scramble TALKING IT UP
Johnson said he noticed t h e
benefit the Field Agents For man of a leading Long Island lights.
Actually, it wasn't Mr. Johnson checkers passing among each other
Christ. Mrs. Polly Wicks is the City printing firm that bears his
that started the hassle. It was his each time he would drive into the
chairman.
name, died here Monday night.
sound truck. The auto checkers station. He said during the course
seemed to be averse to the fact of the afternoon he went through
that the truck was decorated with each and every one of the checkcampaign material favoring t Is e ing lanes.
Volunteer ticket. Mr. Johnson had lie finally got his approved No.
been contracted to do some public 2 sticker shortly before the checkCan now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 365 days
address work for the four Negro ing station closed. The tired and
or $3,650 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.
candidates.
frustrated truck owner said he
Mr. Johnson explained that he finally took the sound vehicle to
took his truck down to the test- the Chevrolet people near the staing station at about 9:30 am., Au- tion and had the lights checked.
It costs you nothing to find out — call day or night including
gust 13. The vehicle was without After two trips to the Chevrolet
the campaign literature. T ii e shop coupled with the setting sun,
Sunday. Phone JA. 6-5385 or mail a card with your name,
checker marked down -brakes the checkers decided to pass the
address and nearest phone number to:
and lights need adjusting." Mr. vehicle. Johnson said the checker
Johnson said he took the vehicle gave the truck a half-heated run
over to the Nu-Way Garage on through on the light machine and
Porter and got the deficiences passed it.
taken of. He figured he was all
set now, so he put on his campaign
material and planned to start
work after his truck was cleared.
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating comBut the sight of the names Supanies in America. W. A. Adkins, Life Insurance Counselor
garmon, Bunton, Love and Hooks
With 21 years experience.
created quite a furor in the testing station. The excited checker
Port Tim* Agents Needed — Good Pay.
marked the first card he had given
Mr. Johnson with the words 'bad
card" and after making Johnson
run the truck through again another checker marked do wn
I "low lights'' and "bad tail lights."
The only consolation that t h e
AUGUST, 1959
SUNDAY
Sound truck owner got was that
Time
Program
the brakes were okay.
Announcer
4:00- 4:55
Sign On—Spiritual Sunbeams
Brother Bob
BACK TO GARAGE
4:55- 5:00
News
Brother Bob
So back Johnson went to t h e
5:00- 5:55
Spiritual Sunbea m s
Brother Bob
Nu-Way garage. The lights were
The spotlight for the past few
5:55- 6:00
News
Brother Bob
checked out and said to be in per- weeks has been on revivals in and
6:00- 655
Spiritual Sunbeam,
Brother Bob
fect condition. But when he got around Rpley. This age old cus6:55- 7:00
News
Brother Bob
back to the testing station "I o w tom of saving August for the sin7:00- 7:30
Jubilee Time
Brother Bob
lights" was still the complaint on der and saving the sinner for Aug7:30- 8:00
Spiritual Sunbeams
Brother Bob
Johnson's card.
ust has grown up with our people
8:00- 8:30
Spiritual Sunbeam,
Brother Bob
When Johnson got back to t Is e and is now looked forward to with
8:30- 845
Memphis Travelers Quartette
Brother Bob
mechanic's shop, the mechanic great anticipation. It is so firmly
8:45- 9:00
Reed Singers
Brother Bob
himself decided to take the truck fixed that the space age has no
9:00- 9:30
Rev. L. L. Lockhart
Remote
through. This time to the low light effect on it what-so-ever. Most of
9:30-10:00
Christian Fellowship Church
Remote
deficiency another checked added us were converted in August, and
10:00-10:30
Rev. Eugene Carey
Remote
that the steering needed tighten- the spring revival "just ain't it."
10:30-12:00' OK Hit Parade
So for the sake of those who are
ing.
Cane Cole
12:00- 1:00
hada, in need of spiritual salvaBishop J. 0. Patterson
Remote
Then the scramble started in
1:00- 2:00
Jerusalem Baptist Church
Remote
earnest. The mechanieg supervis- tion, let's join forces to help them
iweivei
2:00-3:00
OK Hit Parade
Cane Cole
or called the station and then sent wnile August remains.
of waiting is along Orne,1
3:00- 4:00
Bishop A. B. McEwen
Remote
Johnson back. The very first card months
know.
4:00- 5:00
Greater Harvest Baptist Church
that Johnson had received in the you
Remote
5:00- 5:30
Labor Day enthusiasts are comYouth Talent Show
early hours of the day was given
Cane Cole
5:30- 6:00' Church Salute
back to him but still the I o w pleting plans for the big annual
Cane Cole
homecoming celebration in Sep6:00- 6:15
Sports — News — Weather
lights turned up again.
Cane Cole
tember. This day, which climaxes
6:15- 6:45
OK Hit Parade — Sign Off
Cane Cole
During each time that Johnson most
of the summertMe frolicktook the truck back to the mechanAUGUST, 1959
URDAY
ing, is set aside as a day of reic, the vehicle was tested on the
taxation and enjoyment we the
Time
Program
Announcer
hard working population of this ,
4. 00- 4:05
Sine On — News
Brother Bob
country.
!
4:00- 4:35
Sign On — News
Brother Bob
Many will travel over hazard4:55- 5:00
News
Brother Bob
ous roads and over thousands of
5:00- 5:55
Spiritual Sunbeams
Brother Bob
miles to register in on Labor Day
5:55- 6:00
News
The regular meeting of the N.
Brother Bob
morning. Be sure to call in your,
6:00- 6:55
flunky Dory Show
A.
A.
C.
P. will be held at Mt. guest to 1324W or 827. Let us help
flunky Dory
6:55- 7:00
Olive Cathedral CME church SunNews
Hunky Dory
you to make Labor Day complete.
7:00- 7:55
day
afternoon,
flunky Dory Show
August 23, at 4 Peeped in at the Lauderdale
flunky Dory
p.
m,
7:55- 8:00
News
flunky Dory
County hospaal last week to Fr.e
The president is urging all of800- 8:25
flunky Dory Show
brother Joe Simpkins who is a paHunkv Dory
ficers and members to please be
8:25- 8:30
News
Joan Golden
present — business of importance. tient there at this writing. He was
8:30- 9:30
The Golden Girl
resting fine i
a I arm.
Joan Golden
The public is cordially invited.
9:30-10:55
Sweet Chariot Time
.
Brother Bob
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is presi- operation Sunday before last.
10:55-11:00
News
segment
The
male
of the Little.
Brother Bob
dent.
11:00-11:45
flunky Dory Show
Theater,
hike
took
to
a
Williams;
Ilunky Dory
11:45-12:00
Dixie Lily
farm last Saturday morning with
!funky Dory
12:00- 1:25
flunky Dory Show
Miss Wanda Jean Brent as their
}funky Dory
1:25- I:30
News
guardian, Numbering approximate
flunky Dory
1:30- 2:30
ly 15, the little teilows Loos off at
Sweet Chariot Time
Brother Bob
230- 3:25
5:00 p. m. and spent the day picThe Golden Girl
Joan Golden
niking, playing hall and croquet.
325- 3:30
News
Joan Golden
Little Miss Delores Wordlow of
3:30- 5:25
Cane Cole Club
Cane Cole
Paris, Tenn., was a guest last
5:25- 5:30
News — Sports
Cane Cole
week
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Sand.
5:30- 5:55
Cane Cole Club
Cane Cole
ers.
5:55- 6:00
News
Cane Cole
Charles Lawrence Jarrett of In6:00- 6:a5
Cane Cole Club -- Sign
Cane Cole
dianapolis, Ind., was here last
For Any Worthwhile
week. Accompanying him back, to
Purpose
stay for a while, was his mother,
"tre like to say yes to JOU Sirs. Rosie Jarrett.
Ines requests"
Henry Green of St. Louis, Mo.,
was last week's guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Graham.
Mrs. Elmer Hubbard visited her
mother-in-law in Chicago last
week.
Mrs. Annie B. Clay is visitIni
Home Owned -Home Operated
her daughter in Detroit. She will,
2 Locations
alsoisvisit her other daughter in
152 Madison
—
.14 5.7811 Gary, Ind.
161 Se. Main
—
JA 5.1351
Mrs. Louise 0. lialliburton is'
SAYE S & N GREEN STAMPS FROM YOUR FRIENDLY
visiting her sister in Detroit.
Examined anti Supervised
NATIONAL FOOD STORES
Mrs. Mary Mosby and children
by State Department
Ecenenticol, Clean, and Cenrentent
spent the week end in Memphis
of Inrrrrrce and Banking
last week.

Negro Campaign Truck
Creates Amble -Scramble

P. F. MaIon Dies At 62

Men and Women Over 65

No Medical Examination Is Required

The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

-

NAACP To Meet
At Mount Olive

SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE

sponsibilities and hasten to do that
whach seems mast popular. In
far too many instances we see
People who could stand for something satisfying themselves to do
that which will be most rewarding
here and now. The most rewarding things of this life are
oftimes removed. This we must
keep in mind.
The point of greatest weakness
today is wrapped up in the im.
morality of people in all walks
of life. Foremost in the thinking and acting of people today
must be sense of moral responsi.
bility. Life minus moral responsibility In any area Is no life. In
every walk of life having a moral
outlook Is imperatve. It is utterly impossible for anyone to la a
life at its best without an outlook that Is moral, spiritual, and
social. When these forces work
within an Individual, then he Ile
an outlook that will enable
to mount up above the crowd.
Samuel B. Hollis, assistant to
The man who developed the mt.
the Mayor of Memphis and to
est perceptive on life is one
o
his right is Mrs. Ernestine
has been able to see a little
IRO/sera, executive director of
further and go a little further than
the crowd. Today's greatest need
is the need of men and women
who will forget the crowd and do
that which they know is right.
stances people are rlivided into two
Faltering boys and girls of our
camps those who do nothing and day and generation are the results
those who move around in a nega- of faulty leadership provided
tive world. There are many of us them by those who should know
who are in good positions to speak and do better. Contrary to popuout and be heard, but in order to lar belief our next generation will
keep our jobs and social positions be exactly what we make it. We
St. Paul Missionary Baptist gave the music.
we keep quiet.
alone are the moulders of future
church, Jackson ave., held its anMrs. Queen E. Connoley's home
I sometimes stop and wonder thought and action — those who
nual Woman's day Aug. 9. Mrs. was a 'place of courtesy for the what will be our defense when the follow us
will think and do no
Elnora J. Cooper of Chattanooga, visiting speaker. Between services day of accountability faces us. higher than
we provoke them.
an efficient national worker who a tour of the "ests, was given Mrs. There is a growing segment of
Yes, we should all take a look
has studied at New York, Howard Cooper which he,tan at the home our people who do not want to be about us. We
should see the big
and Atlanta universities, deliver- of the general chairman Mrs. involved.
I wonder what con- pile of human debris all about us.
od the address. She was dynamic Euna B. James, then to the cour- solation we will expect to receive We should
ask for Divine guidance
in her speech on the theme tesy chairman, Mrs. Arefha Ma- when in our more sober moments that we might
be instruments.
"C
m altrircistA
iagne . a'omen in the Auto- lone; the city and its suburbs; we see what we could have done making this
world a little het
the pastor's home and back to the and what we have done. These are Yes as we
observe conditions
During the morning worship vis- home of Mrs. Connoley where
e things that send many people, we must realize that our world
iting teachers (women) took over they feasted on tasty food. Resylums. Nothing is more haunt- will be better only to the degree
the men's classes. Mrs. Hattie ception chairman. Mrs. Naomi ing`than to realize what we could that we will in our hearts to make
Culpepper conducted spiritual de- Coe, with her workers, Mrs. Ger- have done and what we have act- it so. The challenge that stands
votion and the pastor fed the con- trude Norment, Larsenia Cain ually done.
before each of us today is to so
gregation on the subject "Three and Thedora Wyatt put welcome In the second place we have live that when our summons come
in action and entertained the countless people who throw away We will be able
V's of Love."
to give a true
d Social re- account of our stewardship. That.
A drama "The Progress of the apeaker lavishly after the pro-- moral, spiritual,
Negro Women" was presented as gram with a reception.
in the final analysis is the truest
a night feature by Mrs. Gustar- Every chairman with her work- the Women of St. PsulisIB church measure of life.
Mrs. Euna B. James, general
va Kemp and Mrs. Clara Tate. ers played well his part, and the
chairman, send thanks to the many
The Women's chorus under the di- members were wonderful in work,
Kansas City — More proper
friends for their co-operatiok
rection of Mts. Varene Dickens cooperation, and spirit. A most Rev. S. H. Herring is pastor
of names begin with the letter "S''
and the pianist, Mrs. Clara Tate, successful day made history for the church.
than any other letter.
Do you ever look around you?
all of us should look about us
,ometimes. I am sure that if we
were to look about us with critical
eyes we would be surprised at the
••x:sting conditions.
I am concerned with the bleakness of men and women of stature.
When we speak of men and women
of stature we mean those w Is o
have come to grips with life's
problems themselves. Today we
see any number of men and women who have no concept of t Is e
basic things themselves trying to
lead other people.
Our world is filled with people
today who are in responsible places who lack a sense of responsibility. The world is in dire need
of moral, spiritual, and intellectual
leadership. The world is equally
void of people who can or will
give to the world the leadership
that is needed.
Many people — and we see them
every day — are in places where
they can make real contributions
So their day and time but lack
the integrity to do so. This is our
weakest link In modern day activity.
The tragic thing is that much of
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Women Have

DEPEND ON QUALITY STAMPS
for your BACK TO SCHOOL NEEDS
Quality Stamps are the greatest for
Yes Madame,
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour does make such wonderfully light tender cake that
melt in your mouth as well as
luscious breads and pastries.
This glamorous, fluffy orange
cake will be the hit of your dinner or party-swirl the frosting
high and sprinkle the top with
gold-tinted shreds of coconut.

Sift together Jack Sprat flour,
baking powder, and salt. Add
lemon and orange peels to
shortening; cream well. Ada
sugar gradually and beat until
light and fluffy. Add eggs, one
at a time, beating well after
each addition; add flour mixture alternately with lemon
juice then milk gradually. Beat
smooth after each addition.
Bake in two paper lined 9 by
11
/
2 inch pans in 375 degree F.
oven for 30 minutes. Cool.

double boiler, mix thoroughly.
Cook, beating constantly with
rotary or electric beater until
mixture forms peak, about seven minutes. Remove from fire,
add vanilla flavoring. Beat
until spreading
consistency.
Spread
between layers, on
sides and top.

Sprinkle with golden cocontit.
To color coconut: Half fill a
jar with coconut, dilute yellow
food coloring with a few drops
of water. Add colored water to
2 C Jack Sprat flour
jar; shake until coconut is
2'3 tsp. baking powder
tinted. Spread on paper towel3.4 tsp. salt
ing to dry'. Serve by itself or
I's tsp. grated lemon peel
Frost with seven minute with ice cream. The family
1 tablespoon grated orange peel frosting: Place 2 egg whites, will have fun helping to make
this glamorous cake.
3-4 C shortening
11
/
2 C sugar, 11
/
2 tsp. light corn
C sugar
Bye for now,
syrup, one-third cup cold water
3-4 C milk
and a dash of salt in top of
Jana Porter.

THERE IS ALWAYS good listening when the Big Star Talent
show climbs aboard the powerful WDIA airlanex each Saturday
morning at 11:70, for you are always assured of a top notch
show. Pictured above are some of the recent performers on

the show. From left to right are Ida Mae Pate, Robbie lord.
Dorothy Strong, Clarence Smith and Tiny Robinson. Second no
are Gwendolyn Edwards and Henry Burrows. Standing in front
is Joy Harvey.
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Students Tell Of
1st Day At School
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'Calamity Not
A Curse,' Told
A&I Graduates

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., August 22, 1959

By M. L. REID
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — "It was jest an ordinary first NASHVILLE — "We should remember that every calamity does
thy at school."
nut mean a curse, and that adThat is the way three Negro girls who entered form- versity is often a Messina" 'e:ast
erly all-white Hall High school Wednesday described St. Louis, Ill. Attorney Billy Jones
reminded Tennessee State univertheir half day at one of the city's two integrated schools. sity s
summee graduating class of
Gathering in the home of 161959 last Sunday.
year-old Elsie Marie Robinson to white students at the school very
Graduate himself of Tennessee
talk over their first day at ultra- friendly.
State and Howard university's Law MISS CLAUDINE Stanbury. 16, of
modern Hall High school were "I talked to a couple of girls 1 school, "Ayenite" Billy Jones "seri 434 6. S. Wellington has been re•
Estella Thompson, a 16-year-old who were very friendly and dur- the theme "There is Some Good (Tilly awarded the Bronze Chrisjunior and Effie Jones, 17, a sen- ing the assembly for seniors they in Everything" as he told the; tian Soldier Awaid, gimen by the
International Bible Memory Assoior.
sat in seats on my left and right," 193 graduates that a calamity the-I ciation. She has just completed a
ory of progress could be aoplierli
Classes will continue for full Miss Jones said.
memory course.
to the Negro race, which has five year Bible
days next Monday. All three girls
She completed her junior year risen as a result of the injustices Miss Stanbury completed, in 12
were in school last year,
assignments each year, from Janat the J. c. Cook Ingo school at
committed against it.
STUDENTS FRIENDLY
Riceville Ark., last year. Miss "Incidents of terrorism, horror uary to April, some 550 to 250
Miss Thompson who attended Jones said she does not expect any
verses. Mrs. J. A. Miles. who was
and injustice can go on and on
interested enough in the training
Conway county high school in trouble at the school.
gainst a race of people. Yet thru
to start a group of her own, says
it all there remains the reality
that Claudine was letter perfect
of man's inhumanity to man exin her recitation of the verses.
isting here in our great democracy to the extent that someone,
firemen.
somewhere, voices an opinion or
FAUBUS SUPPORTERS rally
gration at two schools in the
made mob marched on Central High school but were
desire to do something about it."
on steps of capitol building in
strife tor n Arkansas City.
itsMCA
turned back by police a n d
Little Rock in protest of inte.
Jones then added, "We, as
Shortly after this picture was
groes, can trace our steady progress from the fact that we have
safety, and explained why s h
been able to meet the adversities
Iegrani
of life through the grueling days
ippreeatowteor a'
nt
ig htte
dme.nt
of slavery to the present time."
ing for protection of herself and,
The 47th annual summer bacher hcmme. The guards were ercalaureate and coin mentement exrested by Arkansas State Police,
ercises, attended by sonic 2,000
she revealed.
parents and guests, awarded deExcavation for a $90,000 swimSTRIKES US ALL
grees to 70 in the graduate school;
[atoms. We are trm irig to maki• We are running for a great prin- Ilia. Bates silo, "Until the low.
pool for the Abe Scharff
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
38 in the school of arts and sci- ming
YMCA has been
freedom flow down Beale Street as ciple, the right of all men to equal-I heat Negro is free, I am not free.
Ibranch
of
the
"angry
the
as
Referred
.
to
ences; 74 in the school of educompleted, and in less than 30 young woman from Little Rock," It flows down Main. This is cru- ity and freedom. We are running When there is mob action in Miscation, six in engineer a n d
days the pool for year-round swim- Mrs. Daisy Bates, Arkansas NAA- sade for freedom. . .a crusade to against the tradition of "staying sissippi, it strikes a little bit of
five in the school of agriculture
ming is supposed to he ready for CP leader and mentor of the fam- release the liberal, right-thinking in our place," against those Who me and it strikes a little bit of
and home economics.
use, according to J. T. Chandler, ed "Little Rock Nine," spoke in white man, as well as the Negro support such an idea."
you. The tight for freedom is an
chairman of the board of manage- Memphis last Friday night in be- front the shackles of fear a n d
TRUCK AGE
Rev. Love explained that he''around-the-world fight. Black peoment.
Volhate."
the
of
candidates
half of the
"volunteered" to run for a place' ple in Africa will hear about what
Detroit—One million trucks in
REPEATED APPLAUSE
on the Memphis Board of Educa• vuu here hi Memphis are doing,
use today in the U. S. are 14 or "The pool is being installed as a unteer Ticket.
an
"I
am
recent
agreed,
our
success
in
the
result
of
Bates
Ile
moved
the
Mrs.
audience
to re- tion "this lime." All the candi- just as they have heard shout
more years old.
hurry peated applause. Ile revealed that dates closed their remarks with what we are doing in Little
In
a
Mr.
woman
for
YMCA
funds,"
campaign
young
angry
THREE NEGRO GIRLS, the
Rock.
ing morning classes. The girls
she eroom with 15 or 20 students," Chandler said, "and it will pro- . . .in a hurry for a decent educa- more than $18,000 has been rais- pleas that the audience vote for Rock.
first to integrate Hall high
entered and left the school
vide year-round recreation for tion and better opportunity for my ed by voluntary contributions to them individually and collectively She
she
said.
The
slender
school, Little Rock, walk tosophomore
closed her speech with a
without incident. (UPI Telehelp the cause of the five candi- on election day.
chtbiren and your chiklren."
wants to be a physical education Memphians in all age groups."
ward their car after attendringing challenge, saying, 'If Eliphoto)
The L-shaped pool will be 75 feet She said, "I did not come here dates of the Volunteer Ticket, Mrs. Bates held the audiences' zabeth Eckford and Jefferson
instructor at a recreation center
Miss Robinson who attended
long and 50 feet wide, and slope at the invitation of the NAACP, Russell Sugarmon, Rev. Ben. L. close attention as she described Thomas, and those other three
when she finishes college.
of my Hooks, Revs. Roy Love and Henry the day
Mernfee, Ark , last year, said
Miss Robinson who attended One advantage in attending Hall from four to five feet deep. There although we are all aware
to day events in la st children selected to carry inte''about all that happened was the Negro Douglass junior high school that all the girls appreciate is its is to be a 25 feet section for divers association with that organization Bunton and Elihue Standback.
week's opening of I,ittle Rock's gration to Little Rock's high
as
a
here
came
Arkanss.
I
Persons present at the "Free- high schools on an integrated ba- schools could walk through threatpassing out of handbooks and the last year said she was somewhat proximity. It takes them only a in the bottom part of the "L" in
volunteer. . .becuse I am inter- dom Banquet." as the occasion sis. She particularly praised the ening, hissing mobs to carry
assignment of homerooms. I also "excited" at the prospect of at- half hour to get to school now. which will be ten feet deep.
feel
I
Because
freedom.
in
ested
was
called, greeted with enthusi- heroic role of the Negro students through a principle, surely you
A glass roof will shelter the
attended an assembly."
tending Hall.
It took them almost three hours
the great struggle here for polit- asm, the short, but eloquent selected to spearhead the integra- people here in Memphis can get
Miss Jones, a "Miss Bronze" "Nothing out of the ordinary a day round trip to get to Horace pool, Mr. Chandler said, and there
ical expression is a cry for free- speeches of the candidates who tion, steps. She told of the mush im and walk three blocks to cast
queen contestant, said she found happened. I was assigned to a Mann High school for Negroes. will be glass along its sides.
will be heard around were presented. Only Mr. Stand- action and of the shots fired
"IVe have already contracted for dom that
at a vote in behalf of freedom."
I came here because I hack did not speak. Atty. A. W. her home. The
the services of an aquatic special- the world.
described the ar- The sneech was enthusiastically
el."
that
voice
to
my
add
tVillis introduced the candidates. rest of the four volunteer guarts acclaimed and
ist," Mr. Chandler explained, want to
sponsors describPEOPLE
who sought to insure her physical ed the rally as a succesa.
"and he will give the public swim- OVER 400
Ntemphians, rep- Each of the candidates conthan
400
More
•
• --ming lessons on special nights."
demned the position taken toward
resenting social anti fraternal cir- Negro
participation in local envYMCA members will be admitcles in the city, followed the lead
eminent by Henry Loeb, leading
ted to the pool without charge, he
of the Top Sat and Tails club, a
candidate for mayor. Each gave
said, but non-members will be
men's group, and paid for the $10his individual reason for desiring
charged a fee which has not been
a-plate affair at Club Ebony.
office, and promised to serve the
decided as yet.
R. S. Lewis, president of Top
whole community as well as proHat and Tails, served as master
tect the interests of Negroes.
of ceremonies, and opened the
Mr. Sugarmon condemned newsmeeting with the audience's singing the national anthem. Music paper, radio, and television tacCords
tics
which appeal to majority prewas provided by Lee Cunningham,
and Parts
judices, and appealed to black
popular Memphis singer.
Lt. George W. Lee, one of the and white alike to avoid being
Bowls Boaters
Voeuurn Bay, Hole
spokesmen for the Volunteer Com- moved by such appeals. Ile deand Parts
and Parts
mittee sparked the meeting with a scribed both Mr. Loeb anti him.
statement of "the purpose" of the self as "being front unpopular migroup supporting the Negro candi- norities."
"BEST CANDIDATE"
dates.
Rev. Hooks descrioed himself .1 s
DETROIT — An attorney repre- He said. "We are not trying to
senting Congressman Charles C. tear up patterns of good race re- the •'b e s t qualified candidate,
Open
black
or white, running for elecDiggs, jr., in a pending divorce
Serving
tion as Juvenile Court judge." He
for his wife, Mrs. Juanita Diggs,
N des
cited his early boyhood and other
offered Referee Ben J. Davidson
You
experiences to substantiate Ii I s
a sworn financial statement durFree
claim.
ing a court hearing which showed
Since
'32
Rev. Bunton, likening the curParking
the Congressman to be $18,471.08
Radio •nd TV Tube. Check•el Pre.
— rent campaign to a crusade, said,
ALBANY, N. Y. — (UP
in the red.
"We are running for something
760 Union Ave.-IA 7-2631 .2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
After Attorney William L, Gol- Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller said
den, presented the Diggs state- he "might" run for President and running against something..
ment, Attorney Robert J. Colom- if he could he convinced he
bo, counsel for Mrs. Diggs, said could "deal effectively and conthat he couldn't believe 20 shares structively with problems facof stock which Diggs holds in the ing the country."
,
House of Diggs funeral enterprise
is worth only $7,500.
determine the true value of t h e
SEN. HENRY CLAY thought so
Mrs. Diggs' lawyer said he stock.
highly of JAMES CROW'S whiskey
would hire an auditor to investiAnother hearing has been schedhe ordered it by ihe barrel. (Regate the House of Diggs books to uled for August 28.
ported in a newspaper of the l8004..

y

Pool
Opening 30
Days Away

Leader Says She's
ngry Woman In urry

SPECIAL SUNRISE SERVICE
SATURDAY --- 4 TO 6 A.M.

The Dynamic Ministry of Deliverance
of Samuel Crouch, Jr.
Takes Issue
Special Invitation Extended To Ministers

•

Pastors And Christian Workers
PREACHING—SINGING—HEALING
Two Full Hours of Worship

Pentecostal Temple

With Diggs'
Statement

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

RADIOS

229 South Wellington --- Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Pastor

TOASTERS

LAMPS

FANS

Rockefeller
Says He Might
Run For President

TASTE THE GREATNESS
...of James Crow's masterpiece

Vote for James W.'Jimmy'

MOORE
For Memphis

The MINISTERS and
CITIZENS Committee
Endorse and URGE You to VOTE for...

ie Ford,
ond row
in front
The day James Crow perfected his bourbon,
a masterpiece was born. Today, there is still
no near rival to light, mild Old Crow.
It is America's preferred bourbon.
'LIGHT • MILD • 90 PROOF
-

THE OLD CROW DIST. CO., FRANKFORT, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY.
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Survey Bolsters Unusual Care Given Sick
Theory On Heart In Holy Land Hospituls
(United Press International)
The theory held by many physicians that the incidence o, heart
disease in the medial nrofeisien
is greater than in the general population vas •-•
survey, the Arherican Medical Association said this WeLls.
Dr. Thomas G. Hull, secretary
of the AMA Council on Scientific
Assembly. said almost one out of
every four doctors who underwent
an electrocardiogram test at the
recent AME convention showed
some abnormality cf the heart.
Dr. Charles E. McArthur, Olympia, Wash., chairman of the physical examination committee, said
the figure of 23 percent is iwout
5 percent higher than previous
years.

Dear Mme. Chante: I would like Rd., Kingston 5, Jamaica, BWI
• ••
to find a woman companion. I am
32 years old, 5 feet, 9/
1
2 inches Dear Mine. Chante: I Ws td
tall, 210 lbs., brown hair. Would like to correspond with a nice genlike a woman who has a good edu- tleman between the ages of 40 and
cation and is looking for the bet- 55 Years, feet, 9 Inches or over.
ter things in life. Would prefer a Would like him to have a steady
young lady in Cleveland. but will job and one who would like to
accept mail from any where. Will achieve something in life. Will
also send photo. Joseph Cole, 667 reply to all letters. Miss H. Wade,
5950 S. Parkway, Chicago 37, III.
E. 94th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone- Dear Mme. Chante: I would
by girl of 32, 5 feet, 6 inches, 14.5 like to meet a good Christian man
lbs. I would like to hear fro-- a with a job. I am 5 feet 2 inches
nice fellow. I will answer all let- tall, 14944 lbs., and a Sunday
ters promptly. Miss Sarah W i I- school teacher. Would like a clean
burn. 4700 Kingston. St. Louis, cut man who is determined to
find happiness. Mrs. L. Preston,
Mo .
•••
209 S. Whipple St., Chicago, Ill.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chants: I am interested in meeting a male compan- Dear Mine. Chante: I am very
ion. I would like for him to be anxious to have a pen-pal in a
from California or from some- foreign country. I would like to
where in the West. I am 5 feet, correspond with a nice gentleman.
5 inches tall, weight, 138 lbs., age I am 34 years old, single, brown
37. I would like for the gentleman hair, brown eyes, weigh 150 lbs.,
to be between the ages of 38 and and 5 feet tall. I am a Homan
45 years. Velma Freeman, 3706 Catholic and work as a private
nurse in all the hospitais In JaS. Lake Park, Chicago, Ill.
•••
maica. Doris Miller, S.R.N., 14(4
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a Ja- Ocean View ave., Kingston a, Jalike to correspond with a young
maican woman, age 35. 1 would maica, BW1.
•••
lady between the ages of 30 and
like to corree„xind with an American male or female. I am a house- Dear Mme. Chante: I am a 45 and interested in marriage. I
wife. Mayis Taylor, 11 Brentford young Jamaican man who would am 47 years old and will answer
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is bership, male, female, profession-- I was shown the dermatology
OLROIATillaG itilkt.
'
the fifth in a series of articles al, nonprofessional, skilled or with- wing in the hospital which was
aarsowta :A.A. fin
by the Rev. Paul E. Turner, out any special skill — all are named after our own Dr. T. K.
LAWLESS
0. 1)14013119€ K.
pastor of Gregg Memorial eligible for membership and for Lawless, recognized internationalAME church in Clikago, who whatever medical services they y • known dermatologist. When I
has been on tour in the Holy will need. fhe ego irtient was saw this It brought to mind someLand with the Israel Bond Dee- quite modern and the hospital well thing he had told me a long time
gallon).
lighted with natural brilliance and ago and I have never been aqle
to quote correctly except for the
JERUSALEM, Israel — Record- very roomy.
last line which to me is the most
world's
the
ed on the ages of
AMAZING GLORY
greatest book is the question ask- The wonder and the glory of important. He spoke of seeing inscribed on the wall of the library
ed by the prophet Jeremiah. "Is Israel is integration.
there no balm in Gilead; is there We saw many persons all over at Talladega college, "What I had
no physician there? Why then is the land of various cultures and was spent — what I saved was
not the health of the daughter of backgrounds who had come in taken and what I gave I have."
my people recovered?" This ques- during the period of mass migra- Isn't this true that by giving we
tion has reverberated through the lion and had been absorbed and are able to realize our hopes in
corridors of time and one of the oriented with little difficulty. This an abstract form.
answers was found by me 118 I was quite prevalent in the Heflin- Here in a land over 8,000 miles
visited the Bellinson hospital. son Hospital where we saw per- away was a department named
This is one of the world's major sons of various hues working to- after a man in Chicago who had
hospitals. It has 700 beds and is gether and ministering unto a participated in its establishment.
adequately staffed in every de- comparable multi - colored disabl- BODY AND SOUL
partment. This hospital is main- ed number of patients who had It does not require a wide extamed by the Histadrut which is been accepted for treatment.
tended knowledge of anatomy to
, .
Truly in this land of Gilead of know that the human body is
(UM—The.
ALBANY. N. Y. —
From the information which which Elijah the Tishbite was a in two parts: body and soul or
owner of an indiscriminate Hols
i)
•
'
part and where Absalom pitched flesh and spirit.
ste n bull has to pay damages be'is tent for a short season, we The. Histadrut attempts to serve
cause the am al impregnated ventienal labor organization but it Mind an answer to the cry of the both in helping to secure the best
some of his neighbor's Guernsey is 1).a.' w,dcs..as and
I pio- prophet. There
is a balm and for man in the material and then
cows. the Appellate Division said neering in many fields of social there is a physician to help the looking after the 'physical. "The THE REV. PAUL E. Tomer,
minister of Gregg Memorial
honor of Dr. T. K. Lawless of
this week
welfare in Israel.
people recover from illness and life is more than meat, and the while on tour in Israel is beAME church here, recently
Chicago. This was being pointawa--1
of
curt
"-he
Fifteen general hospitals scat- the diseases which infect mortal body more than raiment."
returned from the Holy Land
ed out by Isaac Hamlin who
ing shouts the bronze tab:et
1400 to Harold Kniskern. a Scho- '.ered throughout the Holy Land bodies.
tour with the Chicago Israel
FOREGROUND AND
is the American representawhich marks the wing of the
bane County farmer, who chargv-or' 0--,
i .oir
are TWO THINGS
BACKGROLIND
Bond Delegation.
hospital which was erected in
tive in Israel of the Histaed hi, -^
maintained by the Hist a drut In iiie we can do one of two I was asked by the medical didrut campaign. Rev. Turner,
with failing to confine the amor- Ales .1.
,
rector
of
the
Dr.
T.
•
K. Lawless
things — be a spectator or a parGUS bull. Tho del"
`IV'S
.aS ,1S2li
t two•
• • I •e ticipant. We can wear out or we dermatology department, Dr. I.
on •!ie clam by '
• of
lard An entire family unit is serv- can rust out. Those who would Katzenellenbogen to give an expurebred Guernseys that he suf- e by this organization and there enjoy life in Its fullest are par- pression of our interest in this
fered a loss by mixed breeding. is no discrimination as to mem- ticipants rather than spectators
project.
Whatever we want in our background must be placed in our foreground for foreground today becomes background tomorrow.
Here we were standing in the
T. K. Lawless Dermatology wing
of the Bellinson hospital and many
of us who live in Chicago had contributed to our material resourcty.X.K ISLAND, Ill. — A vissl Wien from traders. They brought
t:15•.
lours, es to its establishment.
Then and there adequate compicture of Indian life 15o years in metal "tomahawk pipes" and flint strikers for making fire
with pensation
was received by us in
ago has been uncovered by Uni- also clay pipes — Irish style. flint and gee., and oilers.
knowing
that this department had
versity of Illinois archeologists ex.1n unusual find was a "peace All these were found from only been and was being
cavating a Sauk village site along medal."
beneficial to
This disk, several inches a small part of the village site in those who needed
the Pock River.
its services.
in diameter, has a portrait cast eight weeks of careful work. This Persons who had
come from othMaterials found can be dated on
its surface. Various govern- was I. summer field course in ar- er lands were the
1790-1810.
Undoubtedly
recipients of
Black ments gave
cheology under Prof. John C. Mcthem
to
leading
chiefs.
Hawk, famous Sauk chief, visited
Gregor. who said this was t h e the benefits which came from
Time
has
partly
obliterated
the
this village.
Least disturbed of any archeologi- those of us who had to those who
were in need.
Archeologists have revealed face on this one. but the reaem. cal site of its period.
Until disease can be completely
sites and sizes of houses, clearly Mance is more to an English king Owner of the land has
given
the
shown by changes in soil color than an American presiuent. this university sole right to any
eradicated and until men can be
future
is very possible, as many traders
well permanently there will alwhere postholes were located.
came to this area from Canada, excavations at the site, and has ways be a need for additional faFIND MATERIALS
and the Sauk sided with the Brit- made a 51,000 gift to have the cilities in an Institution such as
work continue until Fall. Excavahave found materials ish in
They
the War of 1812.
tion is being done under super- the hospital maintained by the
which show coming of white tradvision of the Illinois Archeological Histadrut.
ers had suddenly taken the Indi- GENERAL STORE
I am sure that as we answered
An inventory of trade goods Survey.
ans out of the stone age•
Flintlocks and musket balls had found in this village would well Materials will he taken to the the question of the prophet we left
become the choice weapons. .Ar- star', a general store. There are University of Illinois for pres- the hospital resolved to see to it
rows. probably now only used for bottles, adz, axes, files, scissors, ervation and study. Prot. McGre- that there would be a balm in
some hunting, had iron instead of gun barrels, flintlock pistol, g u n gor has said that several sum- Gilead, and there would be a phyballs, lead for casting gun halls mers of work will be required for sician available so long as we
stone points.
dermatology department In . he addressed the entire Israel
DR. SAMUEL ZAKON of
Discarded and forgotten were bra.ss bracelets various silver or- thorough exp!oratinn of the site. could join hands with others whose
the Israel hospital and Dr. Ja•
Spirits were in tune with ours and Chicago (left). the Rev. Paul
Bond Delegation anti the staff
stone axes and knives. Traders
Katzenellencob Goodhart, also of Chitawho
Dr.
I.
Turner,
were
of the hospital.
willing
E.
to
share their
bad supplied iron tools. Brass ketthe
go
stand
director
with
of
Rev.
fortunes
Turner
medical
as
bogen,
tles displaced native pottery
Glass beads and silver ornaments
were desirable baubles.
Vou'llE IERR‘eil.E. Stri"..•
Obe il'S l'40'011046 1 KNOW-111AM
•
••
MONE. XOU SEEN 1h1414 IttaNA'S
*wax ILtiat
VAN
SILVER ITEMS
M3ouT
tntrrOttaG
SUll -ro
amazing
be
had
in
were
to
All
quantity from the traders.
ViovJ.
OPMany silver items — ornaments,
IUM'S RAIbrooches, bracelets, spoon pendSurr...ElEsfl
ants, earrings, and others—bear
marks of known silversmiths in
(United Press International)
will be only one square yard of
Montreal, other parts of Canada,
and America. Gun parts have A Loyola University professor the entire earth for each human
been identified as made in Eng- labeled unreliable claims that in 2,600 years,
mankind will populate itself off
land, Spain, and America.
But, he said, "some of this maBone ornaments were still carv- the face of the earth.
terial is fed to the public by authed, and so were pipes of native The Rev. Francis L. Files, S. J ,
stone, but otherwise native mater- chaivman of the Loyola depart- ors seeking sensational headlines
ials were discarded. Brass pots ment of theology, said that too or those who have an ideological
seem to have been a favorite many unknown factors exist to axe to grind. It is very noticeabl
source of flat metal, judging by justify projecting the present rate that the real experts who are loscraps "end parts of cut-up pots of population increase indefinitely ing the serious research on overinto the future.
population are relatively silent
found.
410
Fr Films acknowledged that If and insist there is no one soluTRADER COMPETITION
Even pipe makers had compe• the present rate continued there tion."
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Excavation Reveals Vivid
Indian Life150 Years Ago

Discredits Threat .1
Of Overpopulation
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all letters promptly and exchange
photos. Egbert Beckford, 47 bitoe
Rd., X Rds. P.O., St. Andrews,
Jamaica BWI.

Urge Senators
To Vote Against 40
'Mallory' Bill
NEW YORK — United States
senators were urged by the Criminal Law Reform committee of the
National Lawyers Guild to vote
against the "Mallory" Bill which
the committee characterized as a
"stamp of approval on arbitrary
detention of accused persons," it
was announced recently by David
Scribner, executive secretary of
the Lawyers Guild.
In its statement to the senators
the Guild committee charged that
the bill Is a "short cut designed
to give the police an open road
to coercion, third degree inquisition and official pressures to exact
confessions prior to arraignment."
The committee added that the requiriment for prompt arraignment
is a safeguard "basic to liberty."
In the Mallory case the Supreme
Court had reversed a convictioe
because of an extended and deliberate delay in arraignment which
resulted in a confession. The bill
was designed, according to the
Lawyers Guild committee, to "nullify" that decision.
The bill, KR. 4947, has been
passed by the House of Representr.tives and is now being considered in the Senate.

OPEN PURSE POLICY
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Teenagers often choose more expensive or so-called "quality" items
over less expensive ones when
spending their own money, a study of the a-billion teen market
shows.
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Pope Blesses
Noisy Audience
CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy —
UPI) — Pope John XXIII told a
noisy audience of 10,000 pilgrims
he would give them an extra big
blessing if they kept quiet for a
moment.
The general audience, including
Americans, Mexicans, Britons,
Frenchmen and Germans, was
the biggest since the pontiff moved to his summer residence here
on July P.
They cheered and applauded so
loudly that the Pope. asked them
time and again to keep quiet.
"I will give you a big blessing
if you are silent for a moment,''
the Pope said.
The noise abated but only slightlyThe Pope blessed them all any
way.
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From a vantage point in the majority facing somewhat a unit"Shadows," it seems that the ed niinority. It was a revelation
Negroes of Memphis have already to many... the power of unity to
Subscription vete: Oise year, SO; sir ineatlis. $310. (2-yeer special SubscrIptioa rats 310)
achieved several of the objectives gain respect,
of the current "Crusade for Free- . Another sign of having achieved
The Tri-Stete Defender Dees Net Take Respeasibilite for uoselicirod manuscripts or notes.
dom" . . being showdown-ed this the respect which has been a Neweek end.
gro goal in the current quest for
Published leery Thursday by the Trl-Stete Defender Publishing Co. Inland es Second
From the beginning of their bid civic recognition was the general
Class Matte, et the Memphis Pelt Office March 20. 1532, Under Act of March 2, 11174
for local office the Negro candi- tendency to follow the lead and
dates and their supporters were in support the program of the 1'pl
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AitEA
unanimous agreement that one of unteer Citizens Committee, which
their goals was to command the pace-set the Negro candidacies.
respect of others for Negroes in Rarely, if ever in local history
Memphis."
Another oft-stated has Negro organizing ability been
goal was "To raise the Memphis shown to such advantage ...from
Negro's own self-respect as a citi- the standpoint of intelligence,
zen and human being."
vigor, technique, and strategy.
Of course, other goals were giv- Rarely have local Negroes enThe Santiago Conference called at the in Article XV that:
en frequent voice, but basically joyed such an effective rallying
"No state or group of states has the the two just quoted seemed to car- point. It was something they and
instance of the United States will not find
ry
greatest and weight with their opponents could respect...
the solution to the problems that beset the right to intervene, directly or indirectly the the
rank-and-file. They struck a
Caribbean states an easy task. It is a bitter and whatever may be the motive, in the in- responsive chord every time they and did.
One not a Negro can hardly
were spoken.
contest of long standing between two op- ternal affairs of any other."
realize what being respected
However, generalized, vague, means to a person of colour. The
United
States
of
the
chief
concern
The
Dictatorand
Democracy
sing concepts;
unspecific,
tradition of disrespect attached to
is to find a suitable formula for easing the andseenitlr
were the gas tat'ved nae
Ne- Negroes, particularly, has imposed
already
causgroes
which
have
Caribbean
tensions
quickly
to
register
and
vow an almost obsessive desire to
There was not much enthusiasm for this
to go to the polls and vote.
gathering of foreign ministers. Of the ed hostilities involving several governments A vote for a Negro candidate change a situation which grows
and less tolerable
twenty-one Latin-American countries that and threatening the peace of this hemis- was a vote for one's own self- re- less
spect and for the respect of others. Under an increasingly effective
phere.
Ameriof
Organization
comprise the O.A.S.
The platforms and ideas of the leadership, Negroes are finding
There are insistent demands that the candidates on specific
guidance in the best and more
can States, only Haiti gave prior endorseissues were
satisfying directions for obtaining
ment to our State Department's initiative. Conference should condemn Fidel Castro of barely noticed or mentioned. The the respect they crave. The inNegro's vote in the current conUp to the very eve of the Conference, Cuba and General Raphael Trujillo of the test is a vote for principle's
creasing response which they are
rath- giving to such leadeship is anis
accused
The
former
Argentina and Brazil were feverishly try- Dominican Republic.
er than persons. And the prInci•
other one of the goals sought in
ing to persuade their sister Republics to of intrigues against Panama, while the lat- pies concerned have to do with this election. A lot of folk have
recognition
as
a
human
being,
and
postpone the meeting, not to a later date, ter is held responsible for the disorders acceptance as a
long looked forward to the day
citizen.
when they could see Memphis Neagainst the regime of President Romulo And in
but indefinitely.
attaining respect . . . groes willing to stand up and take
Many of the Latin diplomats feared that Betancourt in Venezuela. Trujillo is also either self-respect or the respect a position for group progress and
others, or both . is accepted representative citizenship. They
the talks would do more harm than good, charged with having a hand in the bloody of
as a criterion for determining the wanted to
hear more Negroes
democratic
Honduras'
against
uprising
rather
snarled
and that issues may become
success of the Memphis Negro in speaking up for progress, unified
the contest now being climaxed,
than clarified. Under such circumstances, government in July.
action, and respectably participaWith these rumblings assuming more then all the signs point to a point tion in community affairs. Many
the final results would be an irreparable
reading "general success."
welcomed
the chance to make conloss of prestige and influence of the Organi- and more the ominous character of a gather- One of the signs was the grudg- tributions of
money and time. The
Washington
thinking
in
ing storm, current
ing, but general praise of the high opportunity and occasion for such
ion of American states.
qualifications of the Negro candi- expression have been a local NeW There are, admittedly, risks in this un- is along the lines of a watchdog committee dates.
‘.en in the most recalci- gro goal for some time, It was
dertaking, but risks that the United of the Caribbean. A permanebt inter-Ameri- trant white ranks, as well as more or less achieved, by way of Liberia, a godchild of American Lying just north of the Equator interest in that country. Through
on the Atlantic Ocean, only about the Point Four program there the
differencto
quell
police
force
military
can
among that class of Negro who a start, in this campaign effort. freedom, was purchased as a havStates had to take if the Caribbean region
the size of Pennsylvania, Liberia government of the United States
distrusts and disrespects every- Some speculation has been heard en for freed slaves in 1822, by the
among
neighbors
was
southern
its
es
among
with
a
Balkan
another
become
was not to
— the Black Republic — is one today contributes more than a
thing associated with his own race in Negro ranks relative to the out• American Colonization Society.
time-bomb set to explode in the very heart the major presentations made by the U. S. there was admittance that the come of the balloting this week. Twenty-five years later it became of the smallest countries in Afri million dollars a year. And a
ca.
It has an estimated popula- number of experts trained in agridelegation. But how is this to differ from current crop of Negro candidates, There is ee^nral re-mmition of
of this Western hemisphere.
a republic, its government model- tion of less than three million con- culture, public health, education
That's why Secretary of State Christian the existing machinery of investigation and speaheaded by Russell Sugarmon the hazards of inexperience, insuf- ed after that of the United States sisting of descendants of the origi- and other fields have been sent
and Benjamin Hooks, are quells ficient funds, isolation, insufficient with a flag of red, white, and nal settlers, called Americo-Lifrom America to aid Liberian
A. Herter rushed from the abortive Geneva conciliation of the 0.A.S?
fled men, who can command re- numbers, and the like. Only ex- blue, but with only a single star. berians, and 23 native tribes. 'The
progress. The port of Monrovia,
The fear still lingers that this country spect and serious consideration tremists will he overwhelmingly Its administrative
Conference to the Chilean capital. Here
system, too, is largest of the tribes are the Krus,
the capital, named after President
again the United States is "on the spot." would dominate any such hemisphere police anywhere. The rank and file Ne- depressed by failure to win the patterned after that of the United Hassan, Grebos, and Bats. Long Monroe, has been expanded and
gro shares in
respect com- elective offices. The progressive States, with a congress of both before outsiders came bringing modernized by America engineers,
For no one knows what truly constitutes force or committee. Add to this apprehen- manded by the the
Negro
candidates majority will regard the experi- senators and representatives, and the English alphabet, the Bats pos- who also built large airport and
ences of the effort as one of the a cabinet selected by the Presi- sessed a written language, one of
the inter-American system and how it sion the suspicion that the United States --and likes to talk about it.
American military base at Roberts
should function. The hallowed inter-Ameri- has had a policy of supporting dictators in Negroes detected a kind of ques- greatest and best lessons in ap- dent, but there is only one ma- three in all of primitive Africa. Field, and have designed a sysplied
civics
ever
presented
in
the
jor
polticial
party.
All
property
And
the
Krus
were
all
enlightened
can principle of "No intervention" was Latin-America, one can readily see that tionable flattery and an implied Mid-South. They will feel a contri- owners or hut-tax payers may people, great fishermen and sea- tem of highways.
respect in obvinua concern . . .
President Tubman, an
originally devised as a defense against pos- there will be anxious momenta before the the publicized concern . . . dis- bution has been made toward re- vote, women as well as men, and men, many of whom now work on man who works very hard,astute
has
the
President
is
foreign
ships
head
of
the
millduring
their
voyages
it
vealing
to
the
white
majority
what
not
will
adjourns.
On
Conference
played in white ranks over their
paid an official visit to the Whitt
sible United States meddling, Thus the
tary forces.
up
and
down
the
West
Coast.
The
thinking
back
of
the
what
is
in
the
effort to obtain a share in municiHouse, and numbers of Liberian
1948 Bogota charter of the O.A.S. declares end? Nobody -yet knows.
In recent years under President climate of Liberia is humid wth students now come to the United
pal government. Many Negroes Negro's head. They've drawn
a heavy rainfall and much of the
observed with grim honor the con- lines between "Uncle Toms" and William V. S. Tubman, largely
States for higher education. Towith the aid of such American in- landscape is covered with tropical day there are many American
sternation resulting over a split "Cousin Toms." Selah.
vestors as the Firestone Tire and jungles. More educational facilities technicians, teachers, and mis
Rubber Company and the Liberian are sorely needed, and most of sionaries both white and colorea,
lf the mood that prevails in Congress fear of the Negro; fear of his using the balMining Company, the country has the people are very poor, but with living in Liberia. But the country
fear
him;
to
wrong
done
the
ay is any gauge of what the future holds lot to redress
made enormous economic strides. the increase of mining and rubber remains an all-Negro country in
It now exports each year enough production, the standard of living that persona of other races may
for a civil rights legislation with meaning, that he might compete for jobs now held
rubber to make tires for almost
not become citizens or purchase
is gradually rising.
then we will need to pray for better days exclusively by whites. In short, the South is
half the cars manufactured in the
land, although they are welcome
challenge.
man's
the
black
afraid
of
Long neglected by the land that
We
and for a more responsible Congress.
U. S., as well as over a million
as investors, technicians, teachers,
chapters might be called short tons of the world's richest iron ore created Liberia, America has and advisors. The Black Republic
By ERNESTINE COFIELD
What guiding principle leads Northern
must not delude ourselves into believing
Basically Willard D. Riley had sermons.
and much cocoa and palm oil. now begun to take a new official intends to remain just that.
that the liberals of both parties will make Republicans into the Dixiecrats' camp? The a good subject for his "Wisdom in The points that are brought out
political
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measure
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that
through
a
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every
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that would safeguard all of our essential social outlook as night from day. The pas- in hanging his central theme on they were day
observed, like Riley
"Ethiopia."
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not
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years
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sage
of
rights as citizens,
Just as all white persons are said, there would be no wars and
Semitics all black persons are men would live in peace with each
From the President down, Washington of the civil war. A yankee is still a Yankee
not Ethiopians as Riley would other.
is not taking seriously our pleading for vig- to the folk way down in the South where like
for you to believe. By taking Published by Vantage Press,
orous enforcement of the provisions of the that fast dying breed of Colonels and their quotes from the Bible, sometimes Inc., the book will appear in book14th Amendment. Bills of varying degrees mint juleps keep alive memory of the strug- out of context, he attempts to stores Aug. 28.
that the "Ethiopians" are Riley, who is a postal clerk in
of supposed strength on civil rights have gle of the Confederacy againni- the Union. prove
Los Angeles, Calif., was horn and
a chosen people of God.
history
is
another
that
somehow
or
But
And
hopper.
legislative
into
the
reared in Lake Charles, La. After
been tossed
Their presen+ trials and tribulawhen
the
hatchet
buried
as fast as they reach the sub-committee of forgotten and the
tions (the race problem which he graduating from Sacred Heart LAGOS, Nigeria — The concern wealth evolved, while condemning and Barbados will follow suit. The
Normal school with a teacher's in America over the issue of Corn- the South African attempt at emu- trade union movements in India
never calls by name) is just to
either House, they are killed by a combina- Negro question comes to the fore.
certificate, he studied at Xavier muriiam
Africa is, I believe, lation? The answer is terribly sim- and Ghana have resolved in naprove
that
the
"Ethiopians"
arc
a
It is about time that we let the so-called
university.
tional conferences to stop the handfully justified. There is no ques- ple."
tion of Northern Republicans and Dixiesuperior race when it comes to
ling by their members of any
tion in mind, after three months "It . entirely
liberal Republicans know that we are aware showing love, humility and underwheth
crate.
in Africa, that the Reds fully in- the Afrikaner's policy follows his more South African goods.
This circus stunt has been repeated over of their hypocrisy and double dealings. We standing.
tend to exploit for their own pur- precepts. It is impossible to be- Demonstrations, boycotts and
If
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YORK
—
Dr.
Ernest
their
votes.
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poses all the racial and nationalist- lieve that the Afrikaner, whose protests by Africans inside t h•
Ahl over again with a monotony that is are keeping a tabulation of
"Ethiopian" angle and just wrote Jack-h, 84, co-founder of the Near
problems that harass this con- basic article of fano is White Su- Union are also getting more vioWddening. We can rationalize the South- shall call attention of the electorate to those a book on love, humility, virtue and Middle East Institute at ic
tinent.
premacy, intends to allow the lent and menacing. This developCongress
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As far as I have been able to Black areas to be anything other ment, however, will probably be
had a book that would appeal to er Columbia faculty member, died
legislative
responsibility.
:ive
up
to
their
checked by the exercise of brutal
determine the number of actual than exploited satellites."
gro from enjoying his basic rights. Long
all persons. Easy to read, the Monday.
Communists and their fellow -trav- "How can one believe other- police power inside the Union.
traditions of prejudice and frustration have We must send to Washington men who have 1.11111111111111111111111111111,
111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 elers are few. Nevertheless, their wise when their whole attitude to The boycotts and bans on trade
drowned Dixie's sense of ethics and equity. enough intellectual, honesty and moral fortiAfrican "experts," intensely train- blacks who remain to work in the with South Africa, however, can
to
battle
social
tude
for
of
justice.
the
cause
ed in African language and culture, white area shows an absolute dis- force the Nazi-type leaders of
Besides the South has a congenital, morbid
show up as observers at every con- regard for their basic human South Africa to their knees. Those
ference to which they can gain rights? It is highly illogical for a who sincerely want to stop Communism in Africa should join now
admittance.
regime which, within its own bord
I have become convinced that ers, divides its population into su- in forcing South Africa to abanthe biggest hope of the Commun- permen and submen to declare don its Ifitlerite program which
ists lies in the current develop- that the submen can have a na- will surely lead eventually to
of
take
care
involved him in the old boogie bigots — "We will
ments in the Union of South Afri- tional home just outside. The sub- bloody revolts. Even if the Reds
don't spark a revolution, they will
bear — white woman incident and your babies?" A.,e we to silence
ca.
men just won't believe it."
certainly give it direction if it gets
prestige of President the truth only because the whit's
movsituation
is
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the don't want to hear about their
erase
the National Association for the Teddy Roosevelt to
everything I fluence of apartheid movement inaccording
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Advancement of Colored People. stain.
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h
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but the biggest story is the East and Central Africa, some
judgment me I will serve theel?"
the Congregational Church to taken away with one
South African attempt to go back- of the leaders of the powerful
Emmett J. Marshall Sr.
contract. So he
ech I belong — the NAACP note and a crooked
ward from the 20th century to the white settlers are rallying to the
education
ranks A No. One. It is an organi- said — "The purpose of
Dark Ages.
apartheid concept as the only so
carpenters,
zations, associations, fraternities is not to make men
As you know, South Africa is lotion to thorny racial problems. HIGHLAND PARK Mich —
MEN!" Dear Editor: Ten years ago I
loved or feared throughout the but to make carpenters
so-callgetting set to establish five
what bought a home on the west side
It seems certain that if South History was made here recently,
white world. It has this character Now the whites didn't like
ed black "nations" and one big Africa succeeds in its program of when the first Negro was appointthen and of Chicago, 3200 block on Fulton.
solely because in its infancy it Dr. DuBois was saying
Africans
white
one
with
enough
is saying When I moved in, the community
dehumanizing millions of Africans. ed to the Highland Park Civil Servwas nurtured by Dr. W. E. B. Du- they don't like what he
left in the white one to do all the apartheid plan will be adopted ice Board.
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business.
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Ile is Theodore S. Green, 42, a
elsewhere.
peacefulness is gone.
of his prophetic vision and keen care of your
not
movement is within the borders of The hatred and resentment Ford Motor company employee,
On the corner of 32nd and Fulphilosophical thought with the cry They wanted docile servants,
t:.e Union, the South Africans in- among the so-called black millions with 24 years seniority.
trained to think.
ton, you will find some of the
of a poet in his pen, the NAACP black men
sist that what they are doing is which are welling up in the wake Green was appointed as a board
Why should we desert Dr. Du- roughest crowd of Negroes you
might be today only a glorified
strictly and solely their own busi- of the apartheid movement will member by Mayor Mark E. Sloemore will ever want to meet. Homes
bridge club. He fashioned it into Bois because he speaks
ness.
forever being robsurely play into the hands of Red en to fill the vacancy created by
a fighting weapon that is honored truth than white America wants in this area are
On July 3, the London Telegraph revolutionaries. The Communists the death of Harold W. Lanfear.
throughout the world.
to hear? He was tried in a federal bed or broken Into, and the people
published a feature on South Afri- fully expect to reap the harvest of His term will expire January,
law He was accused of are always getting beat up or rob' He challenged the south and its court of
ca's apartheid plan which sought the bitter seeds sown by South 1963.
communist or a fellow bed. The police force always
Dr, B. T. Washington who tried being a
tied,
and
to present the South African gov- Africa.
weight of the whole seems to have its hands
Green it a native of New OrIn curry the south's favor with traveler. The
mighty government will not make any attempts to
ernment's point of view. After runleans, La. He has lived in High"We took care of your babies" United States
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situation.
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Park since 1946.
and "Train the Negroes hand" at and the FBI
the present picture is that pro- land
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NEW YORK — Edna Mae Robinson, Ray's wife, was so excited
when she went to a neighborhood
appliance store to choose a washing machine for her Bronx home
which
refrigerator
she saw a
caught her eye and not being able
to find the handle, she astounded
the salesman by closing her eyes
and saying "Open Sesame" ...
•• •
The Cotton Club in Atlantic City
the
management
closed after
wasn't satisfied with the new show
and business was bad — then all
the cast got only 1 week salary
when many had contracts for the
summer ... Some had even made
negotiations to rent cottages for
their stay — and had to lose deposits .. That's showbusiness. .

•

•
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE, left,
and Lena Horne whom Hollywood reports claim dislike being referred to as sexy artists
are shown as they really are
without resorting to cheesecake. Not bad, 'eh?

JOHNNY MATHS was unable to attend the Chicago Urban League benefit festilal,

gr e a t singer purchased a
block of 200 seats to be used
by officials and members.

but the great artist did his bit,
so to speak. Through Miss
Dora McGee, president of
"Johnny Mathis Fan Club" the

The Lena Home, Dorothy Dandridge
Dislikes? dag Cozad As 'Sexy'

Harry Edson
Jimmy Rushing
At Blue Note

Harry Edson and Jimmy Rushwith
ing two former greats
Count Basie opened at loop's Blue
Note cafe Wednesday night
before a most enthusiastic crowd.
Edson was one of the two musicians with Basie for years. He
left to form his own combo f
later grew into a large band. Ruil•
ing was the vocalist with Basie
and this conclusion is ours they even longer. In fact he was a
oftoo
presented
be
to
wish
do not
part of the Basie aggregation from
ten in cheesecake poses. If so that time band left Kansas City for
singis understandable. But to drop the national scene. His hues
Chi.
either or both from the "most ing that included "Going To
sexy" class is something else, cage" was a feature of the Basie
I programs for a number of years.
again.

to be classed as sex
HOLLYWOOD — Please read' or think, if you can how Dot and ies" than
performers.
tossing
"very
the
of
out
left
be
can
Lena
and
gals!
Dorothy
carefully, gents
desires are not especially
Dandridge and Lena Horne are sexy performance" classification.; Their
writers to fulHowever that is the story direct, tough requests for
quoted as showing a great dislike
about their fans? Infor the word sexy when applied to from the "horses mouth", as in- fill but what
likely to be screamtheir own performances. Imagine terpreted by iilmland press agents.' deed there is
the artists fan
this, if you can, in this day of the Both Horne and Dandridge have ing "no's" from
are dropped
Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield, announced they would much pre- clubs when either
as the sexiest.
Mayme Van Doren, and Brigitte fer being known as artists with from the running
combination of spotlightings. Then also imagine, ability and off stage "home bod-I Perhaps what Lena and Dot meant
"Eulogy for Three Non-Adjusted compete with entries from twenty- field. An unusual
Men, a Studs Terkel Wax : one other countries for the covet. words and music was employed
"Museum" program broadcast by ed Italia Prize next month in Sor- In the production.
WFMT, Chicago's Fine Arts Staa rento, Italy.
Studs Terkel told of a non
tion• on February 9, 1959, has been The broadcast was a tribute to adjusted man of Massachusetts
men
United
own
men who were their
chosen to represent the
Henry David Thoreau who
States in the 11th annual interna- throughout history from ancient named
Prix
the
for
n
Babylonia to 20th century Amen. offered a sermon at a church
tonal competitio
of
ca, the three men eulogized were meeting in Concord in behalf
Italia.
another non-adjusted man, Cap
The production was selected as the Negro country blues singer
tam John Brown, who was to die
the: beet documentary progrstei"Big Bill" Broonzy, an Italian
An agent
Music lovers who arrived at the, their first big break.
that morning. Marian Anderson
produced by any radio station or tailor who was the father of poet
on Picnic Hill! booking attractions for the old
There When They
show
'Were
sang
Billiken
Bud
University
the
and
Ciardi,
John
network in the United States durCrucified My Lord?'
Aug. 1 to find Floyd Campbell and Grand Terrace in Chicago heard
ing the past two years. It will of Chicago scholar Robert Redhis band dividing the spotlight and liked Floyd and arranged an
John Ciardi read his poem
with the great Duke Ellington's
'Elegy's tribute to his father. The
engagement at the Terrace for 11111
crew could hardly have been surcountry blues singer William Lee
then "unknown".
spot
like
a
held
has
Floyd
(who
prised.
Conley 'Big Bill' Broonzy
From the Terrace Floyd went
on the show for past seven years.
died in Chicago one year ago) was
Last year the other attraction to the Regal, the Savoy, Sherman
eulogized by Studs Terkel as a
was the Great Count Basie. Thus Hotel and several other places
man who shouted or monane'd his
the Duke and Count were adding that were operating at the time.
blues — an excellent musician
national "names" to the program. Unlike so many band leaders
wholly out of fashion who made a
There is nothing unusual about
profound impact in always revealFloyd Campbell has held his band
this. Ole Bud always offers the
ing himself as a man and an
together, refusing many times to
or
two
best; always presents
artist. 'Big Bill's' voice is heard
break up and join traveling groups
more bands.
reminiscing early days in the
drummer. Today
as featured
singing
Nor for that matter is it strange Floyd is recognized as one of the
south and in Chicago, and
band'
to
Got
from the nightery stem several 'John Henry' and 'You've
that Floyd Campbell chose
By ROB ROY
top bands in the middlewest, the
months while making the picture Stand Your Test in Judgment.'
leading and music for his career.
territory he confines himself to.
.
pianist.
There is every reason to believe ! "Porgy 'N Bess" and will be
famous
His father wa sa
Marriage and other business conpreferhe
some of the long lingering bias catching up with previous combecause
A pianist who
nections have caused the leader to
traveling,
that has stymied top sepiana! mittments for next several months'
to
home
at
red staying
frown on long tours for his band.
chances for proper spotlighing on
divided his hours day and night, If he chose to travel and was able
television is at an end on all three.
between playing piano and ope- to land equal replacements for
DEBONAIRS IN ACTION —
major chains.
rating his billard parlor and bar-. several of his men who also reIt is no secret that NBC-TV
bership in Helena, Ark,
fuse to travel Floyd could become
brass is making a definite pitch
Thus by the time Floyd had one of the great touring bands of
"A
high today. He has the men, the talent
to have Harry Belafonte star in
graduated from Peabody
the
The Regal has lined up three
Toast To Jerome Kern" a good
school in Helena he was on his and the know how to command
fall.
the
has
for
Harry
shows
smash stage
catch for any performer.
way as a highly respected musi- attention of audiences anywhere,
Wilson
y
Jackie
undoubtedl
18,
On September
not accepted yet but
cian. The diference between son however tough and exacting.
will headline a sensatinal revue.
will in time to appear in the Sept.
and dad, Flyod chose to travel;
brings
Charles
Ray
the
30.
Davis,
October
for
As
On
.
22 spetcacular
instead of
other turned to the drums
his terirfic all new orchestra of
"Mr. Wonderful" of Broadway has
of the members told this reporter However they are in for
By ROB ROY
-'piano, and added a nice singing
the
to
men
12
and
90
the
vocalists
in
role
tom
three
disc
starring
major
a
by
accepted a
sung for Pay recordings
voice to his performance. .
Picknickers who witnessed the "Even when we have
Regal stage for a one week stand
minute Revlon Special to be seen
-. Once this one is out the' At the end of World War I Floyd;
to us it wasn't a job but rather pany
Both shows will have an array stage show put on by Bud Billiken
Someon s'BS-TV night of Oct. 8. This is
way.
wanted
doing something we all
to: boys will be on their
Philander Smith College
entered
of big names, says impresario Al Aug. 1, heard a new (to them)
7
nine of several programs Sammy
sum."
I thing that only youth and lack of in
Little Rock. At the time SterBenson who will produce and star combo with rhythm as expertly de —
•• •
will appear on when the summer
to
up
them
• • a
denied
contact nes
ling Todd, now• also of Chicago'I
in both extravaganzas. The Regal performed as any offered on the
replacement period is over.
are all youngsters now. Frankly it is this chronicler's
was heading
lives,
Floyd
where
also announces the scoop of the professional stem. The combo,' The Debonairs
their best days are opinion that the Debonairs will be
year in presenting Count Basie "The Debonairs" is composed of a which means
the school band. Floyd joined
They are all buddies an- heard from in near future. The
LONDON — Lorraine Hansberand his orchestra and a host of quintet of former students of ahead.
to work Mills Boys, Dominoes, Ink Spots,' Sterling and this began his career ry's eagerly awaited Broadway
figures
that
thing
other
l
stars November 13 for a one week George Washington Carver High
musician.
professiona
a
favor.
have all the hallRavens, Golden Gate Quartet and as
school right here on Chicago's in their
stand.
After a few seasons with Todd, success seems to
looking back will find this
SAMMY DAVIS
marks of a similar click in Lonsouthside. They are five boys who,! They have made one recording, others
his
moved
Floyd
talents
Campbell
fat.
and
in
were cagey
group moving
back in 1952 decided on a singing a test record, that is a sockatoo. young
to Memphis where he played don, though the critics
the all-out enthusicareer for themselves. This being drums with several local bands, about sharing
•
of their New York colleagues.
the period when the combo, both
Wishing to move up as much as asm
Broadway
!Directed by original
0
•
t vocal and instrumental was the
possible Campbell left this scene
stager Lloyd Richards with a slow
thing, they decided to band to
for
St.
to
join
the
Louis
band head- 1
•
s
but cure touch and acted with Megether as a unit.
ed by Charley Creaths, a larger
•
•• •
mendous vitality by a virtually all.
and more famous aggregation.
' Negri cast, "Raisin" is an engagWith this in mind Ralph Johnthe
spedIn
.
for
h.
be
Floyd
1927
formed
will
donation
mixture of humor, poignance
NEW YORK — Friday night, The
son, Virgil and Homer Talbert:
Gillespie fir use of the special committee, band, playing around St. Louis ing
and high drama.
Richard James and William L. August 21 will be Dizzy
a
and
study
making
reis
and
An
enLouisville.
which
Cincinnati
Jazz
Fundamentally, there is nothing
Nelson formed the quintet called night at the Randalls Island
'
port on the narcotics problem, gagement in Milwaukee, Wise
'' very original in Miss Hansberrip
"The Debonairs." They had no Festival,
and will, be given in Mr. Dizzy brought Floyd and his new band
piece
16
entire
story
whose
Gillespie,
of a family dreaming
agent, and still perform without}
the pro- Gillespie's name
dreams and frustrated in its atone, but they most certainly rate orchestra will feature
----- -- '
a leader in
tempts to rise above its squalid
with any combination of singers,l gram, has long been
•
narcotics. A
surroundings. But the author writes
or cafe goers can hope toi the fight against
•
n
with such warm insight and intuiProof that one can never tell Roberts la appearing at lie Chez hear,
by the Rantion that the theme is given a
Leader of the group is Ralph lars will be presented
what goes when friendship is in
ProdueHARRY BELAFONTE
F'estival
ways welcome. The Chez.
new look.
Johnson, 'a singer who could at. dells Island Jazz
volved is hitting rounds of nightery • exclusive spot, patrons wise
a (moourlde tract attention as a single if he Cr, Franklin Gellman, to the hon• I
There are three standout peelerProblem for Belafonle's appear- stem this week and anticipation is
DemocratBrown
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naturally offer more dough.
wished. However. Ralph. is tickled
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ing on television arrives as hei high.
of•
Chairman
Harlem)
of
Liberal
However that is the way of top pink to be with the other four pals
Moore as the kindly, religious ma.
makes plans for production of pie-1
well stars—ever willing to lend a friend and feels, as this chronicler does, the City of New York's Special
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point is Pearl Bailey coming
place last closing stages of the play,
and Harry refuses to accept teleA resolution was passed on April Browns, pushed itself right up to which held down third
on southside of Chicago in early ; Tivoli. Pearl and Ken Blewita! The Debonairs, while not profective is Kim Hamilton, as the
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vision roles unless he has time to
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In
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InPress
Oct. The rumor has it that Sammy theatre's
manager are close fessionals have sung quite fre- 21st, by the City Council appoint- the top spot on United
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prepare himself and perfect every
sur- followed by "There Goes My young
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little detail in rehearsals
Baby,"
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owner, at e Pearl accepted the engagement as and at affairs in downtown loop. all. phases of the narcotics
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Olga James scores heavily with
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time and other dates permitted. • week stint payed off handsomely hailed for the unique rhythm and
hut is less at ease with her
by the City of New York. It is Three Bells, which only reached "What'd I Say," in sixth, followed sister,
to night clubs aboet the nation and
If Sammy does come as reported has nothing to do with reason for styling of their performances.
Blue." "It Was I," dramatic scene. Incidentally, the
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last
Mr
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One thing
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a further tumb!ed all the way down to fifth "My Heart is an Open Book" and part is understood
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As one worthwhile and neecssary caused In second was Dinah Washing- the survey.
"Mr. Wonderful" was absent • though he'll be on percentage at instead of one as originally hooked_ work—rather a pleasure,

Marian Anderson, Bill Broonzy Help
Chicago DJ Win National Citation
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•
CONGREGATION of Mt. Nebo
church listens to their illustrious pastor, Rev. Roy Love as

he gives out with one of his
Inspirational messages.

MRS. DORA WARMSLEY direels the Young People's choir
in a spirited selection during
the morning service. M r s.

Georgia Ishmael is chairman
of the choir with Mrs. Imunett
Taylor the co • chairman.
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REV. ROY LOVE, a long
time pastor at the Nebo
church, although thick in the
political Eight for a seat ot

the Board of Educatioe, still
finds time to spend at hls
church.
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MT. NEBO BAPTIST church
has long been noted for its
leadership and inspiration to
other churches, denomination•
al or not, in the Memphis
communities. The activities of

the church are directed on a
main line, generally to t h •
youth. An example of this was
the Voting People's day held
recently at the church.

THREE YOUNGSTERS in the
persons of (l.r), Alice I s h
mael, Walter Perino, Jr., and
Lizzie Poe I) pity the category
of youth in the church. These

thoughtful young folk took a
'articular pride in parli(ipat
.ng the Young People's Dal
aeld recently at the church.
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MRS JI s.SIF PI-:RIM), left
the youth director of Mt.
Nebo gathers with the Junior

l'qher board and other young•
sters of the ...agregatioe out
side the church.

MRS. GROYELIA WHITLEY
serses a slice of pie to Rev,
in the
E. J. Washington
church cafeteria after t r .

morning service while other
members look on. Mrs. Whit
ley is vice president of the

fiy Evelyn Cunningham
One of the chief reasons
why women never have anything to wear is that many of
the dresses that crowd their
closets are dated or "old".
A dress can become outmoded

in just a year, an rapidly do
styles change.
It would seem that the
whole
female
population
would rise in arms and rebel
against such coostant style
changes.
On the contrary, few things
are as dear to a woman's
heart as a new dress. She
welcomes style changes. he
joyously adopts the "new
look," whatever it might be
at the time, And, best of all,
she has a ready excuse tor
herself or her husband for cornplaining, "I've simply got to
get a new dress."
McCall's Printed Patterns
and their new Easy-Rule
feature minimize the emotional
wear and tear on self and
spouse in getting • new
dress. It is lots more assuring
to say, "I'm going to make a
new dress," than it is to
assert, "I'm going to buy a
new dress."
Especially new this season
are sleeves. They are big,
important and conspicuous.
Two distinctively different
sleeve styles are shown. The
solid grey, made of a synthetic
mixture
has wide
kimono sleeves, belling out
just above the elbow. (McCall's Printed Pattern No.
4882). The interesting right
front belt may be placed high,
a la Empire, or at the normal
waistline. The dress opens
on the left front, from neck to
hipline and is fastened with
pearl buttons and hooks and
eyes. There is a low pleat
at the from.
Easy to make and wear in
summer of cotton, linen or
pique, it might well become
an early fall entry, and could
be sewn of lightweight wool,
tweed, flannel, wool broadcloth or jersey.
The youthful floral print
dress
(McCall's
Printed
Pattern No. 4998) has short
puff sleeves, so much in demand this season. It has a
scoop neck, fitted bodice and
a six-gore skirt. The puff
sleeves are stiffened at the
top with crinoline or taffeta.
This dress may be made with
no sleeves or have threequarter length set-in sleeves.

Gee, you know what'? Here we
are in the middle of August and not
a word has been said about sandwiches. August is sandwich month.
So, before the month slips away
we hasten to remind you that sandwiches spell good Summertime eating.
Sandwiches were probably enjoyed by the Greeks, Romans and
Babylonians, but it was the fourth
Earl of Sandwich who made the
English people sandwich minded.
Actually, however, the sandwich
was invented by the Jewish teacher, Rabbi Millet, between 70 B.C.
' Summer doldrums have all but Other interesting
and 70 A. D.
vanished with the impetus and elude Mrs. James
All this proves that sandwiches
electric excietment of the fervor
Wells
children
and
of
Los
Angeles,
are as old as bread and cheese.
of our hot political scene . . . and
Miss
Sandra
and
Crouch
a n d They are meant to assuage the
it is indeed gratifying to note the
interest which has swept across brother Dell Arthur Crouch of pangs of hunger, therefore, they
community
all segments of our
Nashville, to visit their aunts, Mrs. should be as hearty as any other
food and not paper-thin and prac— vanquishing the complacency Ceneta Washington Qualls
and Mrs. tically tasteless. In other words,
and apathetic attitude toward poll.
Jamison.
sandwiches are not canapes, and
tics for which our city and its Ida
citizens have been characterized. Charming sub deb, Miss Alicia canapes are not sandwiches, even
With Hie BIG DAY . . ELEC- Anderson has returned to her though, the same spreads may be
TION DAY — AUGUST 20, on home in Wilmington, Delaware, used for both. Sandwiches will be
hand... it will be indeed recorded following an extended visit with as hearty and nutritious as you
that our Negro citizens have at her sister and family, Mr. a n d make them. Sandwiches made with
long last stood up to be counted. Mrs. J. 0. Patterson, jr. While enriched or whole grain bread
CAST YOUR VOTE . . . SEE TO here, she was the center of much supply youngsters and adults with
IT THAT YOUR NEIGHBORS, social activity, and a lovely addi- essential B vitamins.
FRIENDS AND EVERY REGIS- tion to the sub-teen's summer fun. These vitamins, thiamine, riboflavin and niacin are essential to
TERED VOTER IN YOUR WARD MEETINGS
DOSE LIKEWISE. Our Volunteer The Orange Mound Social club growth, healthy nerves and apcandidates have done a herculean elected new officers at a recent petite. In the bread there are also
job in carrying the message to meeting held at the home of Mr. plant protein and food iron present
the people — so be sure to back and Mrs. Shields of 2414 Cable in amounts needed to maintain
good health.
them 55,000 strongt
ave., where they also welcomed USE OF BUTTER
Last Tuesday it was our plea- a new member, Mrs. Alice Evans.
Butter makes a wholesomes
sure to accompany Mrs. Jonnet- The Wilsons at 2407 Cable will be spread for bread.
It helps prevent
ta Kelso to the airport to see and the next hosts of the organization, the
filling from soaking into the
meet veteran newsman Ted Pos- FREEDOM BANQUET
bread and improve the flavor of
ton of the New York Post who 'Tis been said — and the men
the sandwich. Nutrition wise. it
was on his way to Little Rock, do believe — that if there's a big
furnishes fuel for energy and vitaArk. Having an hour and a halt job to be done, leave it to the
min A the element that plays a
layover between flights . . , we women! Thus, Top Hat and Tails
health of the skin.
returned to the Kelso manse and club which assumed the responsibiA high-protein filling should be
enjoyed the warm hospitality
lity for the sponsoring of a great used especially if the sandwich is
for which it is renowned. .. and Freedom Banquet sapporting
the to be served as the main course.
learned some of the interesting fa-I candidates of the Volunteer TickChopped meats, nuts, fish, vegecets of this brilliant member oil et, Revs. Roy Love
Henry
and
tables, cheese and eggs make nuthe Fourth Estate. lie is a close Bunton for the Memphis School
tritious fillings. To give the sand- SLEEVES SHAPED LIKE PAGfriend of our Nat. D. Williams, Board; Rev. and Atty. B. L. Hooks wich more satiety
ODA BELLS ... on a dress invalue one of the spired
by the Orient. This dress
with whom he roomed while at- — Juvenile Court Judge; and Bus- ingredients or
a combination of I. easily fitted with a wraptending Tennessee State university, sell B. Sugarmon, jr. —
them may be mixed with cream. around look—actually it is open
from which he graduated. The Il l stoner of Public Works — secured
Her is a sandwich that is guar- from neckline to hip only. Three
began his rise in the newspaper busy, dedicated and
big buttons and • high-placed
heroic Mrs. anteed to erase the hot weather
belt detail the front. Make it your
realm . . . commencing with the Daisy Bates of Little Rock. Ark.,1 eating
doldrum. We call it a
own
in lishtweight wool, tweed,
Courier and then on to NY's Am- as the guest speaker,
for the ban- French Toasted Sandwich Combo.
printed silk or cotton or linen.
sterdam News. During W. W. II quet held at Club
McCall'n
Pattern ir4082 is
Ebony 1 a s t No, it's not a breakfast dish, but
he served as the public relations Friday night, which is now in the a delightful
Misses'.is 10-18. 750 •
luncheon or supper
consultant for the late Sidney Hill- realm of Memphis Vhistory.
main dish that is excitingly difman. lie has been with t h e
cessful rancher Ones his gun to
Attracting approximately 400 en- ferent. Serve it with your favorite
Post for 21 years. His awards are
achieve a measure of success and
thusiastic people . . . the resutls fruit salad and an ice cold glass
legion. „ including the Heywood
later
repents.
of the many women's groups who of fresh milk. Be sure to prepare
Broun Award of the American
pitched in to make the banquet for seconds because your family
Friday, Aug. 21
Newspaper Guild for the best story
a success were indeed gratifying will surely ask for more.
6'30 RAWHIDE. "Incident at
on the "Little Scottsboro Case"
FRENCH TOASTED
and
heart-warming.
That
Lt.
Alabaster
Plain:" a bandit brothin 1949 . .. The George Polk Me- George
Wednesday, Aug. 19
W. Lee, each of the can- SANDWICH COMBO
er of a bride-to-be returns in time
morial Award by Long Island uniMix
2
beaten
eggs, vi cup milk 6:30 COLONEL FLACK. The for wedding and tries to extort
didates and the guest of the eveversity's School of Journalism,
ning — Mrs. Bates — gave talks and a dash of salt. Spread about colonel and Garvey help a restaur- money from his father. Rawhidwhich because a CBS correspondand further inspiration in the Cru- I tablespoon of peanut butter on ant owner-friend improve his bust- ers are guests at wedding
when
ent was killed in Greece by cornsade for Freedom which will six slices of raisin bread, then uess in "The Real Estate Caper." showdown occurs.
munists in line of jounalistic duty,
ever be remembered, is now in the spread a layer of cream cheese 7:30 TRACKDOWN, When Texas 8:30 LUX PLAYHOUSE. "Varanyone who wins the award has
public domain. 'Twas a great ver the peanut butter. Spread Ranger Hohy Gilman attempts to ious Temptations:"
London neighto have risked their life. This Ted
occasion for Memphis . . and 6 more slices of bread with about halt reign of terror by f our borhood is shocked by series
of
did in the Scottsboro case, where would
that we could list the names 1 tablespoon of marmalade. Put trigger-happy brothers, he becomes fiendish murders that take lives
he almost was mobbed. He has
of all who attended ... but some the slices together and dip into the target.
of
women.
three
One spinster is
also received the Irving Geist Mewere Mrs. Kate Sexton, Mrs. Pearl butter in a skillet and brown the
9:00 ARMSTRONG BY RE- unconcerned about crimes until
mortal award of the New York
Clark, Dr. and Mrs. A. K. Smith, sandwiches lightly on both sides.
suspicious character calls upon her
Nautilus:"
QUEST.
"SSN-571
The
Newspaper Guild for the best cruMr and Mrs. Theodore Jackson Makes 6 sandwiches.
documentary drama about historic for help.
:acting story in metropolitan local
For other tempting recipes send
and Miss Beverly Ford, Mrs. Ruby
journey under the North Pole by 9:00 THE LINEUP. 'The Wincoverage — his was for a narcotics
Speight, Mr. and Mrs. George for our recipe booklet. Prize Dairy
a nuclear-powered submarine.
expose.
ner Take Nothing Case:" San
Holloway, Mrs. Belle Pettigrew Dishes. Send a card or letter to
Francisco police investigate tele. Married, his beautiful wife Erse (who presented flowers,
lovely yel- the Memphis Dairy Council, 135 N. Thursday, Aug. 20
phone threats made to prize fightls a state regional director of the low
chrysanthemums from the Lin- Pauline, Memphis, Tenn.
6:30 BORDER PATROL. The er getting ready
for bout in Cow
New York State Youth Commis- coin League), Mrs. Robert
Lewis, A Guide to Good Eating is a border patrol and Canadian officer palace.
sion. The guy has a dynamic per. jr. . . whose husband
did a ter- service provided to readers of the team up to halt smuggling racket
sonality . . and lamented the rifle job as the master
of cere• Tri State Defender through the in logging camp.
Saturday. Aug. 22
fact that he did not have the op- monies, banquet
chairman (a n d cooperation of the Memphis Dairy 7:00 DECEMBER BRIDE. Lily 3:00 BASEBALL. San Francisco
portunity to see his old pal — Nat, wife of next Public
Works Commis- Council, Mrs. Williams is staff diet- decides to move to hotel during Giants attempt to increase league
WEDDING BELLS
stoner we hope) Mrs. Russell Sug-1 itian at E. H. Crump hospital. a son and daughter
squabble and lead in game with Phillies in PhilaMr. and Mrs. Thomas Purnell armon: co-chairmen Miss Velma
they think she's planning to elope delphia.
have announced the wedding of Lois Jones and Miss Erma Lee COAL MINE COUNT
. when hotel calls for confirmation 6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. A landtheir daughter Delores to Lonnie Laws . . Miss Law's charming
Wheeling—There are more than on reservation.
owner is forced to sell her land,
G. Graham, jr., of Madison, Wisc. mother, Mrs. Annie Bell Saunders 8,000 bituminous coal mines with8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE. not knowing valuable ore deposits
The wedding took place August and husband, Dr. and Mrs. Vas- in the U. S.
I "Homecoming:" a plodding unsuc- I lie just beneath surface. Annie
15 at the University of Wisconsin. co Smith, Mrs. Bobbie Blakely
The former Miss Purnell is a Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Huntgraduate of LeMoyne college, re- er, Mrs. A. W. Willis and Atty.
ceiving her B. S. degree in educa- Willis, a guiding light of the Voluntion. She has done graduate work teem Group, Rte7. D. S.
Cunningat the University of Wisconsin and ham, Rev. F,.
Williamson, Mr.
is a teacher at Porter Junior High and Mrs. Phillip Booth, Dr.
and
school, a member of the Zeta Phi Mrs. Vasco Smith, Mrs.
B.
Beta sorority and is the pianist of F. 5feCleave, Dr. and Mrs.
A.
the St. Jude Baptist church.
and Mrs. Otha Sawyer, Mrs. L. F.
Mr. Graham is the son of Troy. Briscoe. John Gammon, Mr. and
and Mrs. Lonnie G. Graham, sr., Mrs. Harold Jamison, Mr. and
of Muskogee, Okla. He is a student Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew a n d
at the University of Wisconsin, son William, Mrs. H. A. Gilliam
doing graduate work in mathe- and son Art, Dr. and Mrs. John
matics and science. He is a mein• Jordan, Mrs. Julian Kelso, Miss
ber of Phi Eta Sigma fraternity; Jewel Gentry. Mrs. Calverta Ishand the young couple will make, mael, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor C. D.
their home in Madison while at- Hayes, Mrs. Thomas Hayes, sr..
tending school there.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sugarmon,
sr., Albert Thompson of Atlanta.
MEANDERINGS
Mrs. T. J. Johnson and her sis- Ga., Thomas Hayes, Mrs. Modean
ter, Mrs. Artimese Garrett of Thompson, Robert M. Ratcliffe.
Vicksburg, Miss., left the city last Dr. Theron Northcross Charles
Wednesday for Chicago, Ill., where Hooks, Mrs. B. L. Hooks, ThadREUNION — For the first
ah Daniel, Clarence Daniel,
er, Mrs. Virginia Davis, aunt,
they will attend the wedding of deus Stokes, Frank Kilpatrick. and
time in about 25 years the
James Daniel, Christian Dan.
Mrs. Alberta Daniel Jones
their niece, Miss Hortense Camille just scads more
Daniel family, of parts North,
but we most
lel Hill of Memphis, a n d
and Mrs. Georgia Daniel AlIrwin
and
East, West and South held a
George Frederick stop here,
Emry Preston Daniel. Seated
len, also of Memphis. Need•••
Bright, Sat. Aug. 22, at Zion Hill'
family reunion with the above
are from left to right Mrs.
less to say, a good time was
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M. Gloster
Baptist church. Miss Irwin, a
parties attending. Standing
Bernice Daniii Williams, Withad by all.
teacher in the Chicago city schools, of Hampton, Va., were the housefrom left 44 right are Mrs.
lie S. Daniel, of Memphis,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. guests of Atty. A. A. I,atting last
Addie Daniel Butler, !sal.
Mrs. Ruby Daniel, the mothAlbert C. Irwin and sister of Miss- week for several days. Dr. Gloster
es Oneida and Albertine Irwin, is well remembered as a former 811111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111
former Melrose Students, N r s. Le Moyne professor of English ...
Johnson and Mrs, Garrett will re- who now heads the Communications Department of Hampton and
turn to Memphis on August 27.
From the City of the Angels — is the Director of the Hampton
Los Angeles, Calif., Ronald Robin- Summer School. Headed to points
son — son of Mrs. Verlon Robin- West by motor, the Glosters will
PORT GIBSON, M144. — UPI)
son of Los Angeles (formerly of visit in Las Vegas, Phoenix, and
Three masked gunmen barged
Memphis) and Wendell L. Robin- other cities, before arrival at their
Into
a barn where an all-night
son of this city, is visiting his destination, San Francisco, and
poker game wax in
progress
grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. W. T. later Los Angeles.
early Sunday, scooped up 83,0011
Grafton and Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
and
left
the
gamblers
%kith
their
Robinson. The handsome young
trousers down.
chap will be here until school
The poker players thought it
opens in L A.
wa Just a Joke, Sheriff Malcolm
•••
INDEPENDENCE, Mo — (UPI) Montgomery, Sr. said, until one
Dr. and Mrs. Curtis Sprott and
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Sprott of — Former President Harry S. of the masked bandits hit one of
Beaumont. Tex., were the guests Truman said Sunday night he was the men with his gun.
The Intruders got 8205 that was
very sorry to hear of the death
of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
DancY
William
F. on the table and another Psino
and Mr. and Mrs. John R. Ar• of Fleet Admiral
nold, jr., while en route to the (Bull) Halsey. The 76 - year .old which the men said thet had in
National
Medical
Convention Haste)/ died Sunday at Fishers their wallets.
Before departing the bandit*
which convened in Detroit
Island. New York.
Also vleltIng the Dancys and "I am very sorry to hear of lined the men lip in a lit estnek
Arnolds are Dr. and Mrs. Charles Admiral Halsey's death." Truman barn, ordered them to drop their
Wallace of Beaumont, with their said. "He made a wonderful rep- trousers. Then complied and the
four lovely children. Mrs. Wallace utation in the Pacific lie
was gunmen drove off.
IS the former Miss Anita Dancy.
highly thought of by all of us."
gulueniptenimanci

The interfaced contour belt is
buttoned at the center back.
Made here its an orchid and
green
polished cotton, it
could also be made ins printed
silk, peso de soie, lightweight wool or a variety of
cotton fabrics.
Fashion — Sewing Weekly
Tip: Be careful not to stretch
the itfaihole.Good dressmakers
put • line of stitching around
these very stretchy edges to
hold them. These lines are
called staylines or staystitching.

SPOTLIGHTED SLEEVES • • •
scoop necked dress with fitted
bodice and flared six•gote skirt
places the emphasis on the
short puffed sleeves stiffened
at the top with crinoline or
taffeta. The fashion conscious
(prairie will make this easy-to
sew dress in polished cotton.
printed silk, cotton or pique.
McCall's
Patters .4998 in
Missee' sizes 10-18. 500•

Pup's Life For Pigs
HARRISBURG, III. — (UPI) —
Three little pigs apparently want
to leave a dog's life on a farm
near here.
When their mother rejected
them, the piglets got themselves
adopted and fed by a female
pointer bird dog named "Pat."
helps her solve problem.
8:30 HAVE GUN, WILL TRAV•
EL. Paladin sets broken leg of
aging robber who has $50,000 in
stolen money after deserting
companions.
9:00 GUNSMOKE. Frontier violence comes to Dodge City when
seductive dance hall hostess goads
admirers into fighting for her affections.

stems.
BACK TO SCHOOL
Guests present were S. NanetVacations are wonderful, but
as the old saying goes, all good te and Michael Neal, Dona Jones of
things must come to an end and Milwaukee, Wis., Larry Robinso it does with all the excited chil- son. Milton Leonard Womack, Wildren ready to return to school lie D. Taylor, jr., William Edward
come Monday, August 24.
and Mark McKissaek, Kenneth and
Missy have been out of the city, Paulette Holden, Essie, Delphia,
and for others it has just been va- Earline and Stella Shaw, Bertha
cation at home; thus many school- and Anna Savage, Nelda Paramates have not been able to see tone of New Orleans, La., and
each other all Summer and a grand Frederick and Edmond Nelson
Mitchell.
reunion it will be for them.
The Little Miss Canady has been
For instructors it serves the
same purpose as some have been extenced many courtesies while
off to school and others to various in Jackson, one of which was a
vacation points. Let's hope the theatre party with the Shaws to
beat wave will be coming to a see "The Big Circus." She leaves
simmering point by that time for Saturday motoring with the W.
your scribe will be right in the R. Bells to Cincinnati, Ohio, where
she will join her parents, Dr. and
middle of it.
:Mrs. Clinton Canady in the NaThe close of the Summer Dads
many taking last minute trips. In tional Dental Association meetJackson for the week end were the ing.
Recently on the lawn of R:f
former Jacksonians who had not
been on home soil for many and Mrs. J. D. Atwater, little m
years. They were Mrs. Bernice els. either already attending. o
GenUey Rowan of New Yorkk City ready for kindergarten modeled
and Mrs. Sarah Bass Young of their mother's wearing attire that
Philadelphia, Pa. Mrs. Young who consisted of hats, purses, gloves,
is employed in the city school sys- jewelry and even cosmetics at a
tem in Philadelphia had just re- fashion review sponsored by the
turned from a European tour be- kindergarten committee of St. Paul
fore motoring to Tennessee with CklE church. It was indeed a very
cute and unique affair. Proceeds
Mrs. Rowan.
received will help to finance the
VACATIONERS
Mrs. Doris Southern on Con- kindergarten school which is held
ger at., has returned from Los An- at the church.
geles, Calif., after en extensive
11-month stay with her son and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Ransom
Southern and son, Gregory.
Mrs. Mary Perkins who resides
on Hale at,, was accompanied by
her sister, Mrs. Geneva Thomas
of Trenton, Tenn., to Centralia,
Ill., to visit with their brother.
Mrs. Perkins concluded her vacation by spending several days
with her sister and other relatives
in Trenton.
• Dewey Gates, who also resides
on Hale st., enjoyed a lovely t,
weeks as guest of his brother and
family in Saginaw, Mich. Several
days were spent boating and fishing up on the Bay while there.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jackson of
Cleveland, Ohio, along with their EVERLENA COLE, the charming
children motored to Jackson and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
spent several days visiting friends
Floyd Cole of Jackson, Miss., in
and relatives in Jackson a n d graduate of Jim
Hill high school,
Madison County. While here they Jackson Miss. in the class of 1956.
were the house guests of Mr. and She attended
Jackson State college
Mrs. Otis Price on Institute at, for one year. Miss Cole enrolled
En route home their plans were In Henderson Business college
in
to visit with relatives in St. Louis March, 1957 and has completed
Mo
the Executive Secretarial Course
Mrs. Essle M. Perry entertained with honors. Miss Cole writes
in honor of her granddaughter, shorthand at the rate of 100 words
Little Alessi Canady of Lansing. per minute, and her typing speed
Mich.., on Saturday afternoon. ranges from 65 10 70
words per
Roasted hot dogs, pink lemonade, minute. She is qualified
to render
ice cream cones and watermelon satisfactory service as
a Secrealong with games made it an ex- tary or as a Juni°
Accountant.
tremely gala affair for the young- She resides at 1840 Kerr
avenue.
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• It's Convenient
Fast
• Safe

Woman Tortured
y Agonizing ITCH = NO TRAFFIC OR
PARKING PROBLEM ==

"I nearly itched is death or 714 years
E
Then!founds new u.en femme.New -I'm happy," writes Mrs. D. Ward.
7-Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
E
with an emasing new scientific

formula
called LANACANE.This tast•acting,"nit,. medicated creme kills harmful baCIf
germs while it 'mkt, raw irritated and
snlItmed skin tissue. Stops'
acratching—on
speeds healing, Don't suffer another minute.
Gee LANACANE today at all dm stotu.

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

_
=
Formerly
E.-=
=== MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. =—
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Rob Poker Players
Of $3,000; Leave
Victims 'Exposed'

Truman Sorry To Hear
Of Halsey's Death

g"
g
a

THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET
.5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES
• TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING Cr BURN
NOW
ON SALE
$1.00
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chgo. 80, III.
[sassed Is $1 00 (plus 20e for mailing).
Please send Viten* Feet Tonic te —
Name 401.01
Address
City
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NEW HOME MAKERS
Me New lioinernaio rs of Amelia of Susan high school had their
.oitiation last week. August 3-7. On
Friday we held the initiation cereaway on the lawn of Mrs. N. F.
Williams, advisor of the chapter.
The ceremony began at 6 p.m.
There were 26 member: to be
initiated making a total of 92 mem.
ben.. Afts:- the eeleinuny sandwiches and punch were served.
HOMECOMING
Sunday, Aug, 10. was Homecom- The motto is "Better Homes for
ing Day at Lane Chapel CME Better Nation" Mrs. N. F. Wilhams, adviso:, Thelma Pack, rechurch. Letters of invitation had
been mailed to former members porter.
inviting them "HOME." The re- The American Legion auxiliary
sponse was great. Members came of fee-Wilkins Post 134 held .ts
from as far as St. Louis, Mo. The monthly meeting in the home of
morning and evening sermons were Mrs. Freddie Thomas with Mrs.
delivered by Rev. N. H. Bowen, Louise Cuoper, president p r epastor of Lena A, Hamlet Cathe- siding. After the business Misses
Myrtle Bryson and Mae Catherine
dral, Chicago.
Smith gave interesting reports
Rev. Robert Douglass, a senior
at Lane college, and pastor of Oak of "Girls State," held in Nash.
vile, Tenn., at A&I State univerGrove CME church, was guest
soloist at the morning and after- sity. They received several
awards for their participation in
noon services.
the various activities. The girls
After the morning worship the were
praised for bringing such fine
guests and members enjoyed an reports.
A delicious menu was
old fashioned church dinner in the
enjoyed.
dining room of the church. T he
fellowship brought back old me- The Book Lovers club met with INDUSTRIIL CLUBS — The
ner, president of club one,
the president, Mrs. Mettle Davis. Home
mories for many.
Indestrial clubs Numand Mrs. M. Johnson, prexy
, At 3 p. ni. Rev. WA. Owens After the business the members ber one and Number two met
of
two. The combined organi•
and members of Morning Star Bap- enjoyed progressive whist.' Prizes r3cently with Mrs. 0. Gard•
rations assembled at the home
were
won
by
Mesdames
Mollie
tist church were present.
Davis, Drucilla Tuggle and Nei- Mrs.
Rev. Owens preached a power- da Williams.
Dorothy Mc Kinney, Rob. enjoyed. We wish for the Poisons
sermon on the subject, "Light
ert Landers, Israel Beard, all of many more happy years together.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
C.
Poison
of
in Darkness." Music was furnishHumboldt and Cpl. James Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Weleford,
ed by the Senior gavel and youth St. Louis. Mo., are guests in the of Texas.
sr,,, have entertained their chilhome of Mr. and Mrs. George
choirs under the direction of Mes- Coeper. Mts.
Barbecue chicken, ribs and chops dren and grand-children the past
Poison and M r s.
dames Enid Sims and Carrie roper are sisters. While here the with all the trimmings were en- week. Home for the occasion have
Poisons celebrated their 25th wed- joyed by all. Games under the di- been Fernandus Weleford and
ding anniversary, the evening of rection of Mrs. Bask,-rville were daughter, of Dyersburg, Tenn., Mr
Aug. 11, on the Coopers' spacious
CAN YOU USE
and beautiful lawn. Guests who
helped them celebrate were Mrs.
Buelah Mayo, mother of Mrs. PoiMORE
son and Mrs. Cooper, Shed Poison.
father of Mr. Poison all of Jackson.
• Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. T. R. White,
of Jackson, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
GROUND FLOOR
William Baskerville, Mrs. Mary
, Gillespie, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
STERICK BUILDING
!Ridley,
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Tug"WHFRI FOIXS 111(f YOU
Gil PR/HP/INTIM
gle, Mr. and Airs. C. C. Moody,
SERViLl
Cottrell C. Thomas, Ai r s.
I Mrs.
Addie Roe, Mrs. Louise Moore,
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FAYETTE COUNTY
High
School
News

By HELEN M. BOLDEN

The organizing of classes and prio mg to be very cooperative
the various clubs on the F. C. T. with the practice which is carcampus has gotten into full swing. ried out merely to stimulate inHolding the highest office in terest and appreciation in these or.
the classes which is president. ganizations.
are: Senior class, William Ford, Everyone on the canipus is proud
junior, harry Coleman, jr., because of the achievement made
sophomore, Herbert Slocum. jr., by our chief executive, Mr. Kohland freshman class Stella Louise'helm, the principal, who received
I his master's degree at the comIIRYh
T ees.most functional organization mencement held at Ai State
of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gsrd•
shown above wearing crown. on our campus,
HomeNew
the
university Sunday, Aug. 9. We are
oer, 3010 Mt. Olive. The win.
A delicious menu was seised. maker
of America, also has its looking forward to his returning
ning queen at the clubs' rally
new officers for 1959-60. These to the campus Aug. 17.
was Mrs. Rebecca Harris,
young ladies have vowed that thia
The potential champs in basketyear will prove to be more sucand Mrs. Granville Jones, Mr. Muncie, Ind., is house guest of cessful and rewarding for all girls ball, both boys and girls, have be.
gun
tryouts for the team. We are
and Mrs. Reddie Myhand and Mr. and Mrs. Dorrington Reid. affiliated with this wonderful or•
looking forward to the •'llornetts"
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Lloydell
Mesdames Reid and Dollison are ganization. The newly t•leett•d of'being just as "tough" as last year
Weleford and children, Mn, and friends from 'Ugh school days.
ficers are: President. Helen MaMrs. John Davis and children, Mr. Mrs. Maurice Glenn of Detroit, rie Bolden, vice president. Mary and it seems to me 'recollect' hearand Mrs. Ernest Ward and chil- is visiting her parents, Mr. and Thorpe, secretary, Vera Lee Dur- ing a player on time boy's team
comment, "I don't know what
dren of Gary, lnd.
Mrs. James 1.. Pearson, ii'., and ham, assistant secretors:, Mary
you're talking about, we will be
Mrs. Mildred AL Dollison of her sisters and brethers,
Thurman, treasurer, Flouristine
tougher." So, I'll add, "we
even
Johnson. parliamentarian, Ora Da•
expect the boys to be much
side.
via, reporter, Bessie Malone, hisA daughter, Patricia Denise, to torian. Bettye Bunter and sergeant' 'tougher.'"
I The student body in general
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew D, Butler at-arms, Clementine Dowdy.
of 1668 Slitter.
This organization along with the spends the noon hour, companion
Twin sons to Mr. and Mrs. Theo- New Farmers of America are car- seeking, hut unfortunately no one
dore Hatch of 348 Scott.
rying out initiation of the fresh- has made enough progress to
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ce- man girls and boys who desire to
Don't he disappointed,
cil Johnson of 989 Neptune.
become N. H. A.'ers and N. F.A2- ust continue to read this column
Aug. 12
era respectively. For the most part because they will definitely be
Twin daughters to air. anti Mrs. the entire group of freshmen are here!
Albert Campbell of 2214 Griggs.
A daughter, Cynthia Denise, to and Mrs. Louis Neal of 370 Butler. and Mrs. Raymond C. Penn of
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Banard of 5596s Aug. 13
11633 S. Orleans.
Rust.
A son, Angelo, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter. Sherron Denise, to
A son, Cornelius to Mr. and Mrs. Prince Hankins of 1442 May.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jefferson of
William C. Fultz of 1120 N. Dun' A daughter, Sherry Elizabeth f
Born at John Gaston Hospital:. Evergreen.
Trigg.
lap,
(Continued on Page 151
to Mr. and Mrs. James C. FrankA son, Gregory Alexander, to A son, Larry Barry, to Mr. and
A daughter Rane Renee, to Mn. tin of 54 Wisconsin,
August 8, 1959
Mt. and Mrs. Richard Miller of Mrs. George Bell of 119; Engle- and Mrs. Claude 1.. Franklin of
A son, Rickey Durante, to Mr.
wood.
Twin sons, Billy Faye and Benny 614 Suzette.
. 588 Wells.
and Mrs. James London of 292
A son, Alvin Alonzo, to Mr. A daughter,
Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Hardy In- A son. Larry Antonio, to Mr. and
Adolphus.
Debra Russell, to
Mrs. Elza L. l'arson of 1072 Ar- and Airs. William T. Gibson of Mr. and
gram of 1296 Lincoln.
Mrs. Jack D. Russell of A son, Arethia, to Mr. and Mrs.
10 E. (1eter.
A son, Lvndell, to Mr. and Mrs. nold.
928 S. Fourth.
Fred Bernard of 22 N. Willett.
Otis 0. Benson of 1505 Livewell cir. A daughter, Vicki Renee, to Mr. A son, Vernard, to Mr. and Mrs.
If a girl is going to be popular ... have dates
A daughter, Debra I,altose, to A daughter. Electria Veronica,
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. and Airs. Charles E. Spragling of Eddie A. Foster of 255 Baltic.
... go to dances ... have boy friends ... she
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
J. Fox of to Mr. and Airs. Willie Books of
must make the most of her natural curves.and
Roy D. Williams of 2i6l Turner. 897 Neptune.
A daughter, Patricia Ann, tol 938 Speed.
charms,
how far should she go? Should
830 N. Manassas.
111C011011 /Olt IIVIIIYONI
A son, Kenneth Wayne, to Mr. A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Williams of' A son, Pstrick Antonio, to Mr
her clotHe), her manner indicate S-E-X? •
A son, Rene Anthony, In Mr and
and Mrs. Richard Savage of 704 lie J. Jefferson of 327 Lucy.
801 Edith.
Should she "lead her boy friends on"?
11118 Pesaro se lopoloodeas
and
Mrs.
Johnny
Bachus of 653 Mrs. Wesley L. Shaw of 1533 Huge.
A son, Stark Hampton, to Mr.
I
Sims.
1st s hntailtinf quootion. Psi
A son, Lester, jr., to Mr. and Gillis.
Plow JA 14)41
not.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew and Mrs. Otis Hampton of 1051
some at the answers in Sectlembeir
Mrs. Lester Hudson of 1568 River• A daughter, Brenda Fay, to Mr. A son, Cedric Derelle, to Mr
TON. the wiling. true is Ida mew
Tupelo.
Henry of 912 Annie.
rm. now on your newestond. Nen,
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Lincoln, jr., to Mr. and
reports of first pervon oxpertenevsl
4
•
•
Mrs. Lincoln Harvey of 2570 Ber- Charles Dowdy of 620 Mississippi.
H AY)
SPECIAL! 5 ISSUES FOR Si
A son, Rickey Onell, to Air. and
ryhill rd.
YES, pleas, send me the net S big Neu..
A son, Michael Anthony, to Mr. Mrs, John E. Ford of 47 Lucca.
of TAN for only $1. Thir saves me 251 on
and Mrs. Edward Porter of 925 A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
th• r•golor newsstand lair.0
Robert Williamson of 2251 Stonvall.
N. Bellevue.
-s Cosh or low.",
n kn./ 'agent,r
order enclosed
A daughter, Stephanie Elaine, A son, Israel, to Mr. and Mrs.
end bill me
Stewart Henry of 327 Decatur.
to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Holmes of
Not
A son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
Carolina.
143
E.
ADDOESS
Edmond Moore of 3615 Gallows.?
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mrs. dr.
CITY
ONE—STATt
Zack Roberts of 1050 N. Seventh. A
daughter, Debra Ann, to Mr,
Dept VINT
A son. Samuel S., jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleo Thompson of 850
and Mrs. Samuel S. Williams of Speed.
1589 Sidney.
A daughter, Vicki I.nn, to Mr.
A daughter Dorothy Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Scott of 1796 Edand Mrs. Earl Nichols of 188 Win- mondson.
chester.
Aug. 10
A son, Hosea III, to Mr. and
A daughter, Sylvia Denise, to
Mrs. liosea Hill of 2782 Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hammond of
A son, Darrell Blenn, to Mr. and
98 W. Frields.
Mrs. Morris W. Williams of 2978
A son, Robert Lee, in., to
Forrest.
Alr. and Mrs. Robert L. McCoy of
A daughter, Carmen Letitia. to 375 Vance.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Phillips
A daughter, Delessa Carol, to
of 743 Robeson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Sanders of
Darryl
A
son,
Dewayne,
to
Mr.
Memphis' Favorite for 9 straight years
929 N. Seventh.
and Mrs. Major Jackson of 884 A daughter, Remelt, to Mr. and
Tate.
Mrs. Dan Barbee of 137 Temple.
A son, Allen Lewis, to Mr. and
A daughter, Emma Jean RodeMrs. James D. Lewis of 825 Saxon. ens, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter RodAug. 9
gers of 539 Hollywood.
A daughter, Cheryl Denise, to
A son, Tony Charlie, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs, Joe McFarland of and
Mrs. Tommie L. Gibson of
5u98 Avers.
3518 Ashford.
A daughter, Maggie Mae, to Air. A
daughter, Lydia, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Ii. Brown of 391
and Mrs. Maurice Miley of 546
,
4,4V1SVeI
Walker.
1100 et 80 PIOOF
Boston,
*nate Item IGO% GRAM NEUTRAL STINTS PRODUCT OF u S A.
A son, Jerry Wayne, to Mr. and Aug. It
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF INNS B. BEAM DISTILLING CO, CLERMONT, ILE,
Mrs. Ingtre Branch of 1242 N. A daughter, Gloria Dean, to Mr.
•
and Mrs. Will Scott of 147 E.
Utah.
A daughter, Felecia Carmen, to
Mr. and Mrs. Linnie W. Smith of
576 Lion ct.
A son, Billy Gale, to Mr. and
SAFETY SPECIALIST
Mrs. Robert Freeman of 2148
JOHN H. TERRELL
Wabash.
of Philadelphia is a top-gight illustrator
A son. John Robert, to Mr. and
who has devoted his art, to bringing the
Mrs.
James H. Blades of 2939
message of Safety to millions of Americans.
Lark.
A delegate to the National Safety Council.
Mr. Terrell is known as one of the country's
A son, William 111., Jr.. to Mr.
leading safety specialists and acts as conand Mrs. William Edwards of
sultant on safety to many industries, in
4433 Luther.
addition to working for the U.S. Navy on
A son. Sterling, to Mr. and Mrs.
recruiting posters. Mr. Terrell'a cigarette
... VICEROY.
Floyd Hightower, of 136 W. Utah.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Epps of 1579 Monsarrat.
A daughter, Janice Marie, to
Mr. and Mrs, Charles J. Jones of
790 Florida.
"Telephone Town" doesn't show on the map, yet it plays a big part in
A daughter, Darline, to Mr.
and Mrs.. I. Fs—Hampton of 19 E.

41Itul

!

tork Stops

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

TAN

0DARK EYES
VODKA

It's not on the map ...,
but it's all over the State!

the progress and prosperity of the Volunteer State, from the Smokies to
he rolling Mississippi.

•

Baked while
you sleep
flavor

Its people are the 8,500 Southern Bell employees in Tennessee—
home-town folks in large and small communities all over the State.
Gathered with their families in one place, they'd form a city of some
30,000—about the size of Jackson or Oak Ridge.

A YS:
UE

By their participation as citizens, their purchases and their taxes,
telephone people and their Company contribute vitally to the State's
schools, roads and hospitals ... to its growth, progress and prosperity.
And the fast, dependable, expanding telephone service they furnish helps
enrich the lives of the people of Tennessee.

The Mon Who Thinks kr HimselfKnows
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
Safety Specialist. John H. Terrell
is a man who thinks for himself—
everything he does. He known
the difference between fart and
Wiry.Hetrustshisown judgment.
Mee like Mr. Terrell usually

smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know for
fact that only VICEROY has a
thinking man's filter ... ii smoking
moan's
go OW Down & WM kimono T
CAR.

Southern Bell
"Thanks for
•

Calling"
•

MISSISSIPPI

Arkansas_.

HOLLY SPRINGS
Funeral service for the late Joe
DAN VILLE
Mitchell was held at Providence
By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
survived
Mitchell
is
Sunday.
last
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Johnson
by his wife, two brothers and one
and daughter of Denver, Colo.,
sister. Eulogy was by the Rev. A long standing fight is consist- ly-elected sole judge, it is charged.
visited the home of E. J. FounMackie; burial was held in Shilo ently being waged by the 400-odd NO FEDERAL JUDGES
tain last week.
Cemetery.
member Cook County Bar Asso- The study points out that there
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Torrence and
Funeral services for Mr. Perk- ciation to get a greater per vent- are no Negro judges on the FedMr. and Mrs. Sammie J. Scott,
last
Strawberry
eral
District
Court
for
the
Northand
ins were held at
age f Negro lawyers elected
visited in Dadanelle last week.
Sunday. Rev. Bullock officiated. appointed to judicial office and le- ern District, Eastern Division in
Mrs. Florence Fountain, w h o
Scout Troop 58 returned from gal positions in federal, state and Chicago, whereas there should be
spent a few days at camp Alders
Cornith last Sunday after a week municipal administrative agencies at least one.
Gate, returned home last week.
There has never been a Negro
of camping at Camp Warner.
in Illinois.
A program was rendered at the
•••
The body's public affairs com- lawyer appointed by the President
New Zeal Baptist church which
PICKENS
mittee, which is headed by Ed- of the United States to a federal
lasted ,wo days. Music was playBy MRS. GRACE B. STIGLER ward B. Toles, was formed to spon- district court judgeship in the 10
ed by the Thompson, jr., Quartet
were
services
school
federal
Sunday
districts in the United
sor and secur.: Negro lawyers for
and the Sweet Home Choir. The
States.
well attended last week.
program was under the direction
these legal positions.
Mrs. Rosie Horne and so .., Recently, the committee releas- Judge William H. Hastie, former
of Jeremiah Thompson. Visitors
James, of Cleveland, Ohio have ed a report, "Cook County Bar governor of the Virgin Islands, was
were from Ft. Smith, Dardanelle,
returned to their home after visit- Association, A Complaint vs. Cook appointed to the Third Circuit
Sweet Home and Liberty Hill.
ing here with her mother.
Funeral services for the late
County Major Political Parties, Court of Appeals, but no District
Cypress Grove choir rendered a Their Pleas in Confession a n d Court judge has ever been apMonroe Coleat Harris were held
Fair
the
at
wonderful program
last Sunday.
Avoidance," which points out the pointed, the report states.
view MB church last Sunday. The plight of the Negro lawyer in Chi- SUCCEEDS HASTIE
The M.Y.F. held their meeting
Walter
sum of $10.00 was collected.
A.
Gordon
was appointat the Trinity Methodist churir
cago.
•••
ed
Territorial
District
judge
of
the
last Sunday.
LARGEST RACIAL GROUP
GOODMAN
Mr. and Mrs. James Gilkey
According to the study, the Ne- Virgin Islands, succeeding Judge
By PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA gro represents the largest racial Mastic.
Pine Bluff are vacationing here
Those attending the Mississippi voting strength and has the small- Cognizant of the small number
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gilkey
Union District Association a n d est representation of judges and of Negro lawyers in the elective
and family.
week
at
last
Convention
Woman's
and appointive positions, the public
Mary Ann Gilkey was the honorappointments to legal positions.
the Shady Grove F. C. Baptist Only three Negro judges hold affairs committee of the Cook Couned guest at a birthday dinner parchurch were Rev. and Mrs. M. C.
ty
Bar
Association has urged a
ty at her home last weekend.
elective office, and by appointBillings/ea, Mr. and Mrs. James
Those present were: Jo Ann Gilment, one Traffic Court referee continuous fight for greater repreGarland and Mrs. Lillie C. Win
sentation.
key, Trutishua Williams, Maxine
and one assistant to the Probate
ston.
and Kenneth Gilkey. Miss Bettye
and not a single ar- "As a lawyers' group concerned
Court
judge,
Mrs. Bessie Pickens, Mrs. LinGilkey served as hostess.
bitrator for the Industrial Com- with the business of our Federal
zell Nelson and Mrs. Maggie
After spending their vacation in
mission, which has 17 hearing of- and State Courts, it is up to us
after
home
returned
have
Brooks
Wichita. Mary Henry Allen and
ficers, with 50 per cents of its i to devote a persistent, dedicated
a 10 week summer school course
Sharon Harris returned to their
hearings confined to injuries of and full measure of our time to
at Rust college.
home here. They were accompanlaborers, it was revealed. Insist and demand a greater repMr. fluddis Lee Brown of Gren. Negro
resentation
ied
on
by Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
the
Federal a n d
over
discloses
that
in
The
study
ada recently made a very brief
State Bench for Negro lawyers, and
Henry and Mrs. Inez Harris of
Illinois
lawpositions
held
by
700
visit at his grandmothers, Mrs.
a more proportionate number of
Wichita.
yers only 38 Negro lawyers hold
Lula Flemmings.
in administrative appointments for Negro lawyers in
appointments
is
now
on
Mr.F. Lillian Barns
agencies in federal, state and Federal, State and Municipal agthe sick list.
encies," it was asserted.
city departments.
•• •
FUNCTIONS NOT DIFFERENT
CHICAGO LAWYERS
ABURDEEN
Chicago's Negro lawyers include The committee points out that
By HENRY E. CRUMP
the Cook County Bar Association,
Jessie Bill Morgan of Chi- a Congressman from the First in this respect, is no
different from
cago arrived here last week for Congressional District; four law- other bar organizations
COLORADO SPRINGS
composed
By GEORGE REDDEN
a visit with her brothers and yers of the 10 Negro Legislators of various racial, or
religious
elected to the General Assembly;
friends.
Hello everybody everywhere!!!
groups who sponsor and secure juYep'!! we are still having lovely
Mrs. Jane Ward was called to one elected as a member of the dicial appointment
and election to
St. Louis to be at the bedside of Sanitary District Board of Trus- judicial office
weather here in the Pikes Peak
for members of
tees; one elected as a trustee of
her mother who is very ill.
region. The annual Pikes Peak or
their bodies.
the
University
of
Illinois;
o
n
e
The BTU and Sunday School
Bust Rodeo looked every bit the
The group feels that recognition
Convention was held at the First elected as alderman of the six Nepart of pioneering days as part of
and appreciation of the Negro
in
the
City
groe3
Council.
Baptist church, August 5th thru
the spectators were Coloradoans
potential should be ungrudgingly
Others
reported
in
such
positions
the 8th. The receipts for Wednessporting beards, goatees, etc., in
shown by prompt judicial appointday through Friday were 11.458. are a federal judge to the U. S.
observance of Colorado's Centenments when available which the
Mr .and Mrs. Guss Crawford left Customs Court; one lawyer memnial year.
last Friday for Chicago where ber to the President's Committee major political parties have not
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Clark rethey will spend a three weeks va- on Government Contracts; one re- done, it declares.
cently returned from Dodge City,
The
group
observes
that
recent
tired federal judge of the Territorcation visiting their children.
Kans., where they visited Mrs.
Mr. Herchee Vaughn accompan- ial District Court of the Virgin0 Chicago guests from African naClarks' mother, Mrs. Ethel Dougtions
and
West
Indies
Federation,
ied his cousin, Mrs. Joyce Ann Islands; three former alternate
las. They were accompanied by
which
have
included
several
disUnited
Nations
delegates
to
the
Stony, home who lives in St. Loutheir daughter Muriel and son,
is.
a former assistant secretary of tinguisheu jurists, have expressed
Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Ward labor and a member of the Chi- surprise to find that the United
Mr. and Mrs. Prentiss Walker
States has never had a Negro disof Bay St. Louis spent a few days cago Civil Service Commission,
had as their recent guests Mr.
trict federal judge.
Jr.,
Dr.
George
the
White
W.
Adams,
zi5- visiting their mother, Mrs. Lexye THREE NEGRO JUDGES
in
on
standing
honoOthers
UGA
and
holds
Mrs. Melvin Patterson, am.,
left,
THE
Chesney,
FOR
GOLF HONORS
Besides Toles, other members of
Crump and family.
Washington, D. C., who was
Only three Negro judges have
House presentation are, left of
and Jr., and sons, all of Texarrary membership plaque. while
PRESIDENT — President Eiinthe
public
affairs
committee
Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Woodruff been elected in Chicago since 1945,,
first VGA president, and
Mr. Chesney, Mrs. Paris B.
kana, Tex.
youth golfers Francis Barrett,
senhower last week was the
clude Zedrick T. Braden, Sr.,
left Sunday for the National Medi- the study discloses.
Brown, UGA tournament diFranklin T. Lett, UGA presiMr. and Mrs. Leon Gant of ToJr., front left and Alan Rem
recipient of three gestures of
Barnes,
Edwin
13,
HatGeorge
S.
cal Convention which convened in While there are two judges on
dent, Detroit, Michigan. Mr. ledo ,Ohio are the present guests
rector, Washington, D. C.,
drix, Washington, D. C., dishonor from the United Golfers
Detroit at the Sherinton - Cadillac the present Municipal Court bench field and Lawrence Smith. Charles
Francis Barrett, Pittsburgh
Barrett is pro at Pittsburgh's of Sgt. and Mrs, William Trice.
play special citations having
Association. Above, Special
Hotel August 10 to 13. Before re- of 37, there should be at least sev- F. Lane is president of the Bar
On the sports scene: Sgt. At
golf pro and father of Francis,
North Park Golf Course.
been presented the Presider(.
Presidential Assistant Earle
turning home, they plan to visit en Negroes, in proportion to the 20 association.
Jackson score% impressive win
relatives in Buffalo, N. Y.
per cent Negro population, states The committee's report has been
one minute 37 seconds of the lir
tient at Lloyd Noland hospital is
Ellis.
Mrs. Armanda Nixon left for the report.
round, Sgt. Matt Jackson, a lightapproved and adopted by the Cook church at 1:30 p.m., with the Rev.
back home and doing fine.
Rev. M. E. Edding was t h e
Detroit and other points for a vis- Of the .58 judges on the Superior' County Bar Association which N. Davis officiating with Bledsoe
heavyweight from Houston, Tex.,
Mrs.
Lucile
Turner
gave
birth
and
Mrs.
guest
o
Mr.
breakfast
charge.
Mr.
Cohome
in
Funeral
it.
and Circuit benches, the Negro plans to continue its fight for
to a fine seven lb. 3 on. baby scored a very impressive win over
Jessie Ellis last Monday.
Mr. James Evans returnecU should be represented by at least equal representation for public rner was born in Madison County
boy, Calvin Turner born July 25, durable Clarence (Big Boy)
Woodstock
went
to
Hassell
Mrs.
his
life.
all
lived
where
he
had
home after spending time in
six judges instead of the present- legal positions.
1959, at Bessemer General hospit- Holmes of Phoenix, Ariz. Sgt.
He was a member of Blairs Chap- to the burial of her grandmother, BREWTON
hospital.
al. The proud father is Horrace, Jackson has 50 fights behind him
By ALEX AUTREY
.
el CME church. Survivors are Mrs. Ne;lie Hudson last Sunday.
, •••
with 40 wins 2 draws and eight
his wife, Mrs. Mable Comer of The Rev, M. 0. Edding was the
of our city is jr.
Gussie
Oliver
Mrs.
DURANT
Mrs. Lucille Fowlicer and her losses.
Jackson, three sisters, Mrs. Min- dinner guest of Mrs. Meddie B. playing host to her daughter and
Mrs. Jean Smith has as h e r
six children, Bruce, Brenda, BerBy NICEY ALLEN
nie Dixon of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Jonee
grand children of Pineapple.
present guest, her mother, Mrs.
Mre. William Hemingway, Mr.
Sadie Collier of Pittsburgh, Pa., The Rev. P. E. Coleman was Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Simmons tha, Beverly, Bland and Florence Roy Roberts of Ft. Smith, Ark.
James Conrod, Mrs. Edna Dickand Mrs. Geneva Wysinger of the dinner guest of Mrs. Mary of Gowan ave., have guests visit- of Detroit spent their vacation vis- Sgt. and Mrs. Learon Givens
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Ft. Carson Roll Call :Sp.4 and
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June Patterson of Rockford. Ill., joy the festivities of the evening. The Rev. C. Anderson is pastor. tives and friends.
Tex., Sgt. and Mrs. William Trice
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Mr. and Mrs. Otha Head and
dren are spending their vacation secretary, Prof. J. M. Trice, prin- Mrs. Doris Pierce has recently sociation, which was held in De- for Mr. Mike McCane who died
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a brief visit here with her sis..••with relatives in South Bend, Ind. Norman Earl Young, sr., emMaster L. C. Pegues, a merm brother. Mr. Garnie B. Holloman
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Bruce Finley, She was accompanied by Mr. and
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her of the 9th grade class who and her sister-in-law Mrs. Louise Mrs. Emma
Hammond and Ruby Lacey, Lucille Eliott, Arnie
ployee at the B. F. goodrich plant
prominent fashion and beauty conimily.
saved the lives of two friends a Battle.
Mrs. Frank Ellis and Arthur Hurd has retired after working 15 years.
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Mrs. Edna Ann Jewel is visiting
by her daughter, Mrs. Mattie Mae aurae her business activities for
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Mr. and Mrs. James Lomax in ter's degree from Western Ken- BESSEMER
Earnest Kimmons drowned last Grimes of 447 S. Liberty St., is the next three or
sister, Mrs. Essie Leach here,
four months Ridgley last week.
tor. Rev. Hardy of Bermingham
Monday in the brick yard pool vacationing with relatives a n d before returning to
tucky State college, Bowling Green,
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the
evangelist.
Mrs. Garylon Hassell has re- Ky., on August 7.
KIMMOTIS was a member of the friends in Chicago, Ill.
Little Miss Barbara Ann Ruher parents in Mobile. Her sister,
many friends of Jackson, wish for
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9th grade class at Rosenwald. It
turned home after attending her
Samuel Sandy Bush was recent- dolph, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Mrs. Joan Wilson accompanied
Miss Marietta Manuel died at Mrs. Finley continued success in grandmother's funeral in W 00 dADAMSVTLLE
was star swimmer L. C. Pegues
ly inducted into the armed ser- Sidney Rudolph and recent paher home.
Jackson Madison County hospital, her various fields of activity.
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stock.
who discovered the body about 35
vices
Miss .lacklin and Dorothy NelSaturday Aug. 8, 1959 after a very In a special service held at BasMrs. Emma Mai Johnson had a
feet below. Funeral services were
First Baptist church recently ob- Kendrick, Nashville, Tenn.; Mrs. Rev. L. C. Beater and daughter son are vacationing in Detroit
extended illness. Survivors are com CME church last Sunday nite reunion on the lawn of Mr.
and served the third anniversary of Sarah E, Thomas, owner Sarah worshipped at Mt. Carmel CME with relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Morheld Sunday.
Iher father, Mr. Manuel and sev- at 730 the Rev James Price was Mrs. Hut Johnson,
their pastor, Rev. R. G. Pettus. E. Thomas Beauty college, Louis- church last Sunday. A !soul stir- ris Barnes.
Scout Troop 5)1 left Sunday for eral other relatives and friends. the guest speaker. The
occasion
Mrs. Rodie Ann Valentine and
Arthur (Boots) Bailey is now liv- ville. Ky., Van Kendrick, Mrs, ring sermon was delivered by Rev. Mr. Willie Bryant of Shelly,
Camp Warren at Corinth. TheY
was
sponsored
by
Democratic
Mrs
The
Club met FriAlma Isa- Mrs. Lucille Lynch of Nashville, ing at the home of his nephew, Flora Swanson, Cincinnati, Ohio. Beater. The Rev, and his daugh- drowned last Tuesday in the lake.
were accompanied by Byhalia. day
night, Aug. 7, in the home bel]. Rev. IX W. Bolden, pastor. and their children spent a week following his release from Clarke- Recent deaths: Russell B. Dun- ter were the guests of W. D. Pratt
Mrs. Erie Baker is still on the
Willie Boyd, camp instructor left
of Mrs. Nannie Cole at 125 Gor- Mr. Thomas (Tom) Comer died with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. ville Memorial hospital where he lop, Mrs. Lulu Dix Ingram. James and sister, Mrs. Iona Elliott. Also etch list and would appreciate a
Thursday, Willie Is the son of Prodon at. All members and friends Wednesday at Jackson
Sinclair.
paralytic
Madison James
was confined with a
Chilton, and Leroy Mosley. f rmer- visiting with Mrs. Pratt was her visit front her friends.
lessor and Mrs. H. S. Boyd.
were urged to attend because of County General hospital where he Leslie Newhouse of Toledo, Mr. stroke.
ly of Chicago, whose funeral serv- daughter. Mrs. Marls Bogau and
Jim and Herman Mills a n it
neer W. C. Armstrong and fam- business of grave importance. Mr. had been a patient since
Recent visitors: Ed Overton, ices were held here"Rev. L. A. family; Mr. and Mrs. Lige Scott; Mrs. Dorothy Lampkin motored
Aug. 3 Guy Haskins and Mrs. Bertha Mai
ily have moved In their fine new Mack White is president
1959. The funeral was held Sun- Evans, Fremont, spent last Sat- Malcolm Weeds', Chicago, Ill., Gragg, pastor of the Mt. Olive Rev, W. Escott and mother, Mrs. here from Cleveland to visit tet
borne on West Park St.
The Pleasant Plain Missionary day from Blairs Chapel C. M. E. urday with Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Mrs. Irene Spate, Miss Beatrice Baptist church, officiated.
Cora Escott; and Mrs. Erma Pri relatives and friends.
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Baton Rouge Spicy Divorce Charges.
Pay OffIn Dual Decrees
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•

By THEODORE C. STONE

ROBERT McFERRIN, baritone
went to Wichita, Kans., with Mrs.
BATON ROUGE
Waller tell of the many happy
of the Metropolitan opera Co., has
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
By LAWRENCE F. LaMAR
torney Leo Branton, that her in- been chosen to sing the artist night
Among the out-of-town visitors activities they are enjoying. We
that accompanied Mesdames I. N. know how pleasant Dr. and Mrs. LOS ANG ELES—t N PB 1—spicy surance brisker husband, Robert concert, in St. Louis, on Friday.
Aug. 21, in the Keil Auditorium
Givens and M. N. Ringgold on Balton can make it for any visit. divorce charges aired by socialites Lewis, was cruel.
their tour of Baton Rouge, August' ors in their home, regardless of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis in Su- Lewis, defendant and cross com- where the convention is to he held.
plainant,
denied
his.
wife's
charges
perior
Court
here,
payed
off
to
McFerrin studied with Wirt D.
9. were Dr. Maude Yancey, Dr. the number. Especially when Mrs.
both disputants. The court award- that he was cruel, countering that Walton, a St. Louis voice teacher
; Emma Horrington, Mr. Charles Purnell Is one of them.
Pickett and Mr. William Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Robert- eded both contestants divorce de• Mrs. Lewis was cruel and had prior to his winning laurels in
committed adultry. Attorneys Val- Chicago. This will mark McFer. all of whom were faculty mem• son have returned to their home erees.
The unusual situation where ter L. Gordon, Jr., and James L. rin's third appearance on the
tiers of Southern university. Then in Los Angeles after spending their
(Buddy)
Garcia, appearing for Artist night for NANM in the last
joining us at the State Capitol vacation here. They are so glad to dual decrees were awarded conwere Miss N'aleria Morgan, sister realize that their relative Mrs. testing parties in an action for di- Lewis paraded 10 witnesses for ten years.
of Mrs. Ramsey, director of our Florence S. Knox is better and vorce, occurred in Department 2 their client before the court.
MARY CARDWELL DAWSON,
of the Superior Court. with Judge, Attorney Branton, for Mrs. Lew- opera director and musician of
YWCA, here, who had come from able to get around.
had
four
presiding
after
is,
witnesses
to
take
the
Curtis
Smith
A.
We
Carolina
to
were
in
North
her home
indeed glad to see and
national note will pass through
visit Mr. and Mrs. Ramsey. Mr. welcome Mr. and Mrs. Charles four days of testimony Friday, stand for his client. The couple Chicago enroute to St. Louis, Mo.,
was married Aug. 15, 1953 and sepRamsey is director of our YMCA. Haynes in our city when they August 7.
where she will attend the annual
•
We were later, favored with the came down frtm Detroit to ac- Mrs. Dorothy Crozier Lewis, for. arated May 29, 1958. They have music convention of NANM. A
presence of Mr. George Cooper, company Mr. Ferlon Haynes home merly married to Lorenzo Spen• no children.
past president of the association
ROBERT S. ABBOTT
our neighbor. Mr. Cooper kindly after his visit with them. T h e cer, proniinent realtor and tins, Judge Smith in handing down Mrs. Dawson, was one of Its
Spencer,
the
decrees,
awarded
Mrs.
Lewis
band
of
Attorney
Vaino
took over the photography and se- Haynes family is always welcomher
is the home of Alpha Phi Alpha,
charged through her lawyer, At- a divorce on the grounds alleged, most dynamic leaders. Under
cured for us, group and individual ed in Our city.
the first Negro Greek letter fretbut denied her alimony. Instead, administration the music group
of
state
activities
and
pictures
of
The
were
parents
good
leaders
ernity. TM. Phi Beta Sigma fret.
•
the court awarded the member of Produced the first major performbuildings, etc.
as well as good parents.
ernity is in the 49th block.
ance of grand opera "Aida" In
ffaasmhii7ahbil,emelliallttoA
pnitea(
rsienCalObc
,a
Our
guests
expressed
pleasure
Miss
Clarence
Collier.
principal
COMMERCIAL AREA
Syria Mosque, in Pittsburgh, in
enjoyed
the
palatable
dinthey
of
Park
our
city
writes
as
school
in
At 47th nt., the center of our
the furnishings, a 1957 Buick car, 1941.
ner we enjoyed at Percy's Barbe•, that she is enjoying her travels'
Southside commercial area we
a rental flat building and $1,000 in She gave much to the organithe
ride
through
the
Southespecially
this
week
in
Rome.
She'
Store
cue:
where
Center
have the South
zation when she was its ores.
- •
west section of our city, hut most states that she likes the countries
people
Negro
Wilson, St.
caL
sheWis was awarded a divorce ident. Clarence H
the visit to the state capi- visited. And, evidently she is in
chance in a depertment store, and of all
decree, and keeps the two busi- • Lotus, band director succeeded
tol where they saw so many new no hurry to return to America and
the Regal Theatre where many
nesses, Lewis-Rogers & Assoc., and, her, and was the president for
phases of our departments, build- to Baton Rouge where she is a
entertainers found the road to'
an insurance brokerage. He also 10 years. lie gave many new
ing, etc.
ranking teacher.
keeps a finance organization, a innovations to the organization,
Our church, our Sunday school Mr. Charles Pickett, an instrucand other auxiliaries will miss the tor in Southern university in- Harland Randolph will speak at 1959 Jaguar car, a motor boat, all and now under Dr. Roscoe R.
kindly presence of Mrs. Viola forms us that his mother, Mrs. the awards banquet of the 22nd bank accounts and an office build: Polin, NANM has made many
ing.
other strides which reflect his
Hays-Scott whose death this week Zoe S. Pickett, will be home this annual convention of the
National
leadership ability.
saddened so many. Especially are weekend. Mrs. Pickett went to I.a- Funeral Directors and Morticians
OTHE It PRESIDENTS of
all concerned for her dear inoth• Fayette to attend the last rites Assoc,ation on Tuesday, August 18,
NANM have been folk like J.
er who not only lost her only for her nephew, Dr. Eldridge A. at Hotel Sherman.
Wesley Jones, It. Nathaniel Dett,
child, but not so long ago lost her Shay who lived in Bastrop, but
Randolph, associate editor of
dear husband,
Carl R. Diton, lienry
Grant,
whose last rites were held in his The Ohio Sentinel, a weekly newsWe feel that California will gain,former home town, LaFayette, paper published in Columbus, Ohio
Camille Nickerson, Maude Robmuch through the two delegates l La
erts George, Clarence Cameron
is now studying and teaching at
going there this month from our
We are happy over. the news Ohio State
White, Kemper Herreld, a n d
unversitY.
city. We refer to delegates from that tells of Mrs. Willie C. Ford
Lillian Le Mon.
His column "Something We Can
By EDWARD COWAN
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Mrs- of Washington, D. C., having re- Share" appears in three newspaThrough the years NANM has
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Interdames I. M. Herson and Grace S. ceived the degree of Master of per chains. Other articles
that he est rates on new home loans have carried on with standards, efJackson who will attend the Nad Arts in the American university has written have been published
Negro Soldiers' Memot!al
moved up to 5 3-4 and 6 per cent fective direction and giving aid to
Ilona! Sessions to be held in San in Washington, D. C., last week. in Europe and
Asia.
in most parts of the country ac- aspiring •Tung musicians through
Inge and their economic rating is of progress in the non-white comYrancisco, Calif. Mrs. Heron will She is the former Miss Willie C. In addition to his other
pursuits, cording to two industry reports, scholarship, loans and presentaabout 10 percent of that of the munity. No other street in Ameriserve as director of Workshops, Powe of New Orleans, La., and is he has had his
own radio show, James E. Bent, president of the tim•
original owners.
and Mrs. Jackson will represent well known throughout the state appeared on
ca inhabited by Negroes can boast
numerous radio and 550-member National League of •
But we can be proud of the of as much prestige and influence
the Southern Region of the soror- of Louisiana and in many other television
programs, acted in the Insured Savings Associations, said
grand appearance of the boule- as have the people and organizaity's southern Region on the exec- states. She served as Jeanes su- theater
and worked as a librarian that in ni ost sections conventional
vard. Ninty - eight percent of the tions located on So. Parkway.
utive Board.
pervisor of schools in this state and public relations director,
loans now cost borrowers 5 3-4 or
residential buildings have well There are three insurance comLeland college Service club has under the well known Jeanes
FRAYSER T. LANE
per cent.
kept lawns and only 10 of the 450 panies which were organized by
selected its project for tins com- Fund, As Director of Recreation
"And by Fall, a 6 per cent rate
dwellings are a discredit to the Chicagoans: Supreme Liberty,
session, and plans to work tin- in the military service in OkinaAlso, in the South Center, gt
fame.
will be dominant,"
Bent told
community. The Park District re- Chicago Metropolitan Assurance,
goal is reached.
wa, and Honolulu, she also spent
building are many leaders in the
United Press International.
cently installed new vapor lights Jackson Mutual (now Mammoth). pro
fessions and government serv- Letters and a long distance call some time In China and Japan.
As for a long run forecast, Bent
which add glamor during the The officers and directors have
from our Clayton family in New
We enjoyed a visit in the home
aces such as the Social Security
and other experts say the outlook
night.
given much leadership in the civ- Board, county Public Welfare and Orleans tell of plans to see us in of Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Murry
is
clouded by uncertainty about
L TORICAL HIGHLIGHTS
lc and economic advancement in Illinois State Employment Serv- the near future. We will be wait- this past week, and we were so DOUGLAS
whether Congress will grant a
In the two-mile stretch from the our community.
ing and hoping until we know that happy to find Mrs. Murry so
By
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C.
GREEN
treasury request for permission to
they are on their way for a long much improved. She was quite ill
monument to Chicago Negro sol- In the category of religious in- ice.
On Easter Sunday afternoon, a
In the same block are the for. visit.
diers who died in World War I stitutions we have the South Park
in the hospital the last time we pot of boiling water fell from the pay higher interest rates on govof the late Robert S. News from our
homes
mei
ernment bonds.
which stands at 35th .
little friends who saw her.
stove on my left foot. Severe secBaptist church where Haile Selasfounder of the Chicago DeIn another report, the National
equestrian statue of George Wasn- sie was a guest speaker, Morning Abbott,
ond degree burns kept me bedand the late Bishop A. J.
fender,
Association of Real Estate Boards
ington, "father of our country" at Star Baptist, Metropolitan C o m•
ridden
for
many
weeks.
During
my
was a great leader
said interest rates generally have
51st at., there are many symbols Munily church, Corpus Christi Ca- i Carey, who
recovery, a large number of peoin the reli g ious and political life
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NOTICE OF MUNICIPAL ELECTION 'AUGUST 20, 1959

We, the undersigned, S. Nelson Castle, Lester H. Brenner
and G. B. "Pat" Joyner, Commissioners o f Elections f o r
Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law, hereby give
notice of an election to be held in all the wards and precincts in the City of Memphis, Shelby County, Tennessee
on Thursday, August 20, 1959.
The election is called for the purpose of voting for o Mayor
of the City of Memphis, Commissioner Department of Fire
and Police, Commissioner Department of Finances and In-

stitutions, Commissioner Department of Public Service, Cornmissioner Department of Public Works, City Tax Assessor,
Juvenile Court Judge, Member Board of Education Position
No. 1, Member Board of Education Position No. II, Member
Board of Education Position No. III, Member Board of Education Position No. IV, Judge City Court Division I, Judge
City Court Division II, Judge City Court Division III.
Polls in all voting precincts of the city will be open at 8:30
A.M. and close at 7:30 P.M. Central Standard Time.

NOTICE is hereby given that City, County, State or Federal
Government employees are not eligible to serve as election
officials by State Statute. Any Government employee listed
herein is requested to inform Election Commission for removal of name by calling Jackson 6-5056.
The following officials are appointed to hold the election at
locations listed below:
OFFICIALS FOR MUNICIPAL ELECTION — August 20,
1959:

JUDGES—D. W. Vanover, Mrs.(
WARD 1
WARD 24—PRECINCT 1
WARD 20—PRECINCT 1
'
1 Mrs. F. M. Hill, Mrs. Martha 1 Aday, George Brannon, Margaret
WARD 45—PRECINCT 3
WARD 42—PRECINCT I
Neighborhood House
Viola Reynolds, Mrs. 11. C.
I Standard, A. A. Bumpas
Memphis College of Music
Fire Station No. 18
Cummings School
Tene (Hollowell's Service
RedB
forradd,leMrs. Sid Hall, Mrs. W.
K
6th
November
1
1822 Overton Park Avenue
REGISTRAR
Potts, Mrs, J. T. Ford, Frank H.
S—Mrs.
3426 Southern
Charlene
Station)
1
1037 Cummings
OFFICER—Thomas Bunn
OFFICER—Dr. Arthur Sample
Garner, Mrs. Allie Maxwell
OFFICER—George Holley
2420 Chelsea Ave.
OFFICER—James Sexton
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Paul J. Fynn,
JUDGES—Mrs. Christine Sanidas, flings, Mrs. Dale Haynes
JUDGES — Henry Zderad, Mrs.
WARD 32—PRECINCT 1
JUDGES—J. W. Ashworth, J. B.
OFFICER—H. D. Bomar
JUDGES — Mrs. Joe Smith, J. D.
Mrs. Milton Bowers, Sr.
Mrs. Jessie Fruitticher, Mrs. Moore, B. L. Hampton
Virginia Busby, Ira W. Pyrou, Mrs.
JUDGES—Charles 0. Weir, Sr., Carney, Douglas Walker, Mrs.
Lainar Terrace
WARD 37—PRECINCT 1
Helen Hanowitz, Mrs. Jewel Al- REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. D. Newby, Lawrence Grehan, Julian Lee, McBride, P. York, Otis Granger,
Henry Froman, Claude E. BryMrs. H. D. Bomar, Mrs. Jordan
1111 Lamar
Mrs. Marie Bolin, Mrs. C. L.
Moffatt's Serice Station
len, Mrs. Clyde Notgrass, Mrs. Mrs. H. 0. Standfield
Herbert Morris, Mrs. Lucille
Harris, Mrs. Ann Newton, Mrs. an, Mrs. George Holley, Chas.
OFFICER—George s. Scholl
Wyatt, Sr.
2973
Summer
Avenue
Elgie Forbess
Henry,
Mrs.
Arthur
13—PRECIN
Sample,
WARD
CT 3
A. Ogan, Jr.
R. Y. Doyle
REGISTRARS—Margaret Sunder- JUDGES—Mrs. B. C. Berry, Mrs., OFFICER — Marshall Sutherin
REGISTRARS—ht a r y Frances
Mrs. Herbert Morris
A. B. Hill School
Clyde Hughey, Mrs. Sue Lowe,1 JUDGES — Mrs. Lillian alcNeil, REGISTRARS—Mrs. Joe Renaldi, REGISTRARS—Mrs. Bruce Ely,
land, Mrs. Guy Roberts
.
Lazenby, Mrs. Karl Hull
1372 Latham (at Buffington) REGISTRARS — Mrs. Louise CarWilliam
Mrs. Lee Morrisse
Maroon
Mrs.
Mrs Sue Sandridge, Mrs. D. C. Mrs. Viola Dacus, Cassie Free
WARD 26—PRECINCT 2
Icy, Mrs. Charles Patton
WARD
OFFICER—L. F. Simpson
WARD 42—PRECINCT 2
WARD 45—PRECINCT 4
Groves, Mrs. Lalah Barker. man, Nolan Turner, Violet
Courthouse
McLemore Ave. Church of Christ Mrs. Willie Oglesby,
JUDGES—J. C. Hill, L. C. Plyler,
WARD 20—PRECINCT 2
Hollywood School
St. John's Episcopal Church
Neal E. Jones, Susie Taylor, Mrs. C. E.
2nd & Washington Sts.
1081 E. McLemore
Mrs. Chas. B. Jackson, L. L.
Stonewall Lodge
Street
Bryan
1346
322 S. Greer
Tidwell
Young, Mrs. Julia Parham, Mrs.
OFFICER—AL R. Barker
Downing, John D. Hogan, Sr.,
OFFICER—Charles Cleaves
1583 Overton Park Ave.
OFFICER—W. B. Barron
OFFICER—T, K. Robinson
REGISTRARS — Mrs. David H. Marie Macbeth, A. W. Dacus
JUDGES—J o h n Flynn, H. A. Rolf A. Pittman, Mrs. A. E. El- OFFICER—Gus Longinotti
JUDGES — Mrs. Stoy Pate, Miss Glass, Mrs. George A. Scholl
JUDGES — J. T. Cripa, D. W. JUDGES — Charles A. Bond, Ill.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. P. G. Sweet,
, Rives, Carl Mentz, Pat Yates, liott
JUDGES — Mary O'Leary, Agnes Joyce Pate, Arthur Pegues,
Walker, Mrs. W. B. Barron, Dr. Mrs. Robert Ruffin, Guy Boyer.
WARD 32—PRECINCT 2
Mrs. Kitty Brooks
Juliette Read, Helen Bryant
REGISTRARS—Mrs. E. B. Hitt, O'Leary, Mrs. Evelyn Boswell, Clare Wilson, Mrs. W. Smith,
J. M. Wiley, Raymond Bowles, David V. Johnson, Mrs. Carl
/Vacant House
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Clede Read, Mrs. Jessie L. McLean
WARD 37—PRECINCT 2
Mildred Contello, Mrs. D. W. H. C. Foster, Julian Davis, Ruth
Mrs, Ellis Malone, Leonard
Stokes
710 S. Dudley
Mrs. W. F. Wenzler
Vacant Building
Baker, C. W. Steinkamp, Mrs. Deberry, E. M. Moore
Berry
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. A. Wor.
WARD 14—PRECINCT I
2842 Poplar
Louise H. Betz, Mrs. Louise C. REGISTRARS—Mrs. M. Sawyer OFFICER—Randolph Holt
WARD 4
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Marguerite
Lemoyne College
ley, Mrs. Margaret Endicott
JUDGES — Armetha Gaston, Ruth OFFICER—Robert Marshall
Herron, J. T. Martin, Mrs, T. G. Mrs. D. W. Hale
Memphis Salvage Corp.
807 Walker
WARD 46—PRECINCT 1
Pengram, Josephine Holt, Lucille JUDGES—Mrs. C. D. Eaves, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. W. P. Majors
Emmons, Jr.
214 Monroe Avenue
OFFICER—L. C. Campbell
43—PRECIN
WARD 27—PRECINCT 1
WARD
CT 1
Memphis State University
Bedford. James Watts
Mary L, Marshall, Mrs. Hugh
OFFICER—V. Carline
JUDGES—Mrs. Rosetta Miller, REGISTRARS—Rose F. Cissel,
Garage (Rear)
Fire Station No. 23
Patterson Street
REGISTRARS—Mildred Hodges. M. Scott, Hugh M. Scott, Mrs.
JUDGES—S. E. Carlton, Albert Joe C, McNeal, Mrs. Maud
Clara Smith
3468 Jackson Ave.
OFFICER—R. W. Johnson
761 Leath Street
Flora Bennett
B. H. Person, Jr.
Barrasso, Frank J. Ellis, A. J.
Moseley, Mrs. Mary Watkins,
WARD 20—PRECINCT 3
OFFICER—George T. Walker
OFFICER—W. J. Butler
JUDGES—J.
11, Simmons, A. J.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Earl MoreWARD 33—PRECINCT I
Fliescher
Mrs. Carnell Banks, Mrs. PauMemphis Vocational School
JUDGES—J. K. Fly, Robe r t
Myers, Foster Rawls, Hawthorn
JUDGES — Mrs. A. B. Tutor,
land, Mrs. T. L. Peeler
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Alma Perry, line Williams, Paul Wallace, V.,
Fire Station No. 13
220 N. Montgomery
Hawks,
Robert
Dwyer,
Joe
JoWallis,
John
Farrior
Barbara
Dull,
Ruth
Beck,
Mrs.
Mrs. Ilma Frank
Parkway and Broad
WARD 38—PRECINCT 1
Z. Gray
OFFICER—William J. Raney
let, Helen Latham, Melvin REGISTRARS—Mrs. H a r r y
Marion Sanders, Mrs. Shirley OFFICER—M
Gavin
ike
Grahamwood
REGISTRAR
School
WARD 5
S—Mrs. Oretha Don- JUDGES—Mrs. /liable Bacigalupo, Hutchinson, Rowan Clotworthy
Greer
Spears, Mrs. Joe Alatracea
JUDGES—Mrs. Mike Gavin, Fen3950 Summer
Beale St. Auditorium
aldson, Mrs. Clara Willett
Mrs. Charlotte Wallace, L. W. REGISTRARS—Nellie
REGISTRARS—Mary Goldsmith,
Johnson,
WARD 46—PRECINCT 2
M.
OFFICER—W
ner
Lewis,
Frs.
A.
Black,
G.
393 Beale Street
.
B.
Herbert
Paschall,
Mrs. J. T. McKitrick, Mrs. A. J. Wells
Ethel Chapman
WARD 14—PRECINCT 2
School Cafeteria
JUDGES—Mr
OFFICER—Curtis Johnson
Harvey
Mrs.
s.
Taylor,
E.
A,
B.
W.
J.
Green,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mitzi
Church,
Meadows Super Market
Mrs.
WARD 43—PRECINCT 2
• 706 S. Highland
WARD 27—PRECINCT 2
Willie B. Hatcher, Mrs. DougJUDGES—Rthert Bowen, M. C.
P. Fleming, Henry Kordel,
Harris
918 S. Parkway, East
Leawood Baptist Church
OFFICER—R. P. Weigel
Fire Station No. 6
las Cooper, Mrs. 0. H. Webb,
Wiggins, Robert F. Jones, Felix, OFFICER—Jack Lavelle
W. Eaton
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Robert Tur1148 Dyer
JUDGES—E. A. Wedaman, 0. W.
924 Thomas Street
D. A. Ellis, Mrs. D. A. Ellis
West, Ozell Mason, Andrew JUDGES—Walter Kastler, C.
REGISTRAR
S—Mrs.
W.
F.
Wade,
ner,
Mrs,
Albert
Steiner
OFFICER—W
C.
. E. Adkins
Smith, Mrs. Nora Emerson.
OFFICER—R. Si. Loughbridge
REG1STRARS—Mrs. J. M. Farm- JUDGES
Mitchell, Maurice Hulbert
Catherine Hardy
Meadows, Mrs. T. W. Johns,
WARD 21—PRECINCT 1
— Mrs. Josephine II.
Mrs, L. A. Summers, R. S. Hall,
er, Mrs. Bruce Dacus
REGISTRARS—Margie Ann Hill, Mrs. Jack Lavelle, Mrs. Agnes
JUDGES—Ed J. Cox, Sidney GoWARD 33—PRECINCT 2
Connors, Andrew L. Rogers,
Fire House No. 15
Mrs. Edith Felber, Winnie C.
Eddie B. Huley
ver, A. F. Majors, W. C. SutWARD 38—PRECINCT 2
Ingram's Appliance Store
Gillooley, Mrs. Betty Jean ParMrs. A. E. Saums
1010 Faxon
Morris
ton, Mrs. Clara Miller, Mrs.
Highland Heights Presbyterian JUDGES—D. W. Cain, D. 0. Er- REGISTRARS
2535 Broad
WARD 6
ker
OFFICER—Arthur J. Gemignani
—Alrs, R. L. Bell,
OFFICER—B. C. McKee
Fire Station No.
REGISTRARS—Mrs, John E. Jen- JUDGES — Jeff Calhoun, Mrs. Ora High
Church
win, Mrs. Margaret P. Lloyd, Mrs. G. P. Grissom
3300 Summer
nines, Mrs. Dale Haynes
474 S. Main St.
Gertrude Scott, Mrs. Mamie REGISTRARS—Mrs. Lucy Wil- JUDGES—J. H. Norton, E. T.
Mrs. Josephine H. Connors, AnWARD 46—PRECINCT 3•
OFFICER—Raymond Shephard
Hodges, R. S. Hawkins, Mrs, OFFICER—J. A. McCune
Thurman, Louis C. Pollard, liams, Mrs. Virginia Gookin
drew L. Rogers
WARD 15
Commercial & Industrial Bank
JUDGES—Mrs. Jettie Faust, Mrs.
WARD 28—PRECINCT 1
Charles AL Brown, Mrs. Vallie
R. W. Jordan, Mrs. R. S. Simp-, JUDGES—Mrs. Robert O'Brian, REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. H. McAir Control Company
3940 Park Avenue
Mrs. F. F. Walker, Mrs. Irby
Lois L. Williams, Maggie M.
T. Finch, Mrs. Carolyn Moore,
son, Theo. N. Henley
Gill, Mrs. Margaret P. Lloyd
Lenox School
1458 Lamar
OFFICER—J. B. Nolen
• Webber
Finley,
Mrs.
Christol
Mrs. Martha Boothe
REGISTRAR
Edwards,
S—Mrs.
Edgewood
OFFICER—James Lancaster
519 S.
W. E. MeWARD 43—PRECINCT 3
JUDGES — Mike Lamon, Mrs.
REGISTRARS—Miss Effie Hoad, JUDGES—Andrew K. Jobe, Wylie REG1STRARS—Mrs. Ben Wasson, OFFICER—J. B. Ferguson
Mrs. Sam McCalla, Mrs. G. M.
Milian, Mrs. Harry Finch
Douglas High School
Hugh Humphreys, Mrs. L. C.
Mrs. Mary Flack
Lahue,
James
E.
McDaniel
Holman, A. Bennett Sanders, J. Mrs. J. F. Frazier
WARD
34—PRECIN
JUDGES—Ja
CT
1
ck G. Goldsmith, P.
3200 Mt. Olive
I
DeShazo, Mrs. Gladys Coolican,
REGISTRAR
S—Mrs.
A.
R,
WARD 7—PRECINCT 1
Thomas W'ellford. Jr., Mrs. Guy
HarriWARD 21—PRECINCT 2
Boy
Scout
But
OFFICER—Is
K. Holden, Mrs. M. L. Cooper,
aac Stone
Mrs. Cecil Weithert, Mrs. Bill
son, Mrs. C. B. Anderson
Labor Temple
Davis, C. S. Holdford
Dave Wells Community Center
JUDGES—D a v i d L. Edmond, Shrewsbury
1573 Gaither
G. B. Rieke, Mrs. Lucille, Ellin,
583 Beale Street
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Alan Redd,
WARD 38—PRECINCT 3
Laura R. Tyres, Doris Johnson, REGISTRARS—Mrs, J. B.
Thomas B. Avery, Ira G. Wil- OFFICER—Kyle Healey
Chelsea & Ayers
Salter,
OFFICER—Rear Adm. Geo. R. Mrs. Ralph Grayson
Tent (Thriftway Sundry)
OFFICER—Alex Meyer
JUDGES — Mrs. Si. B. Swinney,
hams
Annie Mae Jordan, G en r Re
Mrs Clyde Warren
Phelan
Holmes &
Poindexter, George H a r r e 1 1,
JUDGES—Mrs. Albert
WARD 16—PRECINCT 1
Godman, Mrs. Martha Todd,
Smith, REGISTRARS—Hazel
WARD 47—PRECINCT 1
Mrs. M
JUDGES—T. L. Strout, Eugene'
Guernsy.
Gracie Gaines, Paul H e n r y
tie Oliver, E G. Oliver,
Mrs. George Ashton, Mrs. Mar- May Durham
Idlewild School
Tom OFFICER—K. A. McEwen
Railroad Salvage
Gaia, James Echols Mrs. A. M
vin Sims, Mrs. It, 0. Walker,
Tidwell, Mrs: Helen Barfield. JUDGES—Estelle Carlile. Mrs. Nichols, Mrs. Sam Bush
1950 Linden
2331 Lamar
28—PRECINCT 2
WARD
Williamson, Mrs. Marietta Brink- OFFICER—Chalmers Cullins
Joe D. Hardesty, Mrs. Wm. D. REGISTRARS—Doris J. Williams, OFFICER—D
Airs. G. B. Moral, John Grashot.
C.
Bradbury
C.
. P. Henley, Jr.
Hill Bros. Motor Co.
Icy, James Quarles
Lindsey,
Mrs. J. F. Crossno, Frances Hicks
JUDGES—Howard Winn, Lawrence REGISTRARS—Mrs. Gladys SimpREGISTRARS—Afre. Irene PhilJUDGES—Mrs. Harold Mitchell,
2144 Madison Avenue
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Eugene Mason, Howard Fulenwilder, son. Mrs. Pauline
Airs.
R.
C.
Helbig,
Mrs. W. II,
lips, Mrs. Rube Phillips
Mrs, W. C. Sowell, Mrs. C. L.
WARD 44—PRECINCT 1
Reitz
OFFICER—J D. Marks
Gaia, Mrs. Geo. R. Phelan
Roberts, Mrs. S. E. Rklcmais
Erie Elrod, Ward Barnum, J. E.
High Point Terrace Arcade
Caplinger, Mrs. Leonard D. PeWARD 21—PRECINCT 3
WARD 34—PP.ECINCT 2
JUDGES — Wallace Lopez, E. M.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Walter Jor- High Point Terrace & Philwood
Dowdy
WARD 7 — PRECINCT 2
ters, Mrs. H. B. Winbron, John
Klondike School
Argo Cleaners
Kinney, W. F. Wattam, Tate
dan, Sirs. R. W. Crockett
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Dorothy Sul-!
Owens College
OFFICER—Dan Hughes Bell
F. Bates
1250 Vollentine
1534 S. Lauderdale
Pease, Mrs. Frances O'Sullivan,
liven, Mrs. Lawrence Mason
370 S, Orleans
WARD
JUDGES—Leo
38—PRECIN
nard Shea, Frank REGISTRARS—Mrs. L. B, JohnCT 4
I OFFICER—R. L. Greer
S. J. Seligman, Connie O'Sulli- OFFICER—D. S. Thrailkill
OFFICER—James Barr
Treadwell School
Billingsley, W. C. Bishin, B. O. son, Mrs. C. T. Clanton
WARD 16—PRECINCT 2
1 JUDGES — James Clark, Marion
JUDGES—Bessie Mae Lovell, Jetvan
JUDGES — Emma Harper, Mrs.
920
N.
Harrison,
Highland
Cossitt Library
Harry
WARD 47—PRECINCT 2
L. Williams,
Gray, Noble Galling, Nelson REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. R. Patty, sic McMabron, Henrietta Wal
Geraldine Jones, Juanita Hart,1
OFFICER—T. W. Cannon
Wm. P. Steele, Rowe M. BelchMcLean & Peabody
St. John Catholic Church
Jackson, Betty Burns, Rose New, Mrs. Henry Rawlinson
Franklin,
Flora
tern,
Doris
Henrietta Washington, Mrs. Nina OFFICER—T. W. Billions
JUDGES—H. H. Fisher, C. Si.' er, Mattye B. Wilroy, Curtis B.
Will Robinson, Mrs. Alice Hole'
2718 Lamar
Platt, C. C. Floyd, Dave Gas- Kennedy,
Jackson, Mrs. Pernina Williams JUDGES — H. A.
WARD 29—PRECINCT I
Luck, J. W. Bates
Mrs. Thelma K. Rule
OFFICER—Benton 0. Hartsfield
man, Irene Mitchell, Walter
Wilmont, Geo.
kins
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Clara Win- A. Hagy. William Biggs.
Vacant
Store
man, Thos. J. Jackson, Jr., Mrs. REGISTRARS—Mrs. Robert Gib' JUDGES — Mary Hattaway, Op,
Shelby i Raiford
REGISTRARS—Jeanette Thrall
ston, Julia Thomas
948 S. Cooper
H. H. Fisher
Springer, Donati Santi, Mrs. I REGISTRARS—Carrie B. Green,
son, Mrs. Harry Cosby
Strawbridge, Norma J. Fr,
Drovell
Z.
kill.
OFFICER—D
REGISTRAR
Melvin
. L. Johnson
S—Mrs. Gene White,
Furchgatt, Jr., D. Frank
WARD 8
Catherine Casaretta, R. G. Wan,
Eunice Bruce
WARD 44—PRECINCT 2
WARD 35—PRECINCT I
JUDGES—Mrs. E. Si. McCalla,
Mrs. Emily P. Cannon
Silver Savers No. 16
Crouch
ley
Brown Stone Building
WARD 22
Florida Street School
561 Alabama
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Cecil Shan-1
Chas.
E.
Sanford,
Kinsey,
F.
W.
REGISTRARS—Catherine Soule,
WARD 39
135 St. Alban Fairway
Grant School
1560 Florida
OFFICER—Marsden Mitchell
gle, Mrs. John Spence
J. K. McDaniel, Mrs. W. D.
Inez Rochelle,
OFFICER.—Julian Cohen
Manassas School
190 Chelsea
OFFICER—S. L. Lansky
JUDGES — Mrs. Millie Allen,
Howell,
Roy
Keathley,
Mrs,
WARD 47—PRECINCT 3
WARD 16—PRECINCT 3
781 Firestone
JUDGES — John Costen, John
OFFICER—P
.
G.
Krouse
JUDGES—Willie
Streeter, OFFICER—O
B.
Mrs. Martha Bramlett, Mrs. EdHattie, Surrat, Roy Emerson
Crump Stadium
. T. Westbrook
R. Kinnie, Mrs. Carroll Andrew, Bethel LaBelle Community Center
JUDGES—Mr
s.
H.
C.
Sellers,
Miss
na
Henry Anderson, Virginia Cox, JUDGES—Eugene Anderson,
Mitchell, Mrs. Ruby
REGISTRARS—Mrs. B. M. PeterS. Cleveland & Linden
2696 LaRose
Chas. D. Akers, Mrs. Walter A.
Edna
Susie Hyde, Mrs.
A. Pardue,
Banks, Owen M. Wade, Mrs. OFFICER—D.
Mamie Price, Mrs. Ada Payne, M. Townsel, 0. D. Threatt,
son, Inez Savage
Barrett, Mrs. Sarah Cramer, OFFICER — S. J. Flautt
B. Crowley
Car
Rose Nati, J. C. Henderson
Mary E. Harwood, Mrs. Joseph- JUDGES—Dudley
Martha Woodhouse, H. L. rie Hatchett,
Airs,
Mrs. Scott Brantley, George B. JUDGES—D, S. Jones, Mrs. J. C.
Louis H. Hall
S. Jefferson, Airs. J. C. Henderson, Mrs, L.
WARD 29—PRECINCT 2
ine Lapicolo
Boyce, Bernice Young, Elizabeth
Airs. Si. 0. Martin, Oscar S. R. White, Mary Ann
Halter, Mrs. Lucy Campbell,
George Taylor, Doris Brooks
Bates, L. W. Holthofer
Orange Mound Swimming Pool
Edmonds
Smith
REGISTRARS—Marguerite
R. James, Si. L. Martin, L. H. Lan- REGISTRARS—Mrs.
REGISTRARS—Ernestine
Hall, REGISTRARS—Mrs. R. P. Taylor, Mrs. Fannie Parks, Mrs. J. II.
2376 Carnes
Nellie A
REGISTRARS
Smell,
Norman, Myrtle A. Argubright
—Albert
Brock, Mrs. I. L. Halley
ahan
Mrs, Ellen Johnson
Trezevant Collier, Miss Krouse, Mrs. Mildred E. Warren OFFICER—J.
Mrs. C. D. Akers
A. Shappley
Sirs. Ruth Perry
WARD 9—PRECINCT 1
Nancy Hill
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. H. PerilWARD 40—PRECLNCT 1
WARD 44—PRECINCT 3
JUDGES—Rev. P. C. Polk, Sam
WARD M
WARD 33—PRECINCT 2
hiss,
Pope School
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Helen E.
Elizabeth Talley
Vacant Building
Galloway Park Clubhouse
Nolan, Viola Cawthorne, Matt*
Memphis Housing Authority
Riverview School
500 N. Seventh
Gregson. Mrs. M. L. Martin
1234 N. Bellevue
3815 Walnut Grove Road
700 Adams Street
Burke, A. A. MaFugh, 0.
Joubert
269
OFFICER—Melvin York
W AR School
WARD 17—PRECINCT 1
hoo1
OFFICER—Walt Doxey
OFFICER—Lawrence W. Harrison JUDGES Hamilton
OFFICER — Carl Hurst
hannah, Evelyn Taylor, William OFFICER—John Roberts
JUDGES—Cliff McCarver, Sr.,
1479 Wilson
Jewish Community Center
JUDGES—Fred Agee Joe Kier,- JUDGES—John W. Bain, Eugene
JUDGES—O.
M.
Sharpe
Hammond,
D.
JUDGES—Abe Coffee, Elnora TipAlma Trobaugh, J. T. Holcomb,
OFFICER
—
3.
B.
2016 Court
Robertson
Ryan, Sr.. Mrs. Vera Dudley, REGISTRARS—Roy Francis Gor- ton. Mrs. Stable Young, Mrs. ky, W. G. Petty,'Ill, W. H. Lerner, Jack P. Goldschmidt,
J. J. Edwards, C. R. Thomas, OFFICER—J.
— Mrs. Julius
us Croone,
.Johnson, Lester
T. Douglass
Carruthers, Jack W. Kenner, Mrs. R. I.
Mrs.
Marguerite
'Valiant,
Wright
William
don,
Mrs.
Shumpert,
Mrs.
Fordie
Velma
Charles Nunnery
Mrs. Ruby Lee Booker, Mrs.
JUDGES—Mrs. E. T, Ferguson, D. H. Ryan, Sr.
Charles Curry. James Douglas, Thomas. Pauline Eilbott
Howard,
Albert
Mrs.
Buxton,
WARD 30
REGISTRARS—Mrs, Patricia DeRuby Lee Stanbeek, Mrs. Jimmy
Miss Mary Wade, David J. Fop- REGISTRAR
W. C. Davis, Mrs. Lucille Price REGISTRARS—Mrs. M o s a AlS—Mrs. Jewel Jon
Mrs. Lozella Marzett. A. L. Jacknegri, Mrs. Si. J. Denegri
Lois Burson, Mrs. Fannie Sweet,
Peabody Community Center
. piano, Mrs. W. P. Shea, Mrs. E. dan, Mrs.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Louise Shin
perin, Mrs. J. A. Laws
W. R. Turner
Carrie
Clark
son,
Mary Lee Wood, Mrs. Mary
Central and Tanglewood
' W. Ledbetter, John Wade, Mrs.
WARD 9-PRECINCT2
WARD 44—PRECINCT 4
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Hazel L e e ley, Mrs. Rilla Chambers
WARD 24—PRECINCT 1
Stanley, M. C. Campbell
I J. T. r)",!^' - k^ee'm George
OFFICER—Joseph Sweeney
TENT
WARD
46—PRECIN
High
East
School
CT 2
Fire Station No. 10
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Mary LindJUDGES—E. M. Lingenfelder, Norman, Mrs. Lula White
Bethel & Woodlawn
REGISTRARS--Mrs. Ben Tyler,
Vollentine School
3206 Poplar Ave.
WARD 35—PRECINCT 3
148 S. Parkway, West
sey, Mrs. David Franklin
OFFICER—J. A. Martin
Mrs. Gladys Lee
Luke Kingsley. Sr., Si. W. Al
1682
OFFICER—J
Vollentine
ack
H.
Gates
Carver School
OFFICER—Pearline Tate
WARD 49—PRECINCT 1
JUDGES—J. M. Chumley, Mrs.
via, Marino Albonetti, Joe Si,
WARD 17—PRECINCT 2
OFFICER—Ha
JUDGES—Mr
rold
s.
Wiebenga,
B.
Davis
P.
M.
Pennsylvania
JUDGES—Jen
1591
nie L. Campbell,
Allen Pumping Station
J. A. Martin, Mrs. Rosemary,
Varossa, Mrs. J. M. Varossa OFFICER—Henry
Catholic High School
JUnGES—Lou
Mrs.
Donati,
is
W.
Sprott,
Mrs.
L.
Chas.
J.
A.
B.
White
Daisy
B.
Cobb,
James A. Davis,
Bison Street
Griffin, Roy Taylor, Joseph!
W. P. Durling
Davis,
57 N. Lean
C.
E.
Schorr,
Barentine,
Mrs.
Leonard
Eddie
Pierotti.
JUDGES—Elo
Flowers,
s.
M
ise
Charles
r
H.
Smith,
Harry Bobo, REGISTRARS—Mary
OFFICER—Jack W. Young •
Goodwin
L. Kingsley
OFFICER—A. A. Campbell
Doyle, Mrs. J. Lee Dixon, Mrs. Mrs. E. W. Hall, William H.
Mrs.
Terrell,
Callie
Lettie
Mae
L.
Virginia
Wade
JUDGES—Charles M. Fancy,
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. It, Xieues JUDGES — Frank
l
Carl West, R. K. Baxter
Wardle. Julius Blassman
Flournoy. Mrs. REGISTRARS—Annie J. Goodloe, Virginia Phelan
Dean, Mrs. Beatrice al. ThornJohn Rodgers, Clifford Harris,
H. C. Loveless
J. A. Totty, Mrs. R. C. Craw.
WARD 31—PRECINCT 1
ton, Bennie Lee. Dorothy Mc- REGISTRAR—Mrs. R. L. Brooks, REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. E. Ward, Harry C. Simpson,
Mary B. Love
Charles H.
WARD 11—PRECINCT 1
ford, R. E. Bell, Brith Acred
Mrs. Charles Tate
Kee, Mrs. Lula Hill, Mrs Wil- Sr., Mrs. Lon Rafael
Peabody School
Cuneo, Mrs. D. J. Campadonico,
WARD 24—PRECINCT 2
Locke School
REGISTRARS—Sirs. Betty Banks,
WARD 41—PRECINCT I
bert Whitney, Mrs. Altee Smith,
WARD 44—PRECINCT 5
Young
2068
.T.
Mt.
T.
Morfah
Baptist
Linxwiler,
Church
Troy Cordell,
688 St. Paul
Mrs. Geo, Aiken
Bomar Service Station
Mrs. Julia May Clay, Rev, H. H.
Fire Station No. 17
OFFICER—Harry A. Jones
1264 Florida
REGISTRARS — Frances Young,
OFFICER—Mrs. Belle Pettigrew
WARD 17—PRECINCT 3
2036 Chelsea
611 National
JUDGES—Mrs. D. L. Rodgers, Jones
OFFICER—Ja
ck
Thomas
Grace
Beckett.
JUDGES—John Tyler, Mrs. John Memphis Park Commission
OFFICER—George T. Smith
Office JUDGES -- Fannie Harris, Hilda Clyde Hayden, Travis H. Ho- REGISTRARS—Hattie B. Threl- OFFICER—George C. Caudle
WARD 49—PRECINCT 2
Tyler, Elizabeth Russell, AudJUDGES — Irma Vann, Eunice JUDGES—Mrs. Sam Nelson, Mrs. Pine
1461 Court
I Barbee, Melvanora E. Fisher, well, Mrs. A. C. Anderson, Mrs. keld, Ethel T. Nelson
Hill Community Center
rey Folson. Mrs. Lula Buford,I OFFICER—J.
Barber,
36—PRECIN
WARD
Rev.
Dorothy
Whitaker,
CT
Mitchell,
1
Lee
W. Fitzgerald
J.
W.
E.
Reese,
Jerry Smith, Mrs. Sena Camp- W. L. Ward, Mrs. J. W. MorAlice Street
Mrs. Jeanette Flynn
Sam W. Mitchell, Linnie Garrett, Clarence Whitaker, K. M. Hatha• JUDGES—Mrs. Raymond Selph,' bell, A. T. Hatter,
Snowden
School
Mrs. Willie ris, J. W. Morris, Mrs- E. J.
OFFICER—Henry Ford Carr
REGISTRARS—W. W. Hampton,' Mrs. C. A.
Thelma Bailey, Audrey Gales, way, Badie P. Hathaway
1870 N. Parkway
Breckenridge, Mrs. Thomas
Huffman, Mrs, Chas, D. Cavag- OFFICER—A
Miss Gloria Kirkwood
Mrs. Elsie Moore, Jackson REGISTRARS—Mrs. Etta Gadd, JUDGES—Mrs. At S. Hamilton,
J: R. Nelson, Mrs. Steven Fran. REGISTRARS—Creola
. A. Brugge
Payn e, nero, E. J. Huffman
Mrs. A. B. Collins, Mrs. H. .1.
W RD 11—PRECINCT 2
JUDGES—J. J. Feppiano, Charles Gales
sioli, Mr. John P. Brown, N. Marguerite Turner
Mrs. Georgia Hall
Hill, Mrs. W. H. Davis, Mrs,
REGISTRARS—Mrs. M. F. Mc- Nichols,
Foote Homes Community Center
Dr. G. B. Ramsey, REGISTRARS—Arizona Carothers,
R. Walker
WARD
45—PRECIN
CT
1
I
WARD
23—PRECINCT 1
578 Mississippi Blvd.
Carver. Mrs. LaRue E. Hart
Frances F. Daff, Mrs. C. A.
Mrs. R. F.. Davis, Mrs. G. B.
Georgia McCain
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. H. Host.
Pink Palace
Walker Avenue School
OFFICER—Chester Cade, Sr.
Steward.
WARD 31—PRECINCT 2
Ramsey, Mrs. John Patrichois,
ings, Mrs. Frank Saino
WARD 41—PRECINCT 2
Chickasaw
Gardens
S
995
Lauderdale
JUDGES—Will Taylor, Mrs. Zola;
REGISTRARS—Mrs. L. R. Wolf,
Anthony A. Aapero
Vacant Store
Baron Hirsch Synagogue
OFFICER—Fred Burmeister
WARD 17—PRECINCT 4
OFFICER—Lofton Bowers
Williams, Jessie Allen, Calverta!
Mrs. J E. Jolly
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. A. Brugge,
1661 La mar
1740 Vollentine
JUDGES—Fred Bauer, Jr., Lloyd
Al Chymia Temple
JUDGES — W. V. Gurney, Mrs.
Ishmael, Clara Parks Maceo
WARD 56—PRECINCT I
Miss Clara Ramsey
OFFICER—Richard T. Poole
OFFICER—G, T. Wingo
Ramsey, Fred McIntosh, L. T.
iii'op r avenue
Georgia Lewis, Mrs. Carrie BowRedwood, Mrs. Marearet Brown
OFFICER—W
. G. Dalehite
WARD 36—PRECINCT 2
JUDGES — Jesse Berg, Robert
Barringer, Mrs. George Mad, OFFICER—John J. Bailey
era, Mrs. Arab Demeyer, Sirs JUDGES—Van E. MrGaha, Mrs.
REGISTRARS—Thelma
JUDGES—Ear
line White, Mrs.
Little Flower Church
Elion, JUDGES—Mrs.
Brannon, M. Ostrove, Joseph N. linger, Carl Fuess, Neely Grant,
Henry' Bowden, Kate Tipton, A. C. Brown.
Lauretta Redwood
'Marx. James Walters, Mrs. John
Louise
1666
Stevens,
Jackson
Avenue
Hershel R. Ma y.
Lucchesi, Mrs. W. A. Ryan, Mrs. Thos. H. McKnight, Sr., L. V.
Whitehead, Mrs. Juanita BarMrs. John Mitchell, Mrs. B. H.
Gordon, Mrs. Emma Jones
WARD 12
OFFICER—D. W. Goodrich
T. P. Wade, Mrs. Geo. B. Dor- Coughlin, Mrs. L. V. Coughlin, hall, Mrs. Georgia Miller, Mr.
Pierce, Airs, W. H. Monsarrat
REGISTRARS—H, W. Beecher, i tholomew. Mrs. Walter Ellis.
Wisconsin School
JUDG ES—A, 0. Fabrin, E. L.
Sam
L.
Brown,
man
Mrs. Clara K.
James Cody, Jr.
REGISTRARS—Mrs, Wade Crock
Mrs. P. O. Howard, W. R. WilAlma Cutler
176 Wisconsin
Williamson, Herbert J. Weir REGISTRARS—Mrs. U m b e r t REGISTRARS—Mrs. W.
D. Mathis, Mans
'
ett, Mrs. Dorothy Craft
•.field
kinson, C. J. Harding, Mrs. C.
WARD 25—PRECINCT 2
OFFICER—Kenneth Gipson
Mrs. John Getz, J. P. Bellamy. Pierini, Sidney L. Nicholas
Mansfield,
Ruby
Mason, J. K.
Jr., Mrs. Helen Morley
C. Campbell
JUDGES—Mrs. Gertrude Smith,
WARD HI
St. Thomas School
Mrs. Gertrude Carpenter, Albert
Stone, Geneva Cooper
WARD 41—PRECINCT 3
WARD
REGISTRAR
45—PRECIN
S—Mrs.
CT
John
2
Mitch.
Mrs. Lois Williams, Alwood Associated General Contractors
580 Trigg
Gross, Roy Stone, E. A. MeDerREGISTRARS—Mrs. Herbert Blair
Ilyde Park School
Lion's Den
Fields, Mrs. Louise Williams,
ell. Frank Clark
CIFFICER — (Amer Ayres
mott
320 S. Dudley
Mrs. Lena Jackson
1281 Tunica
672 Semmes
James C. Watson. Jake Osborne OFFICER—O. B. Winston
JUDGES — Mrs. Elizabeth Byrne,
WARD 31—PRECINCT 3
REGISTRARS—Ethel Harris, Mrs. OFFICER—R
WARD 50—PRECINCT 2
ev. M. Winfield
OFFICER—A. B. Ricketts
Mrs. Si. B. Hubbard, Mrs. Helen
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Jake osi JUDGES—E. Si, Holder, Jr., A.
Oak Park "Y"
P. B. Peebles
Mallory Heights School
JUDGES — Joe Sandridge, Rev. JUDGES — W. C. Hubbard, L. L.
borne. Mrs. Justine Reed
U. Council, Walter Baldwin,I Griffin, Miss Vivian McNulty,
Willett and Foster
WARD 36—PRE(INCT 3
2058 Shelby
B. J. Benson, Charles Marks, Turner, Mrs. A. B. Ricketts,
WARD 13—PRECINCT 1
Mrs. Shirley Smith, T. W. Wm.! Mrs. H. E. Moore, C. F. Wei. OFFICER—John Lucchesi
OFFICER—H
%scant Building
R. Tilson
Mrs. Addle M Johnson, Harry
Mrs. W. E. Brower, Mrs. L. L.
ler
Railroad Y.51.C.A.
andt, Mrs. Lucille Lindsay
JUDGES—Hugh B. Jones, Jr.,
16e9 Jackson Avenue
JUDGES—N.
E. Sloan, Mrs. MilWinfield
Turner Hulet Beard
1 REGISTRARS—Mrs. Nora Foun. REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mildred
960 S. Third St.
dred
Hutcheson,
Mrs. C. E. Ingram, Mrs. F. F. OFFICER—W. L. Maybry
Mrs. Alice
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Marie Hod- REGISTRARS—Mrs. Hulet Beard,
OFFICER—V. B. Cox
. tam, Nell C. Wharton
Ayres, Mrs. Orville Flack
Leal. P. P. Hall, Mrs. Albert\ JUDGES—C. E. Rauscher, J. R. get, Marjorie Johnson
Mrs. H. R. Taylor
JUDGES—J. A. Herr, Mrs. St A.
(Continued
on
Page 131
WARD 2S—PRECINCT 3
WARD 19
Hays. Mrs. Sid A. Law
Luther, Mrs. V. B. Cox, Sirs. J.
South Side School
Hodges Field
REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. J. GilA. Herr, Mrs. E. W. Fuller, Mrs
Waldran & Jefferson
667 Richmond
fillan. Mrs. Robert Wilkinson
J. L. Thornton.
OFFICER—Edward Kirk
OFFICER—G. W. Trafford
WARD 31—PRECINCT 4
"EGISTRARS—Mrs. N. A. Cook, JUDGES — Pat Evans, Mrs. C. s. JUDGES — Fred T. Vieh,
Evelyn
Cripple Children's Hospital
Mrs. J. C. MeHughes
Baugh, Mr. C. S. Baugh, Mrs.
Linderman, Daniel V. Knapp.
2009 Lamar
WARD 13—PRECINCT 2
Grace D. Franklin, Mrs Henry
Mrs. Harrison Johnson, Mrs. OFF10ER—W Neal
.
Maxwell
Flre Station No. 14
Gray, Mrs. Rose M. Bolling
Millie Cooper
JUDGES—Anthony A. Meyer, Sr.,
387 E MeLemore Ave.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. S. B. Harris, REGISTRARS—Mrs. nem Wil- 0. F. Soderstrom. Sirs
J. E.
OFFICER—Doyle Taylor
Mrs. Ruth Cregan
liams, Mrs. L. H. Rabin
Conley, Mrs. J. It. Steadman,
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Former
Insurance
Exec Dies

REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ida Rape, JUDGES—L. J. Spoon, W. H. Mc- JUDGES—C. A. Riddle, Mrs. Ed(Continued from Page 14)
Common, Pat Henry, Mrs. C. B. gar Gillock, Mrs. W. T. McMrs. Frances Ebert.
Morton, Mrs. Ferne Grantham,
Bruce, Mrs. Frances Kyles, Adams, Mrs. John Craig, Edgar
WARD 58—PRECINCT 2
H. S. Gill, Roy Peden.
Mrs. Pat Jones, E. M. Byars, Gillock
Sherwood School
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Dave Teal,
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Otis Cash,
John H. Ball
3717 Vanuys
Mrs. J. K. Stone.
Mrs, W. R. Maynard
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Etnyl JoynOFFICER—C. Neal Talley
WARD 51—PRECINCT 1
JUDGES—Mrs. Martha M. Mash- er, Mrs. Emmons Venable
Carnes School
Mrs. B. A. J. Minted, retired
WARD 44
burn, Mrs. Lonas Thurmer, Mrs.
943 Lane Avenue
assistant treasurer and cashier of
Avon School
Howard A.
Mrs.
Talley,
N.
C.
OFFICER—Harvey Yaffee
the North Carolina Mutual Life In310 Avon
Phillips, Ernest
JUDGES—Clyde Proctor, John Massey, John A.
surance company, died at LinRobert L. Dobbs, OFFICER—F. B, Tipp
(Continued
from
Page
111
' Gilbert, W. F. Spruill, Jr., Mrs, M. Jones, Mrs.
coln hospital Saturday morning,
Kenneth E. JUDGES—V. E. Ellis, Frank
W G Cary. Palsy Keys, Mrs REGISTRARS—Mrs.
August I. Funeral services were
Burns, Arthur McGoldrick, Ed 244 Dixie Mall.
Tuggle
Imogene Turner, Mrs. Myrtle Marshall, Mrs. Ed
held Monday, August 3. at 11 a.
Grogan, W. A. Watson, John
A son, Willie James, to Mr. and
WARD 58—PRECINCT 3
Doss.
m. at St. Joseph's AME church,
Galella, Jr., James L. Claiborne,
Mrs. Willie Noel of 1456 Joy.
Sharpe School
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Sula Carden,
conducted by the Rev. Melvin
Leonard W. Gill, Mrs. Forrest
3431 Sharpe Road
Mrs. Winn Shoffner.
Chester Swann, her pastor. InMartin, Matt Beard, Mrs. Hazel A daughter, Cynthia Fay, to Mr.
OFFICER—A. V. Phillips
terment was in Beechwood cemeBates, F. W. Butler, Jr., R. E. and Mrs. William L. Mayes of 3411
WARD 51—PRECINCT 2
Bond.
JUDGES—Ed A. Tyler, A. M. Cartery.
Peden
' Brown Built Screen Door Co.
•••••••••
ney, T. G. Cupples, Mrs. T. F. REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ruel Roper, A daughter. Cassandra. to Mr.
Mrs. Whitted retired July I,
••• • ••
383 N. Waldran
•••
.
•
Loyce
Reed, Vanlandham Kerr,
and Mrs. Willie J. Wright of
1957, after being associated ft.- 50
Mrs. J. Si. Farley
OFFICER—W. J. Floyd.
1;4 •.,••
James
Reeves,
years with North Carolina Mu1434 Pope.
JUDGES—Mrs. Harry Frederick, Smith, Mrs. J. E.
WARD 65—PRECINCT 1
c
- . NIAI%tk•
.1•
,
tual and its predecessor, the
Mrs. Catherine Billingsley, Hen. L. Westerman
A daughter, Helen, to Mr. and
Holy Rosary Catholic School
Tyler,
June
North Carolina Mutual and ProviREGISTRARS—Marie
Donnell Word and Mrs. Eddie
Mrs. S. B. Davis, of 276 W. Dison.
nessee A and I State univer4441 Park Aveude
ry V. O'Neil, Elizabeth O'Neil
SIX MEMPRIANS were among
0. Rodgers, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. dent association of Durham.
sity. Assembled from left are
OFFICER—James Cox
Aug. it
REGISTRARS—Mrs. B. F. Head, Phillips
the 183 graduates to particiA native of Charlotte, she began
Cash and Mrs. Rodgers receivWARD 54—PRECINCT 4
Mrs. Lillie M. Walker, Mrs.
JUDGES—Mrs. II, S. McDonald, A son to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Mrs. Frances McGoldrick
pate in the commencement
her business career in 1905 with
ed their master's degrees in
Frankie L. Cash, Miss Marilyn
South Park School
Mrs. Hunter Cochran, H. E. Hearn of 2265 Shasta.
WARD 52—PRECINCT 1
exercises following the 47th
l'eople's
Benevolent and Relief asHammond,
educational
administration.
Getwell
Albert
1736
TenWatkins,
Vaught, Bill Fones, Buford D.
Summer school at
Springdale School
A daughter, Threater L,vnn, to
sociation of that city. She joined
OFFICER—W. B. Bekmeyer
Krebs, John Doggett, Jr.,
880 N. Hollywood
Mr. crid Mrs. Elbert Garth of 35
JUDGES--Gustave Reinhardt, Joe REGISTRARS—Mrs. James New.
OFFICER—Gordon Robertson
That you are leaving high school North Carolina Mutual in 1906 and
W. Raines.
was appointed cashier and bookJUDGES—Arthur Cox, Herman Lenzi, Mrs. W. M. Panell. Mrs.
man, Mrs. J B. Green
in your junior year may be fate.
A
daughter,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A
keeper in 1916. She was elected
Bernatski, Clovis H. Causey, J. E. Hill, Mrs. G. 0. Lambert,
WARD 15—PRECINCT 2
But
for
you
to
accept
this
as
the
C.
Fleming
of
387
Linden.
assistant treasurer and cashier of
Mrs. A. B. Ewing, Mrs, Casper Paul Winningham, Mrs. Paul
Mt. Moriah Park
termination of your education the company in 1949.
A daughter, Charlotte Ruby, to
Voss, Mrs. Charles liandly, Mrs. Winningham, Mrs. Earl Price
Mt. Moriah Si Park
would
be
folly.
Mrs. Whitted was an active leadMr.
and
Mrs.
Nick
Freeman
of
REGISTRARS—Mrs, Ella Rhodes, OFFICER—Tracey Plyler
Harry Krasner
The first is not altogether youi er in church civic anti communt942 Melrose.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Robert L. Mrs. Paul Winningham.
JUDGES — Mrs. Guy Robinson,
fault . .. probably, but the second ty projects. She devoted much of
Simpson, Mrs. L. E. Alford
A son, Jame Tyrone, to Mr. and
WARD 58—PRECINCT 5
Gough Wheat, W. A. Ceaig
is, however. You have intelligence her time to the activities of the
Mrs James Wallace of 213 S
WARD 52—PRECINCT 2
Tent—Cherry Rd. Baptist Church
Clifford Biber, Mrs. Jessie Tut,
ability. You must not stop iiere; women of St. Joseph's church, and
Driver.
Victory Baptist Church
1385 Cherry Road
ner,
Mrs.
Ernestine
Cox,
you MUST go on. The whole world was President of t h e Merrick
577 N. Hollywood
A daughter, Phyllis Edward. to
OFFICER—M. D. Emerson
Charles Pickett
of the intellect is still there for Moore, Park association. She was
OFFICER—J. B. Mason
JUDGES—F. Guthrie Castl a, REGISTRARS—Mrs V. F. Finney, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson
you to explore, and you must cross organizer and sponsor of the
JUDGES—H. A. Slurry, Jim Gil- James T. Fletcher, Charles T. Jr., Mrs. James 5V. Murph-y of 1508 Monsarrat.
37110.01T-•
its borders. Such talent as you "Youth Wants To Know Forum"
reath, Mrs. W. E. Lee, Mrs. Bausch, Robert M. McRae, E. H.
A daughter, Dorothy Ann, to Mr.
WARD 11—PRECINCT 1
have must not wither. Even the at t h e W. 1), Hill Recreation
L. P. Vaughn, Mrs. Edward Tenet, Jr., Mrs. Bernice BohanMusing: "Weigh your Troubles," clothes because of some neighbors
and Mrs. Cornelius SaM of 979
Willow Road School
leaden weight of despair, must not Center, and aided the Algonquin
worn-out
their
on
to
me
Burroughs:
pass
Neely, Thomas Drake
Ethel.
By
Ben
Tennis dub in promoting local tenon, Jack H. Norris, Billy Mills,
4417 Willow Road
pull it down.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. 0. Chand- Robert M. McRae, Jr.
clothes.
grumble
to
OFFICER—Dr. Arthur F. Johnson
A daughter, Angela Jeanette, to If you are inclined
You're young, strong, nothin nis tournaments. She received a ciler. Mrs. F,. K. Hague
emSundays
troubles
you
Saturdays
and
work
on
EmerAbout
your
I
g
tation
from the City of Durham
REGISTRARS—Mrs. M. D.
JUDGES—Wallace Gooch, Don Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Whitmore of ...
Is beyond your reach if you wan
WARD 52—PRECINCT 3
last year for her contributions to
brace . . . Think of those who as an errand boy for a druggist. to lay hold
son, Mrs. Mildred Mayer
Hitchcock, Jiihn Gillum, Mrs. 1095 Pearce.
on
it!
Railroad Salvage Furn. Store
I have
17 and
community recreation programs.
I am coming
Ruth Gillum, Mrs. Sue Ed- A son, James Daniel. to M7. without asking . . .
WARD 59—PRECINCT 1
Use your spare time — evenings
3104 Summer
On April 12 of this year, Mrs.
and Mrs. JOI3le Gilmer of 728 Wil- Would be glad to take your looked for friends, but I only see
monds, Mrs. Claude A. King
Church
Presbyterian
Pendleton
lunch
hours!
If
Morrison
you
OFFICER—Ed D.
have the fixity Whitted was honored by the Junllama
the tough gangs who will accept
place . . .
Mrs. M. H. Wall;
2791 Barron
of
purpose
and
JUDGES—Floyd D. Rowe, Jr.,
a
deep
convictioo ior Mothers' club, with a "This
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Macon Wher- A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ponder on the many people . . . me. At least among them poverty that God expects each
Jack Liles, E. J. Berry, Mrs. OFFICER—Mrs. Hazel Herring
one of us Is Your Life" program at B.N.
Leroy Bartlett of 1875 Hunter.
who have rougher roads to hoe . is no disgrace and their lawless
to
develop
the
Harry Jacobs, Frank Mens I, JUDGES—Mrs. Julia Lloyd, Mrs. ry, Mrs. Si. H. Walls.
best
that
is in us Duke auditorium of North Carolina
A daughter, Debra Fay, to Mr. And like magic, smiles will reap- forays enable them to get t h e
You have a wealth of time to college. About 60 persons particiWARD 14—PRECINCT 2
Mrs. H A. Fletcher, B. L. Bum- Earl Jackson, Mrs. Vivian
and Mrs. Arthur L. Suell of 268 pear
things that represent the outward
Sutton,
Margaret
Adams, Mrs.
spend as you will. Hoard it, and pated on the program in paymig
Colonial School
pas
W. Dison.
Temper all your woe.
symbols of self-respect. So in Any
1360 Colonial Road
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ed D. Morri- Mrs. Earlyne Cole. Mrs. A. G.
4 daughter, Jacquelyn Delores. Viewing others tends to lessen junior year, I am quitting school. use it well. Look up. . . God tribute to Mrs. Whitted, including
Baxter.
bless you.
Velma
OFFICER—W.
M.
Welsh
Jones, Mrs.
son, Mrs. C. B. Holland
to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Maxwell Any grief you have to bear,
tennis champion Althea Gibson,
But 1 just want you and the others
REGISTRARS—Mrs. James JUDGES—Mrs. Harold Ray, Rob- of 1417 Azalia.
WARD 53—PRECINCT 1
For it shows you that your prob. who may condemn me and others
Campbell, Mrs. John G. Argo ert Ditto, Mrs. Mary Ann Ditto, A son to Mr. and Mrs. IC. C.
Kingsbury School
lem . . .
like me . . to know 1 tried. Bum.
Robert E, Wilson, Mrs. Louise Ward of 215 Driver.
WARD 59—PRECINCT 2
1284 N. Graham
Isn't worth despair. (To be con- Dear "Bum":
OFFICER—Ernest L. Nolen, Jr. Cumberland Presbyterian Church H. Wilson. Mrs. Celia Hudson
A daughter Tuwayne, to Mr. tinued.)
And I don't thing you are.
Mrs. R. B. Stephens
Brinn, Edith
JUDGES—Marie
Park and Greer
and Mrs. Johnnie Ferrell of 333 Dear Carlotta:
1 am glad you wrote that open
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. 0. BarVonderford, Clara Faye Smith, OFFICER—J. F. Werne
Decatur.
I have had a hard time. I have frank letter. I hope many who
(English Lady)
Mrs. Clarice Blakley, Mrs. Lil- JUDGES—Mrs. Martha Morgan, nett, Mrs. Jack Emits
A son, Merrill Cezar, to Mr. and tried In keep myself in school but feel like you will read it, and also
This Is her new office at the Mississippi,
lian B. Hooper, Mrs. Elaine Mrs. C. N. Atkins, Mrs. Patsy
WARD 17
Mrs. Carl Stewart of 1053 Lenow. I have only had respectable my answer.
State Line. MADAM BELL Is hark after a
Young, James Armour, Ellen Fopay, Mrs. Mary A. Bruley,
Sea Isle School
Bern at E. IL Crump Memorial
long time of being away and at last she Is
Jesser
5220 Sea Isle
Mrs. Wilbur Coats, Mrs. Eula
Hospital
back to stay In her new home
REGISTRARS—Mary Rose Jones, Walker, Mrs. J. L. McDowell, OFFICER—E. Clyde Pickier
July 31, MS
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
Dorothea P. Moore
Mrs. J. B. Keeton, Mrs. C. P. JUDGES — Robert W. Pegram, A son, Michael Wayne, to Mr.
A GYPSY
WARD 53—PRECINCT 2
Jr., Creed Taylor, Jr. Todd M. einel Mrs. Theodore McKinney of
Locke, Fred T. Tiedemann.
Wells Station School
REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. W. Sig. Miller, Henry McAdams, Cecil 1,528 South.
you lost faith In your husband, elf, or sweetheart? Are yea
1612 Wells Station Road
Hicks, Fred W. Means, Leland
man, Mrs. T. T. Roberts
A son, Eonald Keith. to Mr
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
OFFICER—Alvis C. Jerden
E. Carter.
WARD 59—PRECINCT 3
and Mrs. Johnnie Parker of 1221
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at ones. She
JUDGES—Evelyn Langley, Mrs.
REGISTRARS
—
Mrs.
Kenneth
Cherokee School
Pioneer.
A, C. Jerden, Stanley Faught,
will read lit, to you just as she would read an open book.
Haley, Mrs. C. H. Marler.
3061 Kimball
August. 1
BIRMINGHAM, Ala — (UPI) — , The three have been charged
Mrs. Geneva Sills, Sarah Lane,
Tell
you why your job or business is not a success If you have
OFFICER—Mrs. John Contin
A son. Vittorio Marius. to Mr. Three Negro youths have pleaded I with murder in connection with
WARD 88—PRECINCT 1
Roselle Stafford, Peggy Franks,
Kelp,
JUDGES—Mrs. Shirley
and Mrs. Anthony Katoe of 1018
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at ones.
Richland School
the fatal stabbing of James
Tommie Lee Smith
preliminary
innocent
at
their
Jimmie Crews, Mrs. N.
E. McLemore.
5440 Rich Road
Hannaher, 29, of Bloomington,
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
REGISTRARS—Beth Pass, Myrtle Mrs.
hearing on charges of stabbing a Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.,
Aug. 2
F. Taylor, Mrs. B. R. McCar- OFFICER—William Reeves
Liles
Line, on the way to Hernando. Iler home Is 2 blocks below
A daughter, Marva Nadine, to white Minneapolis truck driver to here July 22.
ver, Mrs. Alice Harrison, D. 0. JUDGES—Paul H. Bowdre, Wayne
WARD 54—PRECINCT 1
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
Erwin, Mrs. Jess Carter, Mrs. C. Franklin, Chester P. Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wherry of death and have been bound over The three confessed to stabbing'
Memphis Boys Town
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
242
Radar
rd.
Maurice
J.
Cohn,
Bond,
B.
WilT.
Geo.
Williams,
Mrs.
J.
W.
4093 Summer Ave.
to the Jefferson County grand jury. Hannaher, a truck driver for the
off at Sta.,. Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
A
son,
Alfred
Edwin
H.
Anthony,
to
Ragsdale
Mr.
liams.
OFFICER—A. B. Haines
The youths, Earnest Jones, 20, Morgan Transportation co. of ElkRAND SIGN.
JUDGES—Mrs. Wilma M. Tate, REGISTRARS—Mrs. K. R. Har- REGISTRARS—Maxey W. Humph- and Mrs. Dannie Davis of 1053
after Ilannaher made
reys, Ben
John Perry, 16, and Jewell Short, hart, Ind.,
Humphreys
Leath.
Mrs. Weldon L. Krazter, Mrs. dy, Mrs. Jean Jones
a proposal which angered t h e
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
August. 2
WARD 66—PRECINCT 2
WARD 40—PRECINCT 1
17, were ordered held without bond youths, police
Romona Jasper, Carl E. Coats,
said.
A daughter, Ellaine Carolyn, to, pending action of the grand jury,
Memphis Hebrew Academy
Prospect School
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
Cecil Greenland, 1. W, Estes,
Mr. and Mrs. George Small of probably in October.
390 S. White Station Rd.
2300 Mississippi
SCHOOLS I Instructions,
at all times. (She never had an otflee in West Memphis )
Richard A. Farrell
lobs
while
learning
re•ding,
796
Edith.
Part-time
OFFICER—Guy W. Glass
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Lela A. OFFICER—Grady Tollison
typewriting. printing evangelism. Mail
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
name, address. telephone number to The
JUDGES—Douglas Joyce, Mrs. JUDGES—Ruth E. Glass, Esther Aug. 4
Smith, Mrs. Margaret Estes
Christ
School,
PO
Hon
1327,
MemWay
A
daughter,
Teresa
Ann,
to
51r.
M.
Owings,
Eloise
J.
Habenight,
C. R. Young, Mrs. 71. A. Hinphis, Tenn.
Hours 9 a m. to 9 p.m.
WARD 54—PRECINCT 2
son, Mrs. W. B. Turner, Mrs. REGISTRARS—Brenard L. Hobbs, and Mrs. Charlie Jordon of 2101 NEW YORK — (UPI) — Tele•
Fire Station No. 24
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
Hubert.
MEN.
WOMEN
HELP
WANTED
—
Glenn
W.
Habenight
Irma
Smith,
Mrs. Irene Smith,
vision salesman Jack Gilbert had Part-time lobs while learning reading.
4472 Powell
Aug. 5
I don't make any home mills or answer any letters. Be sure
typewriting, printine evangelism Mall
Mrs. Earl Dixon
WARD Of
I OFFICER—W. F. Davis
A son, Leroy, Jr., to Mr, and just wrapped up a sale Monday name. address. telephone number to The
to look for the right sign and the right name.
Westside
School
REGISTRARS—Mrs.
G.
A.
Hall,
JUDGES—Mrs. W. F. Davis. Mrs.
Way School, PO Box '7323. MemMrs. Leroy Morrell of 3030 Cal- when the electricity went off in Christ
3347 Dawn Drive
this city's worst power failure in phis. Tenn.
Ruth B. Kinard, Mrs. R. M. Mrs. A. E. Wise
veil.
OFFICER—Walter Furr
James, E. S. Breazeale, G. A.
WARD 60—PRECINCT 2
A daughter, Josana Lynn, to histery. The customer then de.
JUDGES—Joe Sigler, Mrs. Cecil
Conawk„ A, T. Lankford, MarCharjean School
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Powell of cided not to buy the •set.
Rasberry, Mrs, Raymond Bad- 836 Annie pi
tin Tippit
2140 Charjean
galupo, Johnny Fracchia, C. P.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Jimmie Kil- OFFICER—I, E. Lowrey
A daughter„Tenise Elaine, to
Sigler, Earl McDougal, Jake
patrick, Mary IL Green
JUDGES—Mrs. I. E. Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie I-i. Jackson
Little, Geo. Clifton
WARD 55
Mrs. Lois Rawlings, Mrs. G. R
of 2218 Heard.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Charles Hee- Aug. 6
Private Residence
Harrison. Mrs. Tessie Lewis
kle, Mrs. James Clifton
83 Walnut Grove Cr., West
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Lott L.
Mrs. Louise Wallace, Mrs. Pear
WARD 71I—PRECINCT 1
OFFICER—Jim C. Galloway
Reed, jr., of 1408 Kerr.
Rettig
Frayser High School
JUDGES—E. M. Smith, Jack Pip.
A son, Clifton Campbell, to Mr.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Carl CraM,
1530 Dellwood
kin, Marvin H. Hawks, Thomas
and Mrs. Theodore Medford of 124
Mrs. Kitty Shell
OFF,CER—A. IL Wren
L. Ledger, Lee H. Weed, Mrs.
Loa
Dove.
God's messenger who guarWARD 60—PRECINCT
JUDGES—Charlie Patton, Betty
Elise Surles, Mrs. Frances
Dunn Avenue School
Hamilton, Robert Weakley, Donantees to help all who
Crockrill, 0. McKinley Parker.
1500 Dunn Avenue
ald Holland, A. L. Ray, HayREG1STRARS—Mrs. Alex Handlecome to her.
OFFICER—T. R. Robinson
Williams
wood
man, Mrs. Jake Green
JUDGES — Bobby Bishop, Mrs. REGISTRARS—Mrs. James Doty,
WARD 56
Dorothy Bowen, Mrs. Jene Som- Mrs. N. 11, Frederickson
White Station School
Has helped thousands and
WARD 79—PRECINCT 2
erville, Mrs. Bettie J. Jones
514 S. Perkins
Delano School
Mrs. Arline Williams, Mrs. Leguarantees to help you —
OFFICER—Louie Bianchi
1716 Delano Road
ora Parker, Mrs. Dorothy JohnJUDGES—Edna B. Austin, Floyd
or you don't pay.
A special feature, leading to the
' C. Yarbrough, Della McKinna, son, Daniel Fields, Mrs. Bertha- OFFICER—George S. Reeves
Johnson,
R.
JUDGES—Mrs.
W.
T.
Women's Day program at St. Peter
Mrs. Ed H. Reeves, W, T. Wang- rene Berkley, Mrs. Vesta ButE. Hanson, Mrs. Geo. Tackett, Missionary Baptist church, August
' ley, E. R. Staples, Frank L. lard.
Glide.
Ogelvie,
Mrs.
C.
L.
C.
V.
23,
will be the Lawn Tea on Au- Is located 2 miles North of
Burt, Sr., T, K. Creson, Howard REGISTRARS—Mrs.
Narcissus
well, Clifford Bourgloes
gust 14, 7 p. m., on the church Mason, Tenn. on Hwys. 70
Johnson, John T. Moorehead, Jones, Mrs. Graftee Elmore
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Floyd A 1 1- lawn. The church is located at and 79. Look for the InREGISTRARS—Mrs. Jean Quinn,
WARD 61
mond, Mrs. Willie Walker
1442 Gill ave., corner of Pillow at. dian head sign.
Irving Lipman
Melrose High School
WARD 71
The program will climax with a
WARD 57
843 Dallas
OPEN DAILY AND
Georgian Hill School
musical Sunday evening, August
Fire Station No. 27
OFFICER—F., J. Cardosl
Leweir
street
16,
at
3
p.
m.
in
the
church
AudiSUNDAY
4575 Poplar Avenue
JUDGES—Mrs. A. W. Zachary, OFFICER—D. L. Pierce
OFFICER—J. C. P. Boyer
Connie Hough, Josephine Win- JUDGES—Marvin Belote, Mrs. torium.
Mrs. Louise Maya is chairman JUDGES—Mrs. Amel C. Peterson, hush, Marie Lawson, Melissa
Barbara Nyrum, Mrs. Elsie do- of the program with Mrs. Marie
L.S. Lawo, Jr. James W. Watson
Davis, Julia Henderson, Charlie
Stinett,
Mrs.
Howard
itfelter,
Jones.
co-chairman. Rev. C. J.
son, Amel C. Peterson, T. L. Jones, Willie Lee Gross, Curtis
M. J. Siedell, George Hurt
Gaston is pastor.
Sawn, Daniel E. West, Mrs. Spitler Mrs Caries Bailey ?Aro
' ' REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. M. CrawJames C. Campbell, Mrs. Mary
Adrinell Ross
ford, Mrs. Cliffccd Lamar
Richmond.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Jamie TisIs not an ordinary fortune
WARD 72—PRECINCT 1
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Amel C. dale, Wilma Mosley
Denver School
teller, but a religious GodPeterson, Mrs. Fred C. Lovitt.
WARD 62
1940 Frayser Blvd.
NEW DELHI, — (UPI) — Pre- gifted Indian woman who
Gragg School
WARD 56—PRECINCT 1
OFFICER—S. W. Pant
mier Jawaharlal Nehru appealed
3772 Jackson Avenue
Garage (rear)
JUDGES—Mrs. Jack Price, Ed to the people of India for unity has powers to heal the sick
OFFICER—A. B. Irwin, Jr.
909 S. Highland
Wright, Mrs. Betty Collier, L. and progress Saturday, on the and healing.
JUDGES—Lee Davis, C. C. Hiss- K. Collier, Sr., Mrs. L. K. ColOFFICER—L. F. Islaub
12th anniversary of the nation's
Reese,
Mrs.
Juanita
Walls,
Jack
R.
ley,
W. lien
JUDGES — Mrs.
independence.
'02 isa magic imuratxa for a lot oe
James
F.
Davis,
J.
R.
Mills,
Mrs.
Jean
Fields,
REGISTRARS—Mrs.
Gene
Collier,
Nell
Mrs.
No disorders were reported Sat- Solemnly swears to help all
happy peoplo.
Singleton, Mrs. Jewel Ham- Gregory, Mrs. J. W. Card, H. Mrs. H. C. Dealer
urday, but one person was killed
WARD 72—PRECINCT
mock, Mrs. Johnnie Mae Bigler, A. Wendt, Monroe Parks.
It's the taste that makes it wriecial. Like'
Friday night near the Red fort who come to her with any
Grandview Heights School
W. D. Stallings, Mrs. Josephine REGISTRARS — Mrs. John Wil
by an unidentified dynamiter. problem. Located 5 miles
sun on ice: light, bright, oeld and clear,
2375 Clifton Road
Hams, Mrs. A. B. Irwin
Keel,
from Kentucky.1
North of Millington on
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Nehru Urges Unity,
Progress In India
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AMERICA'S FINE'BEER
FROM KENTUCKY!

Mother Christian

SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION

• •

S. Nelson Castle, Chairman
Lester H. Brenner, Secretary
G. B. 'Pat' Joyner, Member
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Indian head sign.
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Bank Official To Honor Heroic Kids
Leaves For
At Elks Nati Confab
College Course

Sat., August 22, 1959

Earle Farmer Captures
Top Award In Contest

Three heroes ut the Southern of difficulties to weather two year*
School Integration progress will of attendance at the 1,700 stube honored at the annual educa- dent school. In his early day*
Horace L. Chandler, assistant tional services August 23, at the the school. Roberts was ca
cashier, 'Tri-State Bank of Mem- Elks National Convention in Atlan- names, taunted, and a group of
Louis Jenkins, farmer of Route on :Lis farm but he is helping
phis will leave August 15, for tic City. They are 18-year-old Gus. white youngsters attempted to
his
1, Earle, Ark., won first place in neighbors and friends with
two weeks attendance at the School tavas Roberts, first Negro gradu. block his entrance but he refusa picthe landowner division of the Ar- ture qf what soil conservati
of Banking at the University of ate of Central High school in Char ed to quit.
on can
kansas Jamboree Soil and Water mean to Crittenden County
Wisconsin, Madison. This will be lotte ,N. C., 17 year old Olivia
The Charlottesville girl was chosfarmContest which is conducted in co- ers."
his first year at the school which L. Ferguson, first Negro to enter en because of her patience and
operation with Soil Conservation Awards
requires two weeks resident at- Lane high school of Charlottesville, persistence in September, 1957.
and prizes were providService.
tendance each year for three Va., and Ann Rhodes, leader of The court ordered OLlivia to go to
ed by the State Association of Soil
Years to earn the certificate o 21 children in the Front Royal, Lane high school as a student. The
The contest was for all Negro Conservation Districts, AM&N colgraduation. Throughout the year Va., integration controversy.
cooperators of the Soil Conserva- lege, and Eastern Arkansas Coschool was closed because of the
between sessions students are retion districts in the state of Ar- operative Ginners Association. The
An estimated 10,000 persons are Massive Resistance Laws of Virquired to do extension work inkansas. John Gammon of Route Agricultural Extension Service,
ginia. Her father was requested
volving problems in all phases of expected to watch the courageous to withdraw her in order to re1, Marion, who is State President Farmers Home Administration and
youngsters lead a delegation of
banking.
of the Farm Bureau (Negro Di- the Farm Bureau cooperated in
open the school — but he refused.
The school is sponsored by the some 50 other students in integrat- At the closing of the Lane High
vision), presented first place award promoting and judging the contest
ed schools in four southern states.
Central States Conference, corn- The
to Louis Jenkins at a luncheon,
procession will be one of school, even though Olivia had full
posed of bankers associations in
in honor of all participant:if
the moving demonstrations at the qualifications and was given her
16 mid-western states. Attendance
at AM&N college August 4, Jenkmeeting planned for the huge sen- examination for completing her
this year will approximate 1,175
ins'award was the highest of
Ssevior high school auditorium, which course, the school board did not
V
bankers, ranging from junior ofen awards presented as divided
will feature an address by ex- grant her a diploma. However she
ficers and department managers
between the landowners and the
received only a diploma from
baseball
star
Jackie
Robinson.
"BETTER LIVING Through
versity's clothing and textile
tenant division. In addition to an
strated by Mrs. Helen Wright, to presidents, vice presidents and
Charlottesville public schools statImproved Practices" was t h e
head. Starring in the styles
board chairmen of banks from 40 LEE MADE ANNOUNCEMENT
special representative from
appropriate certificate reflecting; Court
ing she had completed her course.
Announcem
ent
of
theme
of
two-day
the
a
were several Nashville high
selection
Farm and
states.
this honor, he also received a $501
Education Services of SimpliMeanwhile, Miss Rhodes, who
Home institute on the campus
school girls who participated
The faculty of over 110 instruct- of Roberts and Miss Ferguson had dendied a diploma at the
city Pattern company are from
cash award.
as
outstandin
g
of Tennessee A and I State
awardees
Summer Teen-Age Experiin
was
made
ors
consists
left, Lois Ann Poag, Dorothy
of bankers who are
Front Royal (Va.) High schoc!
In the opinion of the judges,
university and featured a fashmental Class in Clothing
specialists in their respective by Elk Educational Commissioner cause of the lack of a cred .
Fort, Mrs. Wright, Lillian
Jenkins had done the best possiGeorge W. Lee. The North Caroion demonstration directed by
Constructi
fields,
Admiring
on.
practicing
model
Thornton
and
Shirley
Clowney,
attorneys, busispending the Summer attend' g
ble job of conservation farming
Mrs. Geraldine Fort, the unl•
ness executives and members of lina youth was chosen for the school in order to be eligible to
sewing machine being demon•
senior home economics major
on his 75 acre farm. Among these NEW ORLEANS, La. — The U.
unique assignment because of his
S.
Court
of
Appeals
a
number
here
of
has
been
university
and
practices are: 14 acres of land
colreceive a high school diploma at
lege faculties. The instructors com- ccurage in overcoming all types the special ceremonies. She was
clearing, construction of a group asked to overturn the conviction •
of Carl Braden, Southern integreprise one of the most competent
drainage ditch, construction of
was named a winner of an Elk
tion worker, on a charge of con- , Fisk
groups of men in their respective
field drains, installation of pipe
$1,000 scholarship. Arrangements
tempt
of
Congress.
professions ever assmbled f o r
drops, placed culverts and conare also being made to extend
adult educational purposes.
structed bridges where ditches Braden was sentenced to a year
scholarship aid to Mr. Roberts
'I
in
prison
The
last
present high standards of
crossed field roads, spread spoil
February for reand Miss Ferguson.
banking service in communities
banks, applied fertilizer according fusing to answer certain questions
Among the VIPS who have thus
throughout the country will be
to soil laboratory recommenda- asked of him by a aubcommittee I
far promised to be on hand to
enhanced by attendance of local
tions, established permanent pas- of the House Un-American Corn-I
honor the distinguished pair will
bank officers at this specialized
tures, planted cover crops which mittee in Atlanta, Ga., in July,
be Congressman Charles Diggs of
rapt
banking school.
were plowed under to increase 1958. He challenged the commitMichigan; Hon. Val Washington,
The Shelby County District As- the direction of Mrs. Inez Brooks.
In
sod fertility, rotated crops and es- tee's right to ask the questions.
director of minoritie8 of the ReThe 1959 Chemistry-Physics In- sociation met in it's 11th annual Special sermons are scheduled
tablished a wild life improvement Five distinguished attorneys joinpublican
National
Committee;
Lord
stitute for junior high and senior session beginning Tuesday, Aug. by the Reverends L. H. Aldridge,
area along Holden Lake which ed in filing a brief in the Appeals
Hon. Elmer Carter, chairman of
high school teachers at Fisk uni- 18. The meeting will continue thru C. J. Gaston, A. L. Saddler, M.
Volta
runs through his farm.
Court charging that the committee
the State Commission Against Disversity, Nashville, Tenn., which Friday, Aug. 21, at the Mt. Gil- Robinson, and Dr. W. H. Brewstquarte
did not call Braden before it for a
crimination; Hon. Frederick MorBOUGHT FARM IN '44
began June 15, has just ended, ham Baptist church, 1029 Ray- er.
desert.
row, special assistant to the
Louis Jenkins purchased this bona fide legislative purpose.
and 56 enriched but tired teachers mond at., Rev. E. Bates, pastor. Mrs. J. C. Austin will preside
brown
President of the United States;
farm in 1944 with a Tenant Pur- "Instead." they declare, "the from 19 states have
Horace
Chandler,
L.
assistant
The
meeting
will
just returned
begin with a over the Women's dept. Rev. E.
are at
and Hon John H. Johnson, presichase loan made by the Farmers Committee's purpose was to inter- home.
special program rendered by the Bates is moderator of the Asso- cashier of the 'Fri-State Bank of
A lot
dent of Johnson Publishing Corn.
Memphis, will attend the 1959
Home Administration. Since that fere with his rights of free speech, During these eight
young people of the district, under ciation.
weeks,
these
sions
pany and editor of Ebony,
course of the American Institute
time, with additional operating association and petition under the teachers in addition
to being
Cryi
Jet and Hue magazines.
of Banking at the University of
loans made by FHA, he has steadi- First Amendment to the Consti- brought up to date in
chemistry
RAUL
CASTRO,
brother of Cuban
Wisconsin at Madison, Wisc., for
ly improved the farm to its pres- tution."
such outstanding scientists as
Fidel
,
Castro
e"
ut
and commander of
two weeks.
ent state of development.
President John C. Bailar, of the
New 'Air' In Sewer
their
The course, held each Summer, Cuba's armed forces, is shown
Jenkins worked closely with Lecturer Succumbs
American Chemical Society, PhyHUDDERS
FIELD,
England
-upon
menta
arrival
in
Caracas, Venezuis designed to provide the best
Chester S. Durley, soil conserva- WESTON, Conn. — Lee
sicist Robert Ellis of the Mat(UPI)—Geoffrey Ramsden, a $28almost
Keedick,
possible training in banking for ela Sunday during a stopover entionist of the Soil Conservation 79, founder of the
a-week sewer worker, saved up
nation's oldest terhorn project Princeton, and othroute
to
Santiago.
In t
Chile, presumThe new ''Pocket Guide to Ten- tam a section on the identifica- bank officers throughout the counService, in carrying out the con- lecture bureau,
ers.
They
visited
Redstone
and
Arsenbought
a Rolls Royce. One of
died Monday in
ably to address Organization of
mitted
try.
servation practices which won him a hospital
al,
Oak
Ridge
National
Laboratorhi
a
pleased
nessee
Hunting"
now
available
is
fellow-workers, John
tion of ducks; the various flyways "This represents
at Fairfield, Conn.
his d
another effort American States foreign mini- Cartwright, said Monday
this award. Durley says, "Jenk-1
"Geoff's
Keedick had founded the L e e lea and Dyer Observatory, among from your local game and fish of- and time tables which will be of of the 'Fri-State
needed
Bank of Memphis sters' conference. On Monday a , Rolls has given
ins is not only doing a good job]
other
field
trips.
a
new
air
sewto
Keedick Lecture Bureau in 1907.
stantia
Among the teachers attending ficer, sporting goods stores and li- value to the duck hunter oncel i° continue providing the local Cuban Air Force transport carry. age works."
out o
and making a valuable contribu- cense agents. This handy little the season is announced. The book- community with the highest bank- big his advance party was seizdesire
tion was James Ramsey, of Mt. booklet, prepared by the Informa- let also contains a list of all game ing services," Jesse H. Turner, ed by Chile's air force on its un-'FARM PHONES
executive vice president and cash- authorized arrival
Memp
Pisgah High school, and Moss tion-Education Section of the Comin Santiago. About one-half of U. S. farms
and fish officers, complete with ier said.
in the
(UPI Telephoto)
Walker of Douglas High school, mission contains the answer to
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
have
telephone
service.
.
practically
every question which numbers.
via p
and William H. Roach of Manasasmight arise in regard to the hunt- Mr. I. H. Brooks of Memphis
essenc
sas High school.
ing seasons for 1959-60 in the Volthe b
caught a 10 pound, 11 ounce bass
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE
unteer State.
PAINT
stens
of
out
Browns
Creek
lake
Naton
Free City Delivery — Orders
Premier Takes Rest
Appreciated
FIRS
The 46-Page booklet contains a chez Trace park, Saturday, Aug.
RESEARCHER PERI COUSINS
JERUSALEM — (UPI) — Pre- summary of the seasons,
Evi
includ- 8. Mr. Brooks was casting a "Dive
mier David Ben Gurion has de- ing information regarding
.•
,enjoys
working
As,
as
an
.twit
cerne
the man Bomber" when he hooked this recparted for a rest of at least a aged hunts on the
of th
wildlife manage- ord bass, according to Johnnie B.
TV Producer "for NBC. She also
week at an unannounced location. ment areas; what
. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpape
Hemp
type of licenses Simmons, manager of the Game
r
In a medical checkup on Thurs- are needed, and
enjoys Luckies. pets the honest
where hunting is and Fish Commission operated
pails
405 MONROE — Some Phone
day, doctors found the 74-year-old permitted, etc. While
— JA 3-1626
down
it lacks in- lake.
Herbert Streeli
• Sines 1871 •
taste of fine tobacco in cve.ry
premier's condition good, but ad- formation on the
Walter Strsull
white.
dates for the
vised rest.
coming duck season, it does conthat
puff. Says Miss Cousins."Luckies
ure
have just what I'm looking for:
ow '
"Ho
perfect taste!"
one
0plagu
is tha.
num
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the el
of Ne
week
on th
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NEW ORLEANS — Mrs. Pearl
them
pejoie LaPlace has filed separaThe
bon action against her husband,
tant f
Malcolm LaPlace, charging cruelhate
ty.
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The couple was married in Chicago in 1946. Parents of t w o
children, the LaPlaces are expecting a third.
Mrs. LaPlace is the daughter of
the late Prudhome J. E. Dejoie,
insurance executive, and sister of
P. J. F. Dejoie, president of the
Louisiana life insurance co.
Her estranged
husband is a
former radio personality and businessman.
Mrs. LaPlace won a court order
prohibiting LaPlace from visiting
their $35,000 ranch home and disposing of any community property.
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